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FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION ON BINARY MIX
TURES. NUMBER OF THEORETICAL PLATES 
AND TRANSFER UNITS.*

By A. J . V. U n d e r w o o d , D.Sc., M.I.Chem.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., F.I.C.,
P .Inst.F ., F .Inst.Pet.

S u m m a r y .

For binary mixtures with constant relative volatility, the number of transfer 
units can be calculated in a form which readily permits of comparison with 
the number of theoretical plates required for the samo separation. The 
computation can in both cases be greatly facilitated .by using a simple 
graphical method. Any separation with finite reflux can bo exactly converted 
into an equivalent separation with total reflux by using a modified relative 
volatility and modified compositions.

It is useful to  be able to  make a ready comparison of the number of 
theoretical plates and of transfer units required for a given separation by 
fractional distillation. For binary mixtures, in which the components 
follow R aoult’s Law and the relative volatility may be assumed constant, 
a number of analytical methods of calculation are available. For the 
particular case of to tal reflux, Chilton and Colburn 1 have derived an 
equation giving the number of transfer units, while Fenske 2 and Under
wood 3 have given equations for the number of theoretical plates. For 
finite reflux, Colburn 4 has given equations for the number of transfer 
units, and Smoker 5 for the number of theoretical plates. Dodge and 
Huffman 8 and Hausen 7 have calculated the number of theoretical plates 
required, assuming a differential change in composition from plate to  plate, 
and consequently their equations actually give the number of transfer 
units. For the general case of finite reflux, these various equations do not 
readily perm it of comparison between the number of theoretical plates 
and the number of transfer units, and involve somewhat laborious com puta
tions. By making use of the transform ation of co-ordinates used by 
Smoker 5 in deriving his equation for the number of theoretical plates, 
somewhat similar and readily comparable equations can be derived for 
the number of transfer units. By means of a simple graphical construction 
the work of computation in both cases can be greatly simplified. Also, 
any case of finite reflux can, by a further transform ation, be reduced to  an 
equivalent separation with to tal reflux.

The method used by Smoker 5 for calculating the number of theoretical 
plates is illustrated in Fig. 1. Referring to  axes OX  and OY, the equili
brium curve is represented by the equation

OCX-

y  =  1 +  (a -  I ) * ......................................( )

The operating line is represented by the equation

y — mx b .....................................(2)

* Received 7th April, 1943.
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The origin of co-ordinates is now transferred to O', where the operating 
line and the equilibrium curve intersect. I f  the co-ordinates of the point 
of intersection, referred to the original axes OX  and OY, are (kv  rnkx +  b), 
kx is given by the equation

” * , + t ° r + ( f T i f e ........................ (3) '

or m(a — l)Iq2 +  [wi +  b(a — 1) — aJZq -f  b =  0 . . (4)

Equation (4) has two solutions, representing the two points of intersection 
of the operating line with the equilibrium curve (continued, if necessary, 
beyond the normal range of x  =  0 to  x  — 1). In  the following, k1 is taken 
as the lower of the two values given by equation (4). For any practical 
distillation problem, /j1 will lie between 0 and 1 for the operating line of the 
rectifying section, and will have a negative value for the operating line of the 
stripping section.
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Taking new co-ordinates with the point of intersection O' as origin

x' — x  — iq
y' =  y  — (mky +  b)

Substituting in equations (2) and (1), the equation of the operating line 
becomes

y' =  m x ' ................................................. (5)

and the equation of the equilibrium curve becomes

y' + m ki +  h = rqT(”(̂ t)(t')+jfc1j :••■■(«)
Subtracting equation (3) from equation (6) and putting

1 (a — l)&i =  c .....................................(7)

. ax'
g l v c s  ,J  ~  -  i K .................................................................<8 )

which is the equation of the equilibrium curve referred to the new origin 
of co-ordinates, O'.

Using the notation of Colburn,8 the number of transfer units based on 
change in vapour concentration is given by

N,oo
[y• du

-ir J — .....................................(9)
L  y* -  y

where y* is the equilibrium value of y  corresponding to x  and y  is the actual 
value.

Transferring to the new co-ordinates

y* - I f  =  y'* — (mk! +  b) — {y' — {mkx +  b)}
=  y'* -  y'

From equations (8) and (6),

, ax' , x'(a — me2) — mc( a — l)a;'2
y * - y  = — ^+^-1),'

and dy' =  m . dx'

Equation (9) then becomes
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which gives the number of transfer units required to effect a change in 
composition from x„' to x0'.

The equation derived bj*- Smoker 5 for the number of theoretical plates, 
N P, required for the same separation is

N p  =  •

lost* me“

log, 3  +  log.
1 mc{ a — 1)

me“ , x n

mc(a. — 1)
me“ ■

(H)

For total reflux, the operating line is y  =  a;, and intersects the equilibrium 
curve a t the origin 0, so th a t rn =  1, Zq =  0, c =  1, and x' =  x. Equation 
(10) then becomes :

£ ; i ................................................................. < 1 2 >

- l0&S  + l08- { r F q l  + r h  •k*  {r= J;}

. . . „ 3 ,

i.e.,

or

Equation (12) is the same as the one derived by Dodge and Huffman 6 
for total reflux, when calculating the number of theoretical plates on the 
assumption th a t there is a differential change in composition from plate to 
plate. Equation (13), after making the substitution x — y, is the same as 
th a t given by Chilton and Colburn 1 for the number of transfer units for 
total reflux.

I f  now a further transformation of co-ordinates is made by putting

x  = mc( a
a — me“ 

then equation (10) becomes :

!) x , _  mc{a — l)(x — Zq)
mcr (14)

$ ■  -  U T S ?  p r

Now, putting
mc~

N oo

(15)

(16)

Equation (16) is of exactly the same form as the to tal reflux equation 
(12) with x"  instead of x  and ¡3 instead of a. In  other words, the calculation 
for finite reflux by equation (16) is identical with the calculation for total 
reflux if a modified relative volatility and a modified co-ordinate x"  is used, 
where and x"  are defined by equations (15) and (14).
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The same relation holds good for the calculation of theoretical plates. 
For to tal reflux, equation (11) reduces to :

iVP =  p i -  . log, { ̂  ïüHlog, a c U „ ( l - . r 0)J (17)”

as given by Fenske 2 and Underwood.3
If, in equation (11), substitution is made by means of equations (14) 

and (15), it becomes :

N  — * low \ X° ^  Xn 1̂
N l’ log, p ' l.rn" (l -  *o")J ’ ' ( I S )

Exactly as before, the calculation for finite reflux is identical with a 
calculation for total reflux when the modified relative volatility p and the 
modified co-ordinate x"  is used.

The conversion of a finite reflux calculation to a to tal reflux calculation 
can also be derived from equations (5) and (S) for the operating line and 
equilibrium curve respectively. Substituting

 <“ >

- i   m
equation (5) then becomes :

y"  =  x " ............................................ (20)

which is the equation of an operating line for total reflux, and equation (8) 
becomes :

„ " =  , , f "  • • • (21,
1 + ( — 2 - i V '  1 + ( p  l)x "Kmc2 )

which is the equation of an equilibrium curve with relative volatility p.
There is a simple geometrical interpretation of the transformation 

from the (x , y) system of co-ordinates to the (x", y") system of co-ordinates. 
In Fig. 1 the operating line (for finite reflux) intersects the equilibrium 
curve a t O' (kv  mkx +  b) and D (Ic2, mk2 +  b), where kl and k2 are the two 
roots of equation (4). The area OACB  represents the usual range of values 
x =  0 to x =  1 and y  — 0 to  y  — 1. I f  now the co-ordinates x' and y' 
(referred to origin O') are each transformed by a multiplying factor so th a t 
the lengths of O'E and DE  become 1, the slope of the line O’D  will become 
45°. The equilibrium curve, which is a rectangular hyperbola, will be 
transformed into another rectangular hyperbola. The area O'DCO' 
between the operating line and the equilibrium curve will then obviously 
be of the same type as th a t between an operating line and equilibrium 
curve for a case of total reflux. The transformations required to convert 
the co-ordinates (x', y') to  (x", y") are given by equations (14) and (19),



which can also be demonstrated geometrically. The length O'E is (k2 — Aq) 
As Aq and Aq are the two roots of equation (4)

_  a — b(a — 1) — m
«'l i ^2 —
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and AqAq

m( a — 1) 
b

m( a — 1)

so th a t (Aq -  AJ2 = {g b{2  1} m]2— - 4b r  . . (22)
1 m r y u .  —  I ) “5 m ( a —  1 )

From equations (3) and (7)
, (a — mc){c — 1) 

c(* -  1)

and, on substituting this value of b, equation (22) gives

h  -  =  ~ T  mci i ....................................... (23)1 mc{ a — 1)

The length O'F, which is (k„ — ¿q) in the (x y ' )  system of co-ordinates, 
has to  become unity in the (x ", y") system of co-ordinates, giving the re
lation

„ x' , (a — 7?ic2) „x"  =  =------ =- or----------x  =  — -^  . x
«2 — Aq mc(a — 1)

which is equation (14).
Similarly, in order th a t the length DE, which is m(k2 — Zq) in the (x't y')

system of co-ordinates, should become unity  in the (x", y") system of
co-ordinates

,, y' , (a — me2) ,,
y  = M k ^ n r )  or y = ^ i ) - y

which is equation (15).
A simple graphical construction can be used to facilitate the numerical 

computation of transfer units or theoretical plates from equations (16) 
and (18). The equilibrium curve and the operating line being drawn, the 
abscissae of the points of intersection give iq and k2. Then

xn" — Xn =  ^ a n d  similarly for x0".
2 1 2 1

B =  is then readily calculated from c =  1 +  (a — l)Zq. 
me2

The further calculation then becomes the same as for a case of total reflux. 
Having thus determined the factors required for conversion to the total 
reflux form, the computation of equation (18) can be readily made by using 
the appropriate nomograms published by Smoker 9 and by Underwood.3 

Actually it is only necessary to  determine Aq or k2, as, if one of these is

known, the other is readily found from the relation kxk2 =  . I t  is



X
F i g . 2 .

then being a t the point of intersection D. c and c' are the roots of the 
equation

?nc2 +  c{Z»(a — 1) — a — 7«} +  a =  0 

obtained by substituting for k  in equation (4).

Thus cc' =  — so th a t
m me a

and a ~  mc~ _  _  a ~  ?»c'2
mc(a — ]) ?nc'(a — 1)

aq" can also be obtained purely geometrically as shown in Fig. 2. O'A

convenient to take Aq as the lower value and A2 as the higher value, so that 
(Aq — Aq) is always positive. For the operating line for the stripping 
section k1 will be negative. The value of c in equations (10) and (11) 
corresponds to Aq. Exactly similar equations can be obtained in which 
c is replaced by c' =  1 +  (a — l)Aq, the origin of the (x', y') co-ordinates

Y
I

Y
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and OE are drawn to intersect in J . G is any point on O'E, and has the 
abscissa xn' referred to  origin O' or xn referred to origin 0. I f  a line joining 
G and J  intersects OA a t a point H, then A l l  =  xn".

A  simple geometrical construction, can also be used to  give ¡3. J 1 is a 
point on O 'Y ' having the same ordinate as D, and a line is drawn joining it 
to E. The line F E  intersects the equilibrium curve a t L. The ratio of the 
distance of L  from DE  to 'i ts  distance from O 'Y ' (i.e., E M : MO") is then 
equal to V p . Putting O'E (i.e., k2 — /q) equal to I, the line E F  referred to 
axes O’X ’ and O 'Y' is

The intersection of this line with the equilibrium curve of equation (8) 
is given by :

For A H  A J  AO  
O'G ~  O'J ~  O'E

Since O'G =  xn', AO  =  1 and O'E =  k2 -  kv

//

y ' — m(l — x')

Also • • • (23)

(24)

Subtracting equation (24) from equation (23) gives

, c(a — me2) — mc2(a — 1).t'W/’-v' --   1______ 1_____ 1_,  u  w. —  ii(/f̂  I —  h i k j  v u .  —  x )

mCX =  ( a  -  l){c +  ( a  -  1 ) * '}
mcx'

or, using equation (23),

(25)

Dividing equation (24) by equation (25), 

I — x ' a x'
A  mcr 'I  — x'

so th a t

I t  may be noted that, if a tangent to the equilibrium curve is drawn a t 
O', the ratio of the slope of this tangent to the slope of the operating line is 
equal to p. For, differentiating equation (1), the slope of the tangent



/
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a t O' is equal to ; or -g. This is not a practically convenient
{1 +  (« — 1)M 2 e*

method of determining p, on account of the inaccuracy involved in drawing 
the tangent. The point is, however, of interest, as C olburn8 has proposed 
an approximate method for calculating the number of transfer units, which 
is based on the assumption th a t the ratio of the slope of the tangent to  
the equilibrium curve to the slope of the operating line is constant.

The equation given by Colburn 8 for the number of transfer units based 
on liquid concentration

 ; <26)

can be integrated by the same method as was used for obtaining N og- 
For x — x* — (x' +  h) — {x‘* +  h) =  x' — x'* and from equations (5) 
and (8),

x' — e2y' =  xc(a — 1 )y' ' a — mc(a

Also dx =  dx', so th a t equation (26) becomes : 

mc( a — 1 )x'}dx'

l)x '

N,OL
[*•' {;
Jx„' & {(a

me*
me“

me2) — mc(a — l)æ'}

dx' mc(a. — 1). dx' \
x ' (a — me2) — mc(a — l)x ' ){ AImc“

N ql —
me“

me“

2) — mc(a — l)x '

1 mc( a — 1)
-I Ô-  •

1 -

Using equations (14) and (15)

a — mc2
mc( a -  1)
a — me2

f l - xn 1
U - V 'J

(27)

(28)

The corresponding equation for to tal reflux is derived by substituting a 
for p and x  for x". Equation (28),- together with equations (10) and (18), 
gives the relation

N og +  N ol -  N r  . | ± i  . log, p . . . .  (29)

which holds for any separation. For to tal reflux p is replaced by a.
For two components with low relative volatility, the value of a approaches 

1 and the values of c and m  are also nearly equal to  1 so th a t p is also nearly 
equal to 1. Putting p =  1 -j- S where S is small, then to the first degree 
of approximation, equations (16), (18) and (29) all reduce to the same 
form

- N r = i .  .„g. ( g j i  . . (30)'
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN WELDING.*

By C. W. B r e t t , M .Inst.W -t

So great is the pressure of present activities th a t there is little or no 
opportunity to study what certain other industries are doing. Neverthe
less, i t  is most helpful to look beyond the bounds of our direct interests, in 
order to  ascertain if the progress th a t others are making can be adapted to  
solve the problems with which we are faced individually.

One of the most remarkable developments brought to the forefront by 
the stimulus of war is th a t of successful welding. I t  is to the credit of a 
comparative handful of far-sighted men th a t research work in this direction 
had been intensified to  an extent th a t enabled war-time needs to be met 
without delay, although many requirements, were so novel and exacting 
th a t they had not been attem pted on a commercial scale before hostilities 
commenced.

Engineering progress has provided many such achievements, bu t few 
things, if any, have been so widespread in their influence on industry as 
welding. I t  is the key to the incredibly rapid production of new merchant 
ships in America. The same methods are applied with equal success to 
maintenance and repair, not only to hulls and marine engines, but also to 
plant of all kinds where components require re-conditioning on account of 
breakage, wear, or corrosion. At the outset it is most desirable to emphasize 
that no form of welding calls for greater skill or a more varied background 
of experience than does repair work, since requirements are seldom identical. 
Even when the method of procedure is agreed between the operator and 
metallurgical chemist, and the requisite strength assured, it is skill alone 
by which perfect alignment is preserved. The usual tolerance allowed is 
0-001 plus or minus.

Until quite recently only identical materials could be welded together. 
Then came certain changes in technique which enabled some degree of 
variation within the ferrous group. Malleable and cast iron were welded 
to steel and so on, bu t the limits were somewhat rigidly defined, and it was 
thought th a t greater variations in the respective coefficients of expansion 
offered an insuperable barrier.

Not long ago a process was perfected which made a clean sweep of most 
preconceived notions on the subject; it resulted in the achieving of a truly 
welded union with almost any combination of metals. This im portant 
fact is not generally realized, and so far only a few industries, among them 
the electrical trade in particular, have grasped its importance. Quite apart 
from repair work, for which the system was primarily evolved, its influence 
on new production will be potent, to  say the least. Aluminium can be 
welded to steel if needs be, bu t however striking the dissimilarity between 
the two metals, tests to  destruction, by exerting an increasing pull until 
something must break, always cause the weaker parent metal to  fail first 
whilst the weld invariably holds fast.

* Received 30th March, 1943.t Managing Director of Barimar Ltd., Scientific Welding Engineers.
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Corrosion is an influence all too well known to those who handle petroleum. 
I t  may be th a t m etal spraying, which is an off-shoot of welding, will be 
used far more widely to combat this trouble in the future. The spraying 
of zinc in place of the ordinary method of galvanizing is a most useful 
possibility, particularly in cases of erection work in which the act of riveting 
lias damaged the original zinc coating locally.

The method by which spraying is done is relatively simple. A “ gun ” is 
the most complex item of the apparatus. I t  is rather larger than the hand
piece of a paint spray, and is provided with an automatic feed for wire (or 
sometimes powder) of the metal it is desired to spray. As the wire or powder 
is passed through the oxy-acetylene flame it  is instantly melted, the molten 
particles being ejected by a stream of compressed air.

A m att surface can be coated with the same facility as th a t common to 
paint. The surprising point about this process is th a t by the time the 
particles of metal reach their mark they are relatively cold. Tliis is shown 
by the ability to  coat th in  paper w ithout scorching it. Although adhesion 
is mechanical and not fusive, as in true welding, adherence is extremely 
good—so good, in fact, th a t this method is used to build up certain worn 
components, bu t scientific welding engineers prefer to apply new material 
in the more usual form of feed-rods, contending th a t in this way the 
grafted and parent metals have a homogeneous unity  th a t is otherwise 
impossible.

So far as ferrous materials are concerned, gas welding is mainly confined 
to  cast and malleable iron, whilst the electrical method is reserved for steel, 
although the demarcation is not inflexible. In  this connection certain 
lines of progress are im portant and should be remembered, because each has 
opened up new resources, particularly in regard to maintenance and repair. 
I t  seems to have escaped general notice th a t the thickness of the m etal th a t 
can be handled offers no deterrent to  repair. ' A t one time, not so very long 
ago, a section of metal 2 inches in thickness was almost a  borderline case for 
welding, but nowadays a  massive casting having a section of 10 inches in, 
need of repair would not be regarded by the skilled operator as being a t all 
unusual.

To some extent this is linked up with the fading practice, of pre-heating 
before welding is started. The object of this time-wasting practice was to 
avoid strains being set up owing to  sudden local expansion brought about by 
the heat necessary to accomplish a weld. New methods for controlling 
the heat-flow have been devised, so th a t work can be started  a t once, even 
to the extent of dealing with the damaged part whilst it is still in position. 
Obviously accessibility must be reasonably good and subsequent machining 
unnecessary. To those unfamiliar with this process it may seem impossible 
to confine the heat strictly to the point of repair, but it is done so effectively 
th a t it 'is possible to touch close up to  the seat of fusion without fear of 
being burned.

I t  is hardly surprising, in view of the almost infinite variations in modern 
welding, th a t a very great deal of it, as applied to  repair work, is undertaken 
by specialists who are willing to work to the closest limits on a guarantee 
basis.

Most re-conditioning work is needed for one or more of tfiree reasons— 
corrosion, wear, and breakage. A great deal of work is done in correcting



C O M B IN E D  C Y L IN D E R -B L O C K  A N D  C R A N K C A S E  O F  A  L A R O E  D IE S E L  E N G I N E .

P a r t  o f  th e  crankcase, a t  one end, was b ro k e n  o ff .  T h e  e n g in e  b e lo nged  to  a  le a d in g  
f i r m  o f  engineers, a n d  th e y  d e c id ed  im m e d ia te ly  to  h a ve  th e  dam age re p a ire d  b y  
w e ld in g .

F ig . 2.

C Y L IN D E R -B L O C K  A N D  C R A N K C A S E  S H O W N  I N  F I G .  1 A F T E R  I T  H A D  B E E N  R E S T O R E D  T O  
P E R F E C T  C O N D IT IO N  B Y  S C IE N T IF IC  W E L D IN G .

ITofacep. 158.



F i g . 3 .

A G E A R  W H E E L , S IM IL A R  T O  M A N Y  O T H E R S  U S E D  I N  A L L  K IN D S  O F  P L A N T . 

A number of teeth have been broken away.

F i g . 4 .

T H E  M IS S IN G  T E E T H  W E R E  B U IL T  U P  B Y  S C IE N T IF IC  W E L D IN G , R E -M A C H IN E D , A N D  T H E  
W H E E L  W A S  A S  G O O D  A S  E V E R , S A V IN G  T H E  O W N E R S  W E E K S  O F  D E L A Y  A N D  T H E  
G R E A T E R  P A R T  O F  T H E  CO ST O F  A  N E W  G E A R .



F i g . 5 .

O N E  O F  T H E  C Y L IN D E R -H E A D S  
O F  A  L A R G E  D IE S E L  E N G IN E .

It was cracked on the water- 
jacket; two other heads were 
cracked in a similar way. The 
ship to which they belonged was 
hold up. A temporary repair 
had already been made by 
patching—that oxplains the pre
sence of the numerous holes in 
the jacket.

F i g . 0 .

T H IS  I S  T H E  R E P A IR E D  H E A D  A F T E R  
A L L  T H E  C R A C K S A N D  H O L E S  
H A D  B E E N  W E L D E D .

Unlike a “ patch” job, this'was 
a permanent repair, and in a very 
short time the ship was at sea 
again. The other heads were re
paired in the same way.



F i g . 7 .

T H IS  IL L U S T R A T IO N  S H O W S  H O W  E X T E N S IV E  IS  T H E  D A M A G E  S U S T A IN E D  B Y  S O M E  E N G IN E  
P A R T S  .TH A T A R E  S E N T  F O R  R E P A IR  B Y  S C IE N T IF IC  W E L D IN G .

It is a three-cylinder block—part of tlio main engine of a powerful tractor. The 
whole of the damage to the engine is not shown—the starting engine was also smashed. 
It will ho seen that both sides of the crankcase of the main ongino are broken out.

F ig . S.

H E R E  IS  T H E  R E P A IR E D  C Y L IN D E R -B L O C K  A N D  C R A N K C A S E , R E A D Y  F O R  R E T U R N
T O  T I I E  O W N E R S .

These difficult and extensive repairs were completed within a few days, and apart 
from the very big saving the owners made on the cost of a now block, tlioy did not 
lose the use of the tractor during the many weeks they would have had to wait for a 
replacement.
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machining, errors and making faulty castings dependable, bu t such m atters 
are likely to  be of lesser interest to readers of this Journal.

Few components illustrate the dependability-of welding so strikingly as 
do crankshafts. Fortunately a breakage in this connection is not common
place, bu t it does happen from time to  time. In  these days particularly, 
prom pt replacement is impossible. On the other hand, the reunion of a 
fractured shaft by scientific welding is no temporary measure, bu t a per
manent and absolutely dependable repair. So much so, in fact, th a t for 
years it has been the standard practice of many large transport concerns to 
have broken shafts welded under guarantee even when replacements were 
immediately available.

The care taken with work of this kind m ust be seen to be appreciated 
fully. Alignment is specially im portant, bu t it is the hydrogen “ field ” 
process which is largely responsible for the strength secured. I ts  method of 
operating is interesting. For a long time the welding of any steel com
ponent which had subsequently to receive a high degree of finish was beset 
with difficulties owing to  the almost inevitable pit-marks in the weld metal. 
These blemishes, whilst not detracting from the strength of the work, could 
hardly be tolerated on a heavily loaded bearing surface. The reason for 
them was obvious. Surface marks are due to the affinity of the oxygen in 
the atmosphere for the molten steel. F ar less evident was the cure, although 
ultim ately the complete remedy turned out to  be quite simple; for the 
point of repair was enveloped in hydrogen, and mirror-like surfaces could 
be obtained a t will. At first the supply of hydrogen to  cloak the weld was 
obtained from high-pressure cylinders, bu t the most favoured method to-day 
is to use a rod coated with a chemical compound th a t gives off the required 
volume of gas directly it is heated in the normal process of repair. This 
method of welding is so successful th a t it is freely used to  build up worn 
crank-pins, journals, and other parts. Sometimes oversize diameters are 
specified, so th a t after a further long period of duty all th a t is necessary is 
precision grinding to restore the shaft to  its original limits. This method 
prevents the need for reducing a worn shaft to below its designed dimensions.

X-ray apparatus of a type specially developed for this work is an im
portan t aid towards assuring absolutely reliable results. In  the unlikely 
event of there being a flaw in the weld, this would be revealed and elimin
ated, however small it might be.

Another point th a t arises, sometimes in the form of unfounded criticism, 
is the influence of the weld on heat-treated steel. This is a m atter th a t is 
always compensated. I f  the characteristics of the m etal are likely to be 
influenced locally, then restoration is merely a m atter of further treatm ent. 
A point apt to be overlooked in this connection is the autom atic correction 
th a t takes place. I t  is th a t one layer of electric welding has a valuable 
normalizing effect on the previous run. This explains why a multi-layer 
weld has a much finer grain and is far more reliable than heavy single layer 
weld, which has a coarser crystalline structure. As the final run of welding 
is not normalized in the manner of the previous runs, an adequate amount of 
surplus m etal is left on* the shaft or other component, thus, when finally 
machined, the weld consists of normalized metal throughout.

So great is the variety of illustrations th a t can be chosen th a t it is not 
easy to select those which will indicate most fully the field of opportunity
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open to the many branches of the petroleum industry. In  the transport 
of oil from its source to the delivery of derivatives the valuable applications 
of welding are legion. By this means pipe-lines are made continuous, and 
whilst damage and loss from leaking joints are avoided, it is no more difficult 
to remove a length of piping and insert a new one should this step be desir
able a t any time.

The construction of tanks and pressure containers of all kinds purely by 
welding methods is well known, and pumping plant is quickly re-conditioned 
in the same manner. In  many examples of corroded parts a welded com
ponent has proved superior to  a replacement of the original type. The 
explanation of this is found in the latitude th a t is possible to the scientific 
welding engineer in the choice of weld metal. The manufacturer may have 
found it necessary to compromise in the choice of material, on account of 
conflicting characteristics, whereas, when the time comes for re-conditioning, 
the new metal to be welded in position is chosen with a view to combating 
corrosive influence or abrasion more actively, or to bring about an increase 
in strength. In  this way the new work helps all concerned by supplement
ing the producers’ efforts to  reach a  more ideal item of equipment. In  
view of this objective, of which there are countless examples in service, 
there is no exaggeration, in the claim th a t a welded item is often far better 
than a new one. At the same time it is much less costly. Rigid compari
sons are, of course, impossible, bu t it is seldom th a t re-conditioning by 
welding does not show an overwhelming saving on the price of renewal. 
Naturally the figure varies, for the welding engineers may be required to 
carry out several machining operations after the actual welding has been 
completed. Often the comparison of cost, as it relates to a new part, can 
be disregarded in the face of a far greater loss of time and output caused by 
the breakdown of some im portant item of plant. If  it were not for welding, 
months of delay might ensuet whereas the resources outlined can be put 
into operation and completed within a remarkably short time. I t  is 
surprising how even elaborate repairs which involve the normal processes 
of welding followed by machining are commonly completed within twenty- 
four hours.

I t  is not often realized th a t there would be enormous maintenance 
difficulties in regard to foreign-built vessels now sailing with the Allied Fleet 
were it  not for the benefits of welding. W ith so many ships cut off from 
the parent yards and factories, aid in refitting and furnishing replacements 
must come from other sources. Yet these vessels, many of them tankers, 
are maintained splendidly.

Steam-engine cylinders are welded from time to  time. Sometimes 
fractures are so inaccessible th a t portions of sound metal are cut away 
temporarily so th a t a perfect weld can be m ade; then the section removed 
is replaced without leaving a visible trace of what has been done.

Not long ago an im portant undertaking handling petroleum urgently 
required a large compressor. Unfortunately, in course of delivery the cast 
base, weighing 8 tons, was damaged, a large portion being broken away a t 
one corner. To have replaced the casting, involving elaborate machining 
operations, would have taken several months. Actually the original casting 
was made ready for installation within five days by skilful and unremitted 
welding.
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This job was not exceptional in the demands it made upon the welding 
engineers, but the results were most important, as they united a broken link 
in a chain of urgent production.

Sometimes an oil-storagetank fails without warning and leakage occurs 
along a riveted seam. Trouble of this kind arose not long ago when a large 
container developed this type of fault. The tank, which had been in use 
only a few years, is used to hold the fuel needed for the central heating system 
of a large block of flats. Owing to  surrounding brick-work it was almost 
impossible to  move such a large container, and as the trouble developed in 
mid-winter, no time could be lost. I t  was decided to weld the faulty seam, 
thus making a permanent seal. There was just room to reach the seat of 
the trouble, bu t the restricted quarters, together with fumes from the tank, 
now temporarily drained, made it impossible for welding operators to work 
for more than ten minutes consecutively. The welding was therefore 
carried on in relays, but a life-line was attached to each man, who was under 
constant observation. The repair was completed in a m atter of hours, and 
the tank refilled. I t  has not given the slightest trouble since it was welded.

Bearing in mind present-day road transport problems, there is little or 
no excuse for the immobilizing of vehicles, on account of replacement parts 
being in short supply, i n  almost every case components which are thought
lessly thrown on a scrap-heap impose further strain on supplies of raw 
material. These items can not only be restored to a condition that is 
equal to a new part, bu t the job can be done quickly—often within twenty- 
four hours. Gear wheels from which teeth are broken and lost can be made 
whole and dependable again, whilst the problem of an ugly smash is straight
ened out in a manner th a t is incredible to  all those who have no experience 
of the resources of modern welding. Cylinder-blocks broken into many 
fragments, by reason of road accident or frost fracture, are pieced together 
invisibly and with perfect alignment, whilst worn king-pins and other 
parts are restored to usefulness and dependability again. This is an aspect 
of welding which can only be touched briefly upon. I t  should be emphasized, 
however, th a t deeply undercut valve-seats can be built up to their original 
level again with heat-resisting metal th a t is also capable of withstanding 
valve hammer far better than cast iron. The increased efficiency resulting 
from this work is reflected in reduced fuel consumption, amounting to  so 
much as 20 per cent, in many instances. Building up worn splines and 
keyways is comparatively simple to  the expert.

Most industries m ust undertake a great deal of experimental work, and 
this is particularly true of those who handle petroleum and its derivatives. 
From time to time special plant is required for which there is no general 
demand, with the result th a t the cost is liigh. In  regard to this m atter 
welding can help a  great deal, since it avoids thp use of castings, and, in 
addition, weight is reduced and, still more im portant, the need for pattern- 
making is eliminated. I t  is not suggested th a t the foundry is likely to be 
made unnecessary by welding. This is not the case where repetition work 
is concerned, but when one or even two or three duplicate pieces of machinery 
are required welding is less costly.

The same methods can be applied even to  gear-cutting. This can be 
done with such accuracy in flame-cutting machines th a t gears, pinions, or 
sprockets formed in this way can be pu t straight into service and without
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the necessity of any additional finishing. One rather elaborate machine 
recently pu t into commission incorporates rather more than fifty gear-wheels 
and sprockets, each one of which has been flame cut from a  steel blank.

In  the examples quoted there is considerable material for thought and 
practical application. There is, however, a pitfall. The craftsman always 
creates an impression of simplicity in his work and the welding repair worker 
is no exception to  this rule. Ambitious work should therefore never be 
attem pted without the essential backing of experience and the advice of 
the specialist.

Welding goes a very long way towards solving the difficulties and easing 
th e  responsibilities of maintenance engineers. A t the same time it  can offer 
alternatives of the greatest value in new construction, and provide a 
solution to complex metallurgical problems which hinder new developments.

I
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Geology and Development.
504.* Stratigraphical A n a lysis and E nvironm ental R econstruction . T. G. Payne. 
Bull. Amer. Ass. Petrol. Oeol., N ovem ber 1 9 4 2 ,  26 ( 1 1 ) ,  1 6 9 7 —1 7 7 0 .— In  stratigraphy  
the naming of form ations, correlation charts, and faunal lists are not enough, but 
must be supplem ented by palaeoecological study of sedim entary typ es and fossils. 
A scheme for rapid analysis of data bearing on m ode and environm ent of origin is 
outlined w ith special reference to  the crinoidal phase of the Grand Tower limestone 
(Middle Devonian) of Ozora, Ste. Genevieve County, Missouri.

Field description, th in  sections, polished sections, binocular study of fragments, 
chemical tests, sieve and p ipette m ethods, all contribute to petrographical analysis. 
Genetic classification then  distinguishes betw een autochthonous and allochthonous 
components. The former m ay be either syngenetic or epigenetic, according as they  
are formed contem poraneously w ith  or after th e  rest of the rock. Account m ust also 
be taken of the manner in w hich each com ponent has been formed. A ttributes of 
the component fragm ents to  be noted  are : com position; internal structure ; size ; 
percentage of total volum e ; shape and degree of rounding ; surface texture— whether 
rough, sm ooth, frosted, etched, striated, p it te d ; relative position of com ponents; 
random, parallel, or im bricate orientation of fragm ents.

Mass properties to  be considered are colour, chemical com position in bulk, acid  
R
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solubility, interstitial cem entation, mass texture, packing, porosity, permeability. 
P lasticity , hygroscopicity, fusibility, and specific gravity are of less stratigraphical 
importance. Mass textures are either fragm ental or crystalline. In  the latter case, 
the effects of chemical precipitation, secondary recrystallization, and secondary 
crystalline growth m ust be distinguished. For instance, orthoquartzite, due to  
growth of secondary quartz, is to be discriminated from metamorphic, recrystallized  
paraquartzite.

Syngenetic sedim entary structures to be looked for include cross-bedding and other 
types of stratification, bioherms and biostromes, markings by  rain-drops, ice-crystals, 
wave-ripples, swashes, and anim al tracks, tensional mud-cracks, compressional ice- 
rucking, slumps. Epigenetic structures are solutional, like sty lo lite s; compressional, 
like folds, faults, cone-in-cone or tensional, like faults and joints.

Palaeontological analysis, for w hich Simpson and R oe’s Quantitative Zoology (1939) 
m ay serve as an introduction, begins by  distinguishing life assem blages and death  
assemblages. In  different sedim ents, prevalent genera and typ es of gross external 
m orphology (c/. Lam ont, A nn . Mag. N at. H ist., Ser. 10, vol. x iv , 1934) should be 
recorded. The size of th e  organisms is also useful as an index to factors of salinity, 
tem perature, turbidity, dissolved gases, e.g. abundance or poverty of oxygen, in  the  
environm ent. Dwarf faunas m ay be due to stunting or to  weeding out of large species 
by selection (cf. Shimer, Amer. N at., vol. xlii, 1908). Presence of broken material, 
space distribution, and estim ates of the numbers of different species in faunulos should  
also be studied, w ith  the caveat th at short-lived anim als, or those w ith  an annual 
m oult, m ay produce a larger number of preservable hard parts, than  their 
contemporaries.

Payne also analyses th e environm ental factors in  the provision, transport, and 
deposition of sedim entary m aterials. H e propounds rules such as th a t “ the sea will 
tend  to  produce, under given environm ental conditions, sedim ents of similar textural 
character regardless of differences as to source and type of material being supplied,” 
and th at “ under given environm ental conditions the sea w ill tend to produce organic 
assemblages of similar nature regardless of differences as to species and genera avail
able.” I t  is desirable to  know the character, slope, and degree of compaction of the  
substratum , also the direction of m ovem ent of th e  sedim ent and of the medium. 
B ottom  currents can be estim ated from th e range of size of particles by  m eans of 
H julstrom ’s size-velocity curves for erosion and deposition (Recent M arine Sediments, 
A.A.P.G ., 1939, p. 13). Conjectures should be attem pted concerning depth of 
water, light intensity, and geographical position. Lim iting data can be obtained  
from the “ ecologic valence ” of different fossils. Thus, the valence of a species of 
coral m ight be : salinity, rather high ; m ean tem perature, 60-85° F . ; current velocity  
under 100 cm ./second; dissolved oxygen over 4-0 m l./L ; light in tensity , above some 
measurable value.

The chemical changes undergone after deposition, in  the zones of weathering, 
diagenesis, and anamorphism, fall also to be considered, together w ith  the history  
of the sediment during diastrophic m ovem ents. A . L.

505.* Two More Ordovician W ell-core Graptolites, Crane County, Texas. C. E . Decker. 
Bull. Amer. Ass. Petrol. Qeol., Novem ber 1942, 26 (11), 1771-1775. From  M cKnight 
No. 4, Crane County, a t 6458 ft. and 6479 ft. respectively Callograptus tenuissimus 
Decker sp. nov. and Didymograptus cf. bartrumi Benson and Keble are described. 
The former would probably fall in  the sub-zone (a) of the D. extensus zone, as E lies 
indicates that dendroid graptolites are m ost abundant in th at sub-zone w hich is 
about the middle of the Skiddaw slates. The nearest counterpart, is C. tenuis from  
the Upper Arenig. D. cf. bartrumi compares w ith  D. bartrumi which in the Lower 
Ordovician of N ew  Zealand is associated w ith Tetragraptus Jruticosus. I t  also
approaches D. nitidus. ^  t

506.* Stratigraphy of North D akota. N . Ballard. Bull. Amer. Ass. Petrol. Qeol., 
November 1942, 26 (11), 1776. In  the Carter test and Prairie Oil and Gas Com pany’s 
Armstrong No. 1 ( =  Steele of Dr. Kline), beds w ith  red and green sandy shales and 
a chert conglomerate, ascribed by Kline (Bull. A .A .P .Q ., March 1942) to the D evonian, 
are probably partly Jurassic and Triassic. Permian or Pennsylvanian m ay also be 
represented. A L
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507.* D evelopm ent and U se  of E ngineering G eology. (W ith a Foreword by Paul 
W eaver and others). F . A. N ickell. Bull. Amer. Ass. Petrol. Qeol., Decem ber 1942, 
26 (12), 1795—1826.— The hade and direction of fault planes often depend on the  
nature of th e  rock formation. F aulted  areas usually contain a va st number of in 
dividual faults. A  structural contour map w ith  unbroken lines, is, therefore, at best 
an idealization.

Studies of th e  sites of the Boulder, Grand Coulee, Shasta, Friant, and Marshall 
Ford dams in  N orth America are used to illustrate such problems. The factors taken  
into account are :

(1) Local geology, including seism icity.
(2) Character of form ations at site.
(3) Thickness of cover or overburden.
(4) P hysical stab ility  of rocks.
(5) Possible seepage and detailed features requiring special treatm ent.
(6) Available construction materials.

Trial holes, seismographic m ethods— seismic velocity  is related to elasticity— migration 
of tracing fluid betw een holes, determ ination of compression and shear strengths, and  
petrographical and sieve analyses are all of significance.

Boulder Dam, Nevada and Arizona.— The dam of arch-gravity plan is built on the  
D am  breccia, a Tertiary tu ff w ith  monzonitic porphyry fragm ents, the minimum  
ultim ate strength  of w hich is 9260 lb ./sq . in., and m axim um  22,400 lb ./sq . in. Upper 
parts of the abutm ents rest on la tite  flow-breccia w hich can carry reduced stresses. 
The site is jointed and faulted, w ith  a channel 80 ft. deep, due to  late Glacial rejuvena
tion, along th e  centre of th e  floor of th e  gorge. Filling of the reservoir resulted in  
slight isostatic settlem ent, and certain faults were revitalized. Microseisms of in 
tensity  IV  on th e Mercalli scale (1931) have been recorded on the faulted margins of 
depressed blocks some m iles from th e dam.

Grand Coulee Dam, Washington.— This straight-gravity dam, containing 10 million 
cu. yds. of concrete, which develops power partly used to pump w ater into a high-level 
system  of irrigation canals, is on Jurassic coarse-grained granite w ith  intrusions of 
fine-grained granite and of Tertiary basalt. There are crush-planes. Overburden 
is of Glacial clays and sand, and of stratified alluvium . There w as much slumping 
when, after th e  glaciation, th e  Columbia river excavated  the valley-fill, the remaining 
part of w hich had to  be stabilized by drainage, partial unloading, and dumping of 
rock along the toe. F aults are w id ely  spaced and probably of Tertiary date. They  
influence w eathering and erosion, and had to be cleaned out below th e level of the  
surrounding floor, filled w ith  concrete, and grouted.

Marshall Ford Dam, Texas.— This straight-gravity structure controls flooding on  
the Colorado river and serves hydro-electric generation. I t  rests on nearly horizontally  
bedded Comanche (Lower Cretaceous) sedim ents, including sandy lim estone, lim estones, 
and shales. Shaly layers slacked on exposure and had to be trim m ed im m ediately  
before concrete w as put in  position. Some strata tended to slide under the dow n
stream thrust of the dam. To prevent squeezing of soft m aterial and to  obviate 
seepage, pairs of tunnels were constructed through the doubtful beds in each abu t
ment, and these drifts were then filled w ith  concrete and grouted. Grouting was also 
used to fill cracks and cavities under the foundations. A rtesian flow in the H ensel 
“ sands ” a t a  depth  of 200 ft. indicates relative im perviousness of the beds flooring 
the reservoir.

Shasta Dam, California.— A curved-gravity dam, to  be com pleted in 1944, is in 
tended to  control floods on th e  Sacramento river and regulate th e  salinity in  San  
Francisco bay, and to  serve for power generation. The foundations are on agglo
m erate, conglom erate, and lava of th e  Copley form ation (pre-Middle Devonian). 
Intrusions of D acite porphyry and quartz-diorite are of Jurassic age. Local faults 
are inactive, b u t slight earthquakes from Mount Lassen have been calculated for. 
W eathering is far advanced in the D evonian m eta-andesite, and over 3 million cu. 
yds. of porous m aterial had to  be stripped aw ay. F aults and schistose zones w ith  
gouge had also to be treated to avoid differential settlem ent and seepage. Drainage 
and inspection tunnels have been driven for exam ination of crush zones and concreting 
when the reservoir is filled. Strength of the m eta-andesite varies from 535 to 35,400 
lb ./sq . in.
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Friant Dam, California.— W here the San Joaquin river leaves th e  w estern foothills 
of the Sierra Nevada, th is straight-gravity dam impounds irrigation water. The 
foundation is mainly quartz-biotite schist w ith many Jurassic intrusions of pegm atite 
and dioritic dykes. In general, planes of schistosity dip downstream and strike at 
a small angle to the axis of the dam. W eathering becom es more intense as one ascends 
the valley slopes. F aults and seams w ith unsound rock were investigated by shafts, 
tunnelled, concreted, and grouted. Strength of the schist varies betw een 1460 and 
20,680 lb./sq. in. Unweathered specimens break along planes according to the 
orientation of the strain ellipsoid, regardless of the direction of schistosity. A. L.

508.* Calculating the True T hickness of a  Folded Bed. G. D . H obson. Bull. Amer. 
Ass. Petrol. Geol., December 1942, 26 (12), 1827.— Hobson gives an account of the errors 
which m ay arise in calculating true thickness of a bed from vertical thickness multiplied  
by the cosine of the angle of dip. The calculation becomes less accurate the greater 
the dip and the greater th e ratio of the true thickness of th e  bed to  its  radius of 
curvature. A. L.

509.* G eology and W ar. P. H . Price and H . P . W oodward. Bull. Amer. Ass. 
Petrol. Geol., December 1942, 26 (12), 1832.— The strategic applications of geology  
are numerous. I t  can be used in the interpretation of terrain for defence and attack, 
since the geologist understands earth-features better than anyone else, and knows 
how to forecast them  in unfamiliar areas from geological publications, photographs, 
and maps. Most overseas regions have been exam ined by geologists now resident 
in the U .S. The geologist can also point out testing grounds where duplicate con
ditions exist for anticipated campaigns. H e can advise on off-shore, beach, and  
riverine topography, on soil and likely vegetation, on sites for roads and road-mending  
materials. H e can help in appraising the value or vulnerability of fortifications, 
camps, batteries, aerodromes, and on th e  accessibility of w ater and mineral 
resources.

Geological advice should be obtained in the conversion of ground to m ilitary use 
for trenches, tank traps, tunnels. Quarrying and the prevention of slumps and  
debris-slides are also in  the geological am bit, and th e question of w hich swamps and  
quicksands can be reclaimed and w hich not. Effect of bombardm ent on different 
rock types, safety of underground workings as refuges, retention of gas in different 
rocks and soils, restoration of shelled territory and of oil-wells, are all m atters for 
geological investigation.

Geologists can prospect for brick clays, marl ballast, sand, aggregate for concrete, 
do map-making and surveying, solve water-supply problems and those of sanitation  
and interment.

Camouflage and its detection are a new sphere for the geomorphologist who knows 
so well the natural appearance of a  landscape.

Geophysicists can be em ployed to detect m ines, pipes, and m etallic underground 
installations.

The authors recommend that a  geological organization should be set up for the  
application of geological knowledge “ in the post-war settlem ent, and in possible 
future military and naval undertakings.” There should be sustained study of geology  
in relation to fortification. Handbooks of Military Geology should be prepared. A  
more intensive search for new sources of raw materials both at hom e and abroad is 
necessary now, and w ill be equally necessary in the future. A . L.

510.* W ar Trim s W orld Crude Production Ten P ercent. Anon. Oil W kly, 1.2.43, 
108 (9), 44.— The 1942 world oil production w as about 10% below th e  2,226,836,000  
brl. produced in 1941. This decline reflects in  particular the declines in  U .S .A ., 
Russia, and Venezuela, as w ell as those in countries w ith  smaller outputs. The 1942 
estim ates are rather uncertain owing to  the absence of official statistics on m any  
countries. I t  is possible th at both R ussia and Venezuela have experienced sharp 
production declines. Submarine warfare greatly curtailed Venezuelan oil exports 
early in 1942, but the exports probably rose later in the year.

The Maikop field in R ussia w as p ut out of action in 1942, and normal oil m ovem ents 
from Grozny and the Baku district were disrupted by the German invasion. In the
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N etherlands Indies and Burma the w ells were put out of action before the Japanese 
invasion, but the Japanese captured som e of th e  British Borneo wells intact.

A table gives the annual crude oil production by  countries sinee 1857. G. D . H .

511.* Crude R eserves Drop as Less Oil is  Found than  Produced. W . L. Baker. Oil 
Wkly,  1.2.43, 108 9), 48.— In  1942, for th e  first tim e for nearly a decade, th e  volum e 
of new oil found in U .S .A . failed to  equal the production, although the rate of dis
covery of ofl has been declining for th e  past four years. A t th e  end of 1942 the U .S. 
reserves were estim ated to  be 19,325,899,000 brL, a  decrease of 263,397,000 brl. during 
the vear. The proven new  oil found in  1942 w as 1,121,950,000 b r l, whereas th e  pro
duction was 1,385,347,000 brl.

The various m ethods of rating oil-discovery efficiency agree in  showing that fewer 
and fewer barrels o f oil are being found, although prospecting efforts are being m ain
tained at high levels. H ence the decline in  th e  discovery of reserves has been due to  
a failure to  find as prolific pools as in  previous years. This creates th e  fear that the  
nation’s larger oil accum ulations m ay have been found, w ith th e  consequence that 
it w ill be necessary to  drill more and more w ells if enough oil is to  be found to  offset 
producing rates. The am ount of oil found in  th e  last three years w as little  more than  
half that found in  th e  preceding three years, although more w ildcats and more dry 
holes were drilled, and more new fields were discovered. A n average of 1,661,423,000 
brl. of new  oil w as found annually during th e  past three years, compared w ith
3.058.239.000 brl. annually during the preceding three years. The average am ount 
of oil found p e r  new field or new horizon w as 3,057,830 brl. for the 1940-1942 period, 
and 7,293,098 brL for th e  1937-1939 period. In  1939 929,659 brL of oil was found  
p e r  w ildcat, and in  1942 only 354,374 brl. per w ildcat.

Most of th e  1942 new  oil w as found in  the south-western States, and th is amounted  
to 71 % of th e  to ta l discovered and developed during the year. This region produced 
50% of th e U .S . o il in  1942, w hile its  discoveries exceeded its  production by
113.474.000 brl. T exas now  has 57-1% of th e  U .S . unproduced oil. The Louisiana 
reserves am ount to  1,371,367,000 brl., or 7-1% of th e  U .S . total. Arkansas has
343.715.000 brL of reserves. The reserves of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Nebraska fell 
during 1942, and th e  sam e w as true of Illinois and California.

Tables give th e  U .S . reserves discovered for th e  period 1859—1899, for five-year 
periods from 1900 onwards, and for separate years from 1935 onwards, w ith  the oil 
produced in  these periods, accum ulated reserves, dry holes, and w ildcats completed, 
new fields and pays found, and the average number of barrels of oil found and developed  
per year, per dry hole, per w ildcat, and per new field or per new pay. T he reserve 
trend is analysed b y  States and areas for th e  past six  years. , G. D . H .

512.* Further Slight D ecline in  D rilling F oreseen for 1943. B . L. D udley and E . 
Sterrett. -O il W kly , 1.2.43, 108 (9), 57.— I t  seems probable th at 18,574 w ells w in  be 
drilled in 1943, inclusive of w ater-input and secondary recovery w ells. There m ay he 
3289 wfldcats. These figures show  2250 few er w ells than in  1942, and a wfldcat 
total w ell below th e  4500 desired b y  P.A .W . A n increase in  price of crude ofl or a 
relaxation of th e  restrictions on materials and equipm ent could, and probably would, 
mean a large increase in operations. A ltogether it is difficult to  forecast th e  year s 
operations w ith  certainty.

I t  is reasonabhr certain th at more crude w ill be needed in 1943 than in 1942. Also 
the South-western States w ill probably be called upon to  deliver more ofl than last 
vear. partly because of a falling off of Illinois’ production and the inability of Oklahoma 
materially to  increase its output. Pipe-line construction w ill facilitate the m ovem ent 
of ofl from th e South-w est. Illinois’ production fell 140,000 brl. day during 1942, 
despite th e  State’s m ost active w ildeatting ever.

P.A.W . is counting on 16,500 w ells other than water-input wells, w ith  4o00 wfldcats 
included, but these figures differ markedly from those reached after consulting the  
operators.

A  table show s b v  States th e  number of new  w ells drilled and the number of wells 
deepened in  1942, w ith  a forecast o f th e  number of new  w ells in  1943 ; and th e  1942 
footage and th e  1943 predicted footage.

The companies have indicated that if the m aterial and price situations were 
improved, the 1943 w ells would number alm ost as m any as were drilled in 1941.
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Canada, Mexico, and South America w ill account for the bulk of the drilling outside 
U.S.A. in 1943. A rgentina’s crude requirements exceed her production, and political 
considerations w ill determine to a large ex ten t the am ount of equipm ent which she 
w ill receive in 1943. Venezuela’s 1943 activ ity  w ill depend on th e  export situation.

G. D . H .

513.* W ildcat R esu lts in  1942 U nsatisfactory. L. J. Logan. Oil Wkly, 1.2.43, 
108 (9), 67.— Many fewer w ildcats than normal were drilled in U .S .A . in  1942, and the  
discoveries were m aterially less in  number than w as hoped for under th e  drilling 
programme laid down by  the Governm ent. The discoveries were n ot as numerous 
as w as considered essential for properly m aintaining reserves. 3166 w ildcats were 
drilled out of 21,412 w ells— a greater proportion of w ildcats than usual. The designed  
programme required 4000 wildcats, finding 624 new  oil sources and 116 new gas areas. 
A ctually there were 466 oil discoveries, including 15 distillate finds, and there were 
57 gas discoveries. 348 new  fields were found, of w hich 288 gave oil, 47 gas and 13 
distillate. Of the new pays 163 gave oil, 2 distillate, and 10 gas.

The average depth of the discoveries w as 4222 ft. The new fields had an average 
depth of 3862 ft., w ith  the oil-fields averaging 3837 ft., the distillate fields 7997 ft., 
and th e  gas-fields 2870 ft. The new  pays were of an average depth of 4938 ft., w ith  
th e  oil-pays averaging 4974 ft., the distillate pays 6192 ft. and the gas-pays 4110 ft. 
The average depth reached in th e  2643 unproductive w ildcats w as 3515 ft.

Tables give by  States and districts th e  numbers of new pays and new  fields, and the  
average depths of the discoveries in  each of the years 1936-1941, inclusive, th e  total 
discoveries in  1942 and their average d e p th ; the numbers of productive and unpro
ductive w ildcats in 1942, w ith  the average d ep th s; and th e number of oil, gas, and 
distillate discoveries, w ith  the average depths. G. D . H .

514.* Footage D rilled D eclines Less than  V olum e of Com pletions. Anon. Oil W kly,
1.2.43, 108 (9), 70.— The average depth (3038 ft.) of all w ells drilled in the U .S .A . in 
1942 w as slightly greater than the 1941 average (2963 ft.). T he to ta l 1942 footage 
w as 31-8% less than the 1941 footage, and am ounted to 65,056,261 ft. for 21,412 wells.

Illinois, Kansas, Oklahoma, North and W est Central Texas, Ohio, Indiana, K en
tucky, Montana, and W yom ing are below the national average in their mean drilling 
depths, and all these States had substantial or sharp declines in drilling activ ity . The 
relatively heavy drilling in the Appalachian States, w ith  their com paratively shallow  
wells, tended to  keep down the national average depth. In  Pennsylvania, the 1942 
w ells averaged less than 1700 ft., and N ew  York w ells were even shallower, and were 
10% more numerous than in 1941.

In  1942 588 old wells were deepened, adding 243,176 ft. of drilling depth. In  Texas 
the average deepening operation w as 488 ft., in  Oklahoma 263 ft ., in  K ansas 241 ft., 
and in  California 423 ft. per well.

Over 3,000,000 ft. of 1942 drilling was for water-input, gas-input and salt-w ater 
disposal wells. The water-input w ells were m ainly in  Pennsylvania and N ew  York, 
and aggregated 3,251,122 ft. The gas-input w ells were largely in  N orth Texas, 
Oklahoma, and Illinois.

18,567 new w ells were drilled strictly for oil or gas in  1942, w ith  a to ta l footage of 
61,362,202 ft. The average drilling depth in w ildcat tests w as 3516 ft. per w ell, and  
w as considerably greater than the average in proven fields.

Tables give by  States the number, to ta l footage, and average depth of new w ells 
in  1942, w ith  subdivisions according as the w ells are in  fields, or are w ildcat, water- 
input, gas-input, or salt-water disposal w ells; the total new w ells in 1942, th e  total 
w ells in 1941 and the w ells drilled deeper in  1942. G. D . H .

515.* One Third F ew er W ells are Completed D uring 1942. Anon. Oil W kly, 1.2.43, 
108 (9), 75.— One third fewer w ells were drilled in U .S.A . in 1942 than in  1941, and  
they totalled 21,412. There were 5638 dry holes, 26%  of th e  total, a som ew hat 
higher percentage than in 1941, w hen there w as com paratively close spacing. 18,567 
new w ells were drilled for oil or gas, apart from deepenings. Of these, 11,059 found  
oil or d istillate, and 187(^ found gas. There were 2995 dry holes in  fields and 2643 
dry wildcats. D eepening operations were sharply curtailed in 1942, w hen th ey
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numbered 588 against 823 in  1941. The deepening operations were m ainly in  Illinois, 
Kansas, Oklahoma, and N orth and W est T exas. 2257 miscellaneous w ells were 
com pleted in 1942. T hey were largely w ater-input w ells drilled in  Pennsylvania and  
New York. North Texas had 14 water input wells.

Tables give by States and districts the oil, gas, and distillate com pletions in 1941 
and 1942 ; the to ta l producing w ells in 1941 and 1942 ; the numbers of dry holes in 
1941 and 1942, and the numbers of dry holes in fields and among w ildcats in 1942 ; 
the numbers of gas-input, w ater-input, and salt-w ater disposal w ells in 1941 and 1942 ; 
and the numbers of w ells deepened in 1941 and 1942, w ith  separation according to  
w hether they  were dry, or found oil or gas. The to ta l gas, oil, distillate, water- 
input, gas-input, deepened w ells, and dry holes are given for the period 1859-1922, 
and for each year since 1922. G. D . H .

516.* U sual Growth in  Num ber o i Producing W ells Retarded. Anon. Oil W kly,
1.2.43, 108 (9), 78.— In  1942 there were 407,257 producing oil w ells in  U .S .A ., an all- 
time high, but the n et gain of 3675 w ells in 1942 w as only 42% of the average annual 
gain for th e  decade 1931-1941. The failure to  m aintain the normal expansion in the  
number of producing w ells in 1942 w as primarily the result of curtailm ent in drilling 
new wells to replace depleted w ells, and not so m uch because of premature abandon
m ent. During 1942 7279 w ells were abandoned, compared w ith  9406 in 1941. In  
California in  1942, as in 1941, there w as a large-scale revival of idle wells.

Transport difficulties caused drastic curtailm ent of production in  the South-western  
States, and th is was largely responsible for the U .S. average production per well being 
9-3 brl./day in 1942 against 9-7 brl./day in 1941.

Tables give the number of producing oil w ells at the end of each year from 1921 
onwards, w ith  th e  average daily production per w e ll; the numbers of flowing wells 
and w ells on artificial lift a t the end of 1941 and 1942 by States and districts, w ith  the 
average production per w ell per day in  1941 and 1942. G. D . H .

517.* W ar Disrupts Upward R ise in  U nited States Crude Output. Anon. Oil W kly,
1.2.43, 108 (9), 80.— 1,385,347,000 brl. of oil were produced in  U .S .A . in 1942, only  
1-3% less than the 1941 output, in  spite of the war’s interference w ith  transport and 
supplies. The m arket value of th e  crude w as 3% above th e  1941 figure, giving an 
average price of $1-17 per barrel.

A  table gives th e  annual production by States since 1859. G. D . H .

518.* Deeper Producing and D rilling Records for Several D istricts. Anon. Oil W kly,
1.2.43, 108 (9), 84.— A lthough the world production- and drilling-depth records have 
remained unchanged since 1938, both records were established during 1942 in several 
districts of U .S .A . N ew  producing-depth records were established in  W est Texas 
(10,364 ft.), E ast Texas (10,212 ft.) and South-west T exas (10,168 ft.). On th e Texas 
Gulf Coast the producing-depth record w ent to 11,815 ft., in N orth T exas to 7444 ft., 
in W est Central T exas to 4555 ft., and in N orth Louisiana to  10,546 ft. N ew  Mexico s 
deepest production is helium  at 6950 ft. The first 10,000-ft. te s t has been drilled in 
Arkansas, production having been found at 10,477 ft.

A table gives th e  depth records in the various districts, w ith  the depth, year, 
formation, and w ell location. G. D . H .

519.* E ast T exas Leads U .S. F ields in B oth  Cum ulative and Current Production . Anon. 
Oil W kly, 1.2.43, 108 (9), 8 8 — Only about 50 U .S. oil-fields have so far yielded more 
than 100,000,000 brl. of oil, although m any others are approaching th is figure. E ast 
Texas has given 1,821,593,932 brl. of oil since 1930, more than any entire State except 
Texas, California, and Oklahoma. The Seminole area has produced more than
1.000.000.000 brl., but th is area is formed of numerous closely related pools, som e of 
which have giveu over 100,000,000 brl. each. M idway-Sunset has produced nearly
1.000.000.000 brl., and Coalinga, Long Beach, Santa Fe Springs, and Oklahoma City 
about 500,000,000 brl. each.

E ast Texas also leads in current daily average production, in spite of proration, 
and was providing 350,000 brl./day at the end of 1942. N ex t in m agnitude as regards 
current rate of production is W ilm ington, w ith  alm ost 100,000 brl./day. Coalinga, 
Oklahoma City, Tinsley, and M idway-Sunset are producing over 50,000 brl./day each,
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Tables list th e  fields w hich lead in current daily average production, giving th e d is
covery year, number of producing wells, and daily average production for th e  field  
and per w ell a t the end of 1942 ; and the fields w hich have produced over 100,000,000 
brl., w ith  the discovery year, cum ulative production, and production in 1941 and 1942.

G. D . H.

520.* New F ields and Pays Found in 1942. Anon. Oil W kly, 1 .2 .4 3 ,108 (9), 97.— 348 
new fields and 175 new pays were found in 1942. In  1941 there were 346 new fields 
and 267 new pays.

Tables give th e  new discoveries by States, w ith  subdivisions according as they  are 
oil-fields, gas-fields, gas-distillate fields, new oil-pays, or new gas-pays, w ith  the name, 
county, com pany, w ell location, and date of com pletion of discovery w e ll; name, 
character, and age of producing form ation; to ta l depth and com pletion horizon; 
initial production, m ethod, and ch o k e; oil gravity. G. D . H .

521.* Producing Oil W ells, Crude Oil Production, and W ell Com pletions in  U .S. Fields.
Anon. Oil Wkly, 1 .2 .4 3 ,108 (9), 129.— Tables give b y  States, w ith  the fields arranged 
alphabetically under counties, th e  following data : date of d iscovery; number of 
oil-wells producing at the end of 1942, w ith  the numbers flowing and on artificial l i f t ; 
th e  daily field and average well production at the end of 1942 ; the 1942 oil production  
and th e  cum ulative production up to  th e  end of 1942 ; the number of new  w ells 
com pleted in 1942, w ith  subdivisions according as they  are oil-wells, gas-wells, d is
tillate w ells, water-input wells, gas-input wells, water-disposal wells, or dry w e lls ; 
th e  number of old w ells drilled deeper in 1942, subdivided according as th ey  are oil, 
gas, or dry wells.

Summary tables give the sam e data for States, and in som e cases for State sub
divisions. G. D . H .

522.* P .I.W .C . Report on R eserves. Anon. Oil W kly, 8 .2 .4 3 ,108 (10), 42.— The 1942 
oil discoveries in  U .S.A . m ay ultim ately account for a m axim um  possible addition to  
reserves of 800,000,000 brl., according to  W . B . H eroy, P .A .W . Director of Reserves. 
T hat would be only 58% of the 1942 production. The proven reserves developed in  
new fields and horizons am ounted to 178,420,960 brl., w ith  proven undeveloped  
reserves of possibly 241,147,652 brl. 261 new fields were found in  1942, averaging
1,600,000 brl. in reserves per field.

1,385,000,000 brl. of oil were produced in  U .S .A . in  1942.
I t  is forecast th a t only 16,000 w ells w ill be drilled in  1943, b u t w ildcats m ay he 

20% more numerous than in 1942, w hen there were 3045 exploratory wells. 5512 
or 31% of the 1942 com pletions were dry, compared w ith  7025 or 24% dry in  1941. 
83-8% of th e  1942 w ildcats were dry.

A  table gives by States th e  number of new  fields found in  1942, w ith  th e  reserves 
(proved producing, proved undrilled, to ta l proved, and m axim um  possible 'reserves), 
together w ith similar reserve data for new horizons. G. D . H .

523.* January D rilling 40%  B elow  Y ear-A go Mark. Anon. Oil W kly, 8.2.43, 108
(10), 46.— In  the four w eeks ended 23rd January, 1943, there were 40%  fewer well 
com pletions in  U .S.A . than in th e  corresponding period a year ago. T he average 
rate of w ell com pletion in th e four w eeks ended 23rd January, 1943, was 342 per week. 
California had 4% , K entucky 64%, and New York 8% more com pletions than in the  
corresponding period of 1942, whereas Arkansas had 12% fewer, Ohio 26% fewer, and 
Indiana 25% fewer than a year ago. 676 of the January com pletions were oil-wells, 
3 distillate w ells, 124 gas-wells, and 131 intake and other wells. 34 oil-w ells were 
deepened, and there were 401 dry wells.

Tables give by States and districts details of the w ell com pletions in  January 1943, 
w ith th e total w ells in January and Decem ber 1942 for com parison; also th e  status 
of the rigs on 1st February, 1943. G. D . H .

524.* W ildcatting R esu lts Continue U nfavourable D uring January. A non. Oil
Wkly,  22.2.43, 108 (12), 11.— 212 w ildcats were com pleted in U .S .A . in January 1943, 
against 201 in December 1942, but the number was considerably below the'figures
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for January, October, or N ovem ber 1942. Of the 212 wildcats, 37 found oil or gas, 
resulting in  the opening of 14 new oil-fields, 5 new gas-fields, and 18 new oil horizons. 
N ot only w as the number of successful w ildcats in January 1943 smaller than is 
desirable, but the quality of the discoveries w as predom inantly low. Two-thirds of 
the discoveries were in States and districts where discoveries frequently represent 
limited reserves— nam ely, Illinois, Indiana, K ansas, Michigan, and North and W est 
Central Texas.

During January 1943 T exas led in w ildcat activ ity , having 61 w ildcat completions 
with 16 finding oil and three gas. The percentage success was 31, compared w ith the 
national average of 20% of successes. There were four new oil-fields and five ex ten 
sions. The Stow ell field was extended 2 m l., and th is Frio sand-field promises to  
become a major reserve. Illinois had tw o new  fields, three extensions and eight new  
horizons among 36 w ildcat com pletions. The Friendsville field has 4 producing 
horizons, the McClosky having been added to the list. Iola has a third producing 
horizon in the W eiler form ation. A 2000-brl. w ell has been com pleted in the Blairs- 
ville field, and a Christian County test, 30 ml. from the nearest production, has swabbed 
a little oil w ith water from the D evonian a t 1905-1908 ft.

Three new fields were found in K ansas out of 37 wildcats. The Hunter discovery, 
w ith a potential of 3000 brl./day from the Mississippian, seems to be the best. Two 
H unton fields and a W ilcox field were opened in Oklahoma, while Michigan had a new  
oil-field, a new gas-field, and an extension, but none of these appears to be important.

Three Californian w ildcats have had good shows, one being 2£ ml. from Coalinga 
Nose. There was one gas extension.

Tables set out th e results of w ildcatting in January 1942 and January 1943, by  
States and districts, and there is a list of the discoveries in January 1943, w ith the  
location, dates of spudding and com pletion, to ta l depth, com pletion depth, producing 
formation, m ethod, rate and choke, oil gravity, typ e of structure, and m ethod of 
discovery. G. D. H .

525.* New California W ells H ave Sm aller Producing Ability. E. S. Bunch. Oil 
Wkly, 22.2.43, 108 (12), 33.— The first hundred w ells com pleted in California in 1943 
had a combined potential of 10,825 brl./day, whereas the first hundred completed in 
1942 netted 53,614 brl./day. T he first hundred com pletions in 1943 accounted for 
332,340 ft. of drilling, w hile the first hundred in 1942 accounted for 571,691 ft. N ot 
a single 1943 com pletion has had an initial producing capacity of 2000 brl. or more 
per day, but there were 5 such w ells among th e first hundred 1942 wells. In  1943 
only 2 wells have been in  th e  1000-2000-brl. class, compared w ith 18 in 1942.

So far in 1943 only a negligible quantity of new production has been developed, 
apart from a possible major field in the Coalinga area, a new deep sand strike in the 
Del Yalle region, a  surprise extension in the Santa Maria Valley field, and possible 
production in the Bardsdale area.

The demand for Californian oil has increased during the war, and while production 
has risen substantially, w ithdrawals from storage have had to be made. The demand 
is now over 800,000 brl./day, and m ay soon exceed 1,000,000 brl./day. H ence there 
must be intensive drilling in producing fields, and even more intensive exploratory 
drilling.

Concentration on drilling for heavy crudes is partly responsible for the poorer 
individual yield of w ells th is year. Fresh fuel-oil supplies can at present be obtained  
only by drilling up final locations in old shallow fields, m ost of w hich have long been 
in a decline.

In January 1943 the only discovery w as an extension to the Rio Vista natural gas- 
field, although w ildcatting has been up to the average in numbers.

Undrilled locations in proved territory are not great in number. G. D . H .

526. Petroleum  E xploration and D evelopm ent in  W artim e. E. de Golyer. Oil Gas 
J .,  25.2.43, 41 (42), 53.— During the last four years the rate of oil discovery has been  
less than the rate of oil production in the U .S .A . The need for increased oil production  
can best be m et by  th e  discovery of new pools. During th e  past four years there has 
been an excess capacity to produce, and this is still the case, but transport problems 
will have to be solved before full use can be made of the productive capacity. E ven  
then, however, th is w ill not m eet demands.
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The numbers of w ildcat w ells drilled and of geophysical and core-drill crews in 
operation show the exploratory effort to  be a t an all-tim e high, but th e  results have  
n ot been good enough. There is nothing in the p ast history of the U .S . oil industry  
to  suggest th at the annual discovery of about 1,500,000,000 brl. of oil (the present 
yearly consum ption) can be continued indefinitely.

The P.A .W . has recommended the drilling of 4500 w ildcats in  1943, compared w ith  
3045 com pleted in 1942. G. D . H .

527. D rilling R estrictions B ottle  Up Large R eserve at W ilm ington . L. P . Stockman. 
Oil Gas J .,  25.2.43, 41 (42), 104.— W ilm ington has a 50,000,000-brl. reserve in th e  
Tar sand, and th is could do much to ease the Californian supply situation, b u t th e  
refusal to  allow exceptions to M-68 as amended renders th is reserve unavailable. The  
present formula penalizes fields w ith  several distinct and separate oil-zones, and while 
preventing developm ent of the com paratively shallow Tar zone, allows deep drilling 
elsewhere. There is a P.A .W . objection to drilling tw o w ells on any ten  acres, although  
each w ell produces from a different sand and a separate zone. P .A .W . recommended 
th a t operators should kill w ells producing from the Terminal and perforate opposite  
th e  Tar and Ranger zones.

W ilm ington has five fault-blocks which behave independently. The 200-ft. Tar 
zone is n ot as prolific as the Terminal and Ford zones. I ts  base is 2400-2800 ft. deep, 
and th e  oil is h ighly viscous. Considering the field as a whole, the average acreage 
per w ell is about 3J for all zones. I t  is believed th at the effective drainage area of a 
W ilm ington w ell is less than 3 acres.

I f  th e  desired number of w ells were completed, it  is estim ated th at th e  Tar zone 
w ould give about 3,250,000 brl. in its first year, 2,400,000 in th e  second year, and 
10,500(1)00 brl. in th e  first five-year period. The 81 proposed w ells w ould require 
relatively m oderate am ounts of equipment. •

There are about 1600 proved undeveloped acres of Tar zone production at W ilm ing
ton , 800 acres being in th e  Terminal section. In  the highest part of the Terminal 
section there are 7 separate oil-zones— Tar, upper and lower Ranger (Pliocene), upper 
and lower Terminal, U nion Pacific and Ford (Miocene). The Ford zone has not 
been fu lly  developed. T he Tar zone has only 2 wells, both having shown substantial 
production under natural flow. The U nion Pacific zone, a com paratively recent 
discovery, m ay be lim ited to  th e  structurally h igh positions. The Ford zone has a 
large crude oil reserve.

Only 7 fields in California show a more attractive steel factor thap W ilm ington on 
a barrel/top basis. ^L

528 . R evisions A ccou nt for H igher A .P .I. R eserves. Anon. Oil GasJ., 4 .3 .4 3 ,4 1  (43), 
34.—- A c c o rd i n g  to  the A .P .I . during 1942, 1,878,976,000 brl. of new oil were found 
in U .S .A ., 493,497,000 brl. more than the 1942 production. H ence the known under
ground reserves on 31st December, 1942, were estim ated to  he 20,082,793,000 brl. 
Most of the new oil w as added by upward revision of proved reserves in fields found 
prior to 1942. The am ount provided b y  th is revision w as 1,618,925,000 brl.

The reserve estim ates do not reflect the/ availability  or th e  rate a t w hich these 
reserves can be produced, and the present know n oil can be recovered only over a 
period of m any years and at gradually declining rates.

A table gives the estim ated proved reserves in th e  U .S .A . by States for 31st December, 
1942, and 31st December, 1941, together w ith  th e  1942 production and th e  new  
reserves (discoveries, extensions and revisions) added in  1942. G. D . H .

529. Reserve Estimates. Anon. Oil Gas J .,  4.3.43, 41 (43), 69.— T he bases of the 
A .P .I., P .A .W ., and Oil and Gas Journal reserve estim ates differ slightly. The to ta l 
proven reserves as of 1st January, 1943, are given as 20,082,793,000 brl. b y  th e  A .P .I., 
and as 20,675,899,000 brl. by  th e  Oil and Gas Journal, a  difference of less than  3%. 
A year before the corresponding figures were 19,589,296,000 brl. and 20,299,543,000 
brl., a difference of 3-5%.

E very year estim ates of reserves are revised, and th is revision is generally upward  
in the States and invariably upward for th e  national total. The revision indicates 
conservatism  in the original estim ates as w ell as technical im provem ents in production
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methods which increase recoveries where applied. B u t th is revision does not im ply 
much, if any, increase in the oil im m ediately recoverable. I t  merely means th at the  
life of the fields has been extended, and the additional oil tends to be that which will 
be produced later under relatively high cost. I f  the demand becomes greater than  
the supply available under present m ethods, it is necessary to over-produce the fields, 
and this w ill necessitate another revision of reserve estim ates, which will be downward 
rather than upward.

According to the Oil and Oas Journal estim ates revisions added 919,496,000 brl. 
during 1942, extensions 518,580,000 brl., and new fields and new  pays 322,808,000 
brl.

As regards individual S tates th e  A .P .I. and Oil and Oas Journal estim ates differ 
considerably in some cases, possibly because the A .P .I. estim ates are m ade by different 
committees whose definition of the word “ proven ” m ay vary. The A .P .I. estim ate  
of the reserves added by  discoveries in  1942 is 260,051,000 brl., and covers new  fields 
only. I t  is therefore m uch less than the 322,808,000 brl. given by  the Oil and Oas 
Journal estim ate w hich includes new  sands in  old pools. (A table shows the A .P .I. 
and Oil and Oas Journal estim ates of discoveries in 1942 by  States.) G. D. H .

530.* Drilling Shifting to Less Prolific A reas. Anon. Oil Wkly, 8.3.43, 109 (1),
10.— Scarcity of critical m aterials and a probable increase in petroleum  requirements 
makes it essential for th e  oil industry to accomplish more w ith  less and less equip
ment. I t  is therefore necessary to concentrate drilling a t points where the m axim um  
amount of oil can be obtained by the expenditure of a given am ount of steel, but th is 
concentration has not taken place, and, w ithout exception, every one of the prolific 
producing States com pleted fewer w ells in 1942 than in 1941. On the other hand, 
drilling in the Eastern area has been m aintained at pre-war levels. The percentage 
of the total U .S. com pletions in  the Eastern non-prolific area was 23-6% in 1941 and  
32-6% in 1942, whereas in  the South-western group of States th e  percentage was 
39-7% in 1941 and 31-9% in 1942.

Transportation considerations have favoured the drilling in  the non-prolific Eastern  
States rather than in  the prolific South-western States. Also the interruption of 
secondary recovery work in  the Eastern States m ight cause a loss of considerable 
reserves. B ut the im provem ent of transportation facilities w ill make it  more satis
factory to draw oil from th e South-western States.

A table gives by  States and areas th e  numbers of w ells drilled in 1941 and 1942, 
together w ith  the numbers likely to be drilled in 1943. G. D . H .

531.* More Oil Found than  Produced Says A .P .I. Anon. Oil W kly, 8.3.43, 109 (1).
11.— According to th e  A .P .I. Committee on Petroleum  R eserves, 1,878,976,000 brl. 
of oil were found in  th e  U .S .A . in  1942, 493,497,000 brl. more than the production. 
This raised the underground reserve estim ate to 20,082,793,000 brl.

Of four separate estim ates m ade on 1942 exploratory efforts, the A .P .I. is th e  only  
one to report th at more crude w as found than produced. H ow ever, even th is estim ate  
shows the declining discovery rate of the last six years, and does not make clear 
whether the reserves w ill he great enough to allow increases in production w ithout 
the waste which w ould follow any prolonged production at greater than the optim um  
rate.

To-day’s known oil can be recovered only over a period of years and at gradually 
declining rates. M ost of th e  new  oil the A .P .I . credited to 1942 reserve additions 
was through upward revision of reserve estim ates for fields found prior to  1942, and  
this amounted to  1,618,925,000 brl. This large upward revision is th e  result of 
conservative estim ates being m ade for new fields w ith the full realization th at they  
may have to be revised in  the light of more developm ent.

Most of the new oil found during the year w as in Texas, where 1,053,547,000 brl. 
was located according to the A .P .I ., and th is was more than tfodce its 1942 production  
of 483,371,000 brl.

Tables give the A .P .I. estim ates of proved reserves in the U .S .A . by States for the  
beginning and end of 1942, together w ith  the 1942 production. There is also a com 
parison of the A .P .I. and P .A .W . estim ates of new reserve discoveries in 1942, the  
former being for new fields and the latter for new fields and new horizons. Sum 
maries are presented for the years 1937—42 inclusive, of the A .P .I. estim ates of proved
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reserves at the end of the year, production during the year, reserve additions due to  
new fields, additions due to extensions and revisions, w ith  similar data for 1942 and 
1941 given by  states. G. D . H .

532.* February D rilling  D eclines to  L ow est P oin t in  Years. Anon. Oil W kly, 8.3.43, 
109 (1), 34.— In January th e  com pletions averaged 346 per w eek, but in February 
the average w as only 304 per week. In  February 1942 the com pletions averaged 
508 per week. 2600 w ells were com pleted in  th e  first tw o m onths of 1943, against 
4352 in  the same period of last year. During 1943 there has been more drilling in 
Colorado, K entucky, M ontana, and W yom ing than in 1942. D rilling declines greater 
than the average have taken place in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Indiana, and 
Michigan.

A table gives b y  States and districts th e  classified w ell com pletions in February 
1943, the cum ulative com pletions for January 1943 and February 1942, and details 
of the rigs in operation on 1st March, 1943. G. D . H.

533.* A lberta Sets H igh  Production Record in  1942. Anon. Oil W kly, 8.3.43, 109
(1), 35.— The to ta l Alberta oil production in 1942 w as 10,143,270 brl., compared w ith  
th e  previous record yield  of 9,908,555 brl. in  1941. The average daily yield  in 1942 
w as 27,790 brl. Turner V alley provided 10,003,935 brl. of the tota l, and th is was 
made up of 9,681,719 brl. of crude and 322,216 brl. of natural gasoline processed from  
ta il gas in th e  four Turner V alley absorption plants. G. D . H .

534.* R ussian  Oil Situation D escribed as “  O ptim istic .”  Anon. Oil W kly, 8.3.43, 
109 (1), 35.— The w inter drive of the R ussians has opened the Volga river again for 
m ovem ent of oil by  th e R ussians. According to Zavoico, the R ussian oil production, 
exclusive of Sakhalin, w as 238,000,000 brl. in  1941 and 223,000,000 brl. in 1942, but 
it  w ill probably fall to  195,000,000 brl. in 1943. Sakhalin was credited w ith  3,285,000 
brl. in 1941, and 4,500,000 brl. in  1942, w ith  a similar am ount likely in  1943. The 
Baku area produced 172,645,000 brl. of oil in  1941 and 150,000,000 brl. in 1942. An  
output of 127,750,000 brl. is estim ated for 1943. T he Ural-Volga region gave
27,375,000 brl. in  1941 and 42,500,000 brl. in 1942, w ith  45,625,000 brl. estim ated for
1943. G. D . H .

535 . G eologic B ackground of Oil Production in  the Illin o is B asin . B. F . H ake. Oil 
Oas J .,  11.3.43, 41 (44), 82.— The E astern Interior (Illinois) Coal B asin  of South  
Illinois and W estern Indiana and K entucky has been submerged and re-elevated  
repeatedly, the sedim ents deposited in  any one geological episode being relatively  
th in . N ot all parts of the basin behaved identically, and the com plex differential 
m ovem ents have influenced th e  distribution, character, and structural a ttitude of 
the strata.

The Ordovician is believed to be th e oldest form ation in th e Illinois basin w ith  
potential oil production, and these beds lie 7000-9500 ft. deep in the centre of the  
basin. The K nox dolom ite and the St. P eter have given little  oil in Illinois, and the 
same is true of the Trenton, w hich has, however, shown better prospects recently. 
Marine lim estones (500 ft.) formed in the Silurian, but th ey  have not given oil occur
rences of commercial importance. Further lim estones (700 ft.) were form ed in the 
Devonian, which has provided 5% of Illinois’ oil and eight im portant fields, some 
w ith very prolific wells. There w as elevation towards the end of the D evonian, and 
in the Lower Mississippian about 1400 ft. of sedim ents, m ainly lim estones, were laid 
down. These have yielded 15% of Illinois’ oil, the MeClosky w ith  its  rapidly declin
ing w ells being the m ost im portant horizon. In  late M ississippian (Chester) times 
1200 ft. of sands and muds were deposited, and these variable beds have provided  
m any sm all fields, the oil possibly having been formed in th e  Chester shales. The 
Chester (chiefly A ux Vases, Benoist, Paint Creek, and Cypress) sands have provided  
55% of the Illinois oil.

There was uplift and erosion early in the Pennsylvanian, m ost of the structures in 
the older beds then  approxim ating to their present form. 2000 ft. of ill-sorted and 
variable detritus were deposited during Pennsylvanian tim e, m uch of it  in em bay- 
m ents, lagoons, swamps, deltas, or flood plains. Oil is abundant in th e  Pennsylvanian
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of the older fields of Eastern Illinois, and it  has probably come from the eroded Chester. 
The Pennsylvanian w ells com m only have little  gas and do not flow as a rule. The 
sands are lenticular, and w ells continue to produce for m any years at a low rate.

There has been little  deform ation in  the Illinois B asin since the Pennsylvanian, and 
if younger beds were laid down they  have been entirely eroded.

Where sedim entation was slow, oil-fields are generally less prolific than where 
sedimentation w as rapid, for thero w as greater opportunity for destruction of the organic 
matter before burial. Illinois seem s to have had slow sedim entation except in the 
Chester, which has given more oil than all the other formations in the basin combined. 
Extensive, uniform strata permit regional m igration and provide large fields as at 
Salem and Louden, whereas heterogeneity gives m ainly sm all fields (Central and 
Eastern Illinois) or extensive com posite fields. E ven on the La Salle anticline, the 
largest anticline in Illinois, structure is only partly responsible for the shapes and sizes 
of the oil accumulations. G. D. H .

536.* The Oil-fields of W estern Canada. C. M. H unter. J . Inst. Petrol., March 
1943, 29 (23), 75-88.— The paper deals w ith  the geology, developm ent, and certain 
details of drilling, com pletion, and production practices of the Canadian oil-fields in 
general and of Turner V alley in particular. Special difficulties encountered by 
geologists and drilling engineers in the foothills are m entioned. Athabasca tar sands 
are also discussed. The paper is followed by a discussion. A. H . N.

537.* W ildcatting and Oil R eserves. F . H . Lahee. World Petrol., March 1943, 14
(3), 30.— A table gives reserve data for the group of eleven States— Arkansas, California, 
Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, N ew  Mexico, Oklahoma, 
and Texas. The data are given annually for the years 1937-1943 inclusive, as far as 
possible, and include the proved reserves on 1st January of each year, the n et change 
in proved reserves since the beginning of the previous year, the total new reserves 
added in the year, the production during the year, the number of years’ supply in 
terms of production during the previous year, the total number of w ildcats drilled and 
the wildcat footage, the proved reserves found per w ildcat and per foot of wildcat 
drilling. The same data are also set out graphically. W hile the number of wildcats 
drilled and the am ount of w ildcat footage have been rising in recent years, the reserves 
found per wildcat or per foot of w ildcat drilling have been falling. G. D. H.

Geophysics.
538.* M icrom agnetics : a  N ew  Q uantitative G eophysical M ethod. W . P. Jenny. 
Oil Wkly, 8.2.43, 108 (10), 21.— Some sedim entary strata are strongly magnetic, 
some weakly magnetic, and som e non-m agnetic. I t  m ay safely be assumed th at the 
magnetic material in the sedim ents w ill be uniformly distributed w ithin limited  
regions, and that changes in distribution w ill be regional rather than local. I t  is 
likely that the shallow est structurally disturbed magnetic bed is the source of the 
observed local anomalies. And structurally undisturbed shallower magnetic beds 
will add a constant, or, through dip, thickening, etc ., a regionally increasing or de
creasing effect. Over large areas on th e Gulf Coast experience shows th at 1 gamma 
corresponds to 20-30 ft. of local structure in the H eterostegina or W ilcox. I t  is 
therefore necessary to survey th e area w ith  an accuracy of ±  1 gamm a for each station.

A hypothetical exam ple is discussed in  order to explain the new micromagnetic 
interpretative procedure. B y  p lotting a series of parallel micromagnetic profiles a 
general course is observed w hich represents the regional magnetic dip along the profiles. 
Assuming that the regional m agnetic dips of the various profiles lie in a plane, regional 
magnetic isogams m ay be drawn, and the positive or negative difference between the 
station values and the regional intensities gives the local magnetic anomaly at each 
station. Allowing 20 ft. local anom aly per gamm a and connecting the points of equal
footage leads to a relative structural contour map. If the general regional dip of
the beds in the area is known, com bination w ith  tho relative structural contour map 
provides a sub-sea structural contour map. G. D . H .

539. The U se of Electrode Spacing in  W ell L ogging. R . H . Zinszer. Petrol. Tech.,
March 1943, A.I.M.M.E. Tech. Pub. N o. 1590, 1-10.— The quantitative analysis of
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electric logs m ust take cognisance of sand thickness, perm eability, interstitial water 
saturation and salin ity, m ud resistivity, form ation tem perature, etc.

A series of sands ranging from 1 ft. to  30 ft. in thickness have been studied in Cali
fornia in  a w ell w hich w as cored continuously throughout the section investigated. 
Circulation of m ud w as continued for four hours after th e  last core w as taken, in order 
to  ensure a uniform conditioning of the mud. E lectrical logging runs were then  made 
w ith  electrode spacings ranging from 5 in. to 89 in. The m ud and formation tem 
peratures were measured, and the salinity of the interstitial w ater was assumed to be 
th e  sam e as th at of the w ater produced. T he different electrode spacings provided  
form ation resistivities for different “ depths of penetration.” On plotting resistivity  
against “ depth  of penetration,” the resistivity, starting from th e resistivity of the 
m ud, increased w ith  “ depth  of penetration ” to  a m axim um , and then  declined for 
greater penetrations. The increase is due to fresh-water infiltration from the mud. 
In  the case of th in  shells the final decrease in resistiv ity  is partly caused by the low  
resistiv ity  of the adjacent shales. For sands of the same perm eability, th e  maximum  
occurs a t smaller penetrations th e thinner the sand. The position of th e  maximum  
does n ot im ply smaller penetration of infiltrating fluid in th e  th in  sands, since the 
sh ift in  resistiv ity  m axim um  is largely due to th e  effects of th e  low resistiv ity  of 
adjacent shales, w hich becom es noticeable for th in  sands. T he lim its of infiltration 
effects can be observed more clearly for thick sands.

There is an approxim ately linear relationship betw een log.-resistivity and log.-sand  
thickness for thicknesses up to  about 7 ft., the resistivity being higher th e  higher 
th e  perm eability.

A  series of theoretical curves were derived for the relationship betw een resistivity  
and w ater saturation a t different salinities, and a curve has been constructed to  give 
th e  relationship betw een sand thickness and a thickness factor which, w hen multiplied  
by the measured resistiv ity , g ives the true sand resistivity. The individual water 
saturations were obtained by  inserting the corrected resistivity on th e appropriate 
salinity curve. E ight sands were exam ined, and after w eighting the saturations for 
th ickness and perm eability, th e saturation calculated w as found to  be greater than the  
critical saturation, suggesting th at th e  sands w ould produce some w ater initially.

G. D . H .
%

540.* G eochem istry’s P lace  in  Future E xploration . R . O. Sm ith. World Petrol., 
March 1943, 14 (3), 45.— T he R ussians were the first to  em ploy geochem istry in 
prospecting for oil. T hey argued th a t th e  gases associated w ith  oil would probably 
escape to  th e  earth’s surface, and perhaps be detectable in  th e  soil, and considered  
th a t th e  ratio of ethane to  m ethane is im portant.

Non-com m ercial accum ulations of oil can give geochem ical indications which are 
m isleading, and these are frequently in lim estones near source-beds. A  further 
source of difficulty is th e  sh ift of structure w ith  depth or th e  non-vertical m ovem ent 
of th e  escaping hydrocarbons. Some hydrocarbons are believed to rise more vertically  
than  others, thus providing a m eans of estim ating th e  depth  of oil deposits. However, 
exceptions to th e  normal drift behaviour are not uncomm on.

I t  is possible to determ ine w hether th e  oil indications come from sand or from 
lim estone beds.

Geochem istry has had notable successes as w ell as failures. I t  m ay be possible 
later to outline a field precisely, but a t present th e  m ain requirem ent is th a t it should 
locate oil. W here adequate surveys were m ade, four out of ten  w ells located by 
geochem istry have been successful.

I t  is possible th at three tim es as m uch oil is associated w ith  stratigraphic traps as 
w ith  anticlines, and w hile the latter are fairly easily found by  physical and geological 
m ethods, there is no certain and rthn-laborious m ethod of locating th e  former. Geo
chem istry is of value in discovering stratigraphic traps, and in  com bination with  
geology and geophysics led to  the opening of the Santa Barbara field of Venezuela. 
I t  m ay be expected  to be used as an exploratory tool on new prospects, as an outliiiing 
agent, and as a m eans of selecting favourable and unfavourable strata for drilling.

G. D . H.

541.* A ccelerated D iscovery Through G eophysics. L . I . Freem an. World Petrol., 
March 1943, 14 (3), 48.— The desire to  discover oil directly has led to  m uch research,
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but has not so far developed any quick and infallible m ethod of locating hidden oil 
accumulations. N ew  oil-finds in th e  near future are likely to be made only by  the  
application of every possible m ethod and all knowledge to the areas under examination.

The am ount of m aterials allotted  is insufficient to m aintain the normal number of 
geophysical parties in  the field, and th e  operating personnel numbers have fallen  
below minimum requirem ents, w hile labour law s have restricted working time. In  
view of these difficulties more efficient geophysical exploration requires : (1) The 
employment of the geophysical unit m ost suited to a  given area, w ith  m en in charge 
who are experienced in th a t particular area. Com petitive exploration should be 
avoided. (2) The reduction of th e  tim e betw een discovery and testing of a structure, 
w ith power to make decisions, to  appraise and assemble leases, and to  conduct e x 
ploratory drilling vested  in  district offices w ithout reference to headquarters. (3) 
The pooling of information w ith in  each area. This m ight save m any dry holes drilled 
at great expense. A doption of th e  above suggestions m ight result in accelerated 
discovery. G. D . H .

/
542. Am plified Curves W iden V alue of E lectric L ogs. L. R . Dawson. Oil Wkly,
1.3.43, 108 (13), 26.— A high percentage of connate w ater and/or an abundance of 
volcanic ash in  a form ation w ill have a damping effect on th e  third and fourth  
curves of electric logs, and under normal sensitivities they  w ill show very little definition  
of fluid content. This m akes it  difficult to determ ine o il-w ater contacts, and often  
even the presence of oil and/or gas is not apparent in  the normal sensitivity run.

In  South-west T exas these conditions are common, and an amplified third curve 
brings out features w hich are n ot distinguishable on the normal run. A n example 
is given, w ith  the normal and amplified third curves, and th e  amplified third curve 
clearly shows th e  fluid content. The amplified sections require only a few m inutes’ 
extra tim e to secure.

In some areas, e.g. th e  W ilcox trend, invasion of th e  sands by drilling fluid has com 
plicated the interpretation of electrical logs. The third curve is com paratively useless, 
as it has a high in tensity  in  nearly all th e  sands. The fourth curve m ust be used for 
fluid-content determ ination, but even  its  deep penetration is affected over a period 
of time in  d r i l l i n g  ahead. A  fifth curve of even  greater penetration is used to facilitate  
interpretation b y  getting beyond the range of formation invasion, and the fourth  
and fifth curves together are used as a basis for the interpretation of fluid content. 
The third curve can often be em ployed if certain procedure is followed : (1) Electrical 
logs are run every seven to ten  days w hen drilling in  the W ilcox sa n d ; (2) overlap  
sections are r u n  each tim e a new run is made, and th e  changes in the curves are check ed ;
(3) the saline content of the drilling m ud is increased just prior to entering the W ilcox  
to reduce diffusion or ionization effects. G. D . H .

Drilling.
543.* Proper In sta lla tion  and Care Stretch V -B elt L ife. E. Sterrett. Oil W kly,
18.1.43, 108 (7), 10-16.— D etailed instructions and hints on installing and maintaining  
V-belts on oil-field equipm ent are given, together w ith  illustrations. The following  
is a summary of the instructions given : (1) D o not allow oil, grease, or gasoline to  
come in contact w ith  belts. (2) A void exposing belts to  sunlight and excessively  
hot or cold weather. (3) Insure proper-sized pulleys for drive. Too sm all pulleys 
shorten belt life. (4) Provide take-up facilities. The initial setting should allow  
I- motion towards driven unit, 1 for belt take-up. (5) A void heavy overloads. 
Add one or more belts to  initial set-up if  loading is increased. (6) D on’t leave tools 
or other objects where they  m ay fall into and damage belts. (7) Avoid abrasion 
against nearby objects. Slight shaft m isalignm ent m ay set up destructive side-sway  
and interm ittent contact. (8) D o not force belt on to sheave w ith  tools of any kind. 
Slack off on take-up and lay belt in grooves. (9) W ork belts around grooves until all 
the slack is on one side of the drive, and then  tighten  take-up to secure desired tension.
(10) U se sufficient number of correct-sized belts to  handle m axim um  load. Check 
to insure sheaves being over accepted minimum diam eters for belt size and type used.
(11) Design new drives to  call for standard size and length of V -belt w ith  adequate 
adjustment for stretch. (12) Prevent V -belts from bottom ing in grooves. B ottom  
friction sets up destructive heat, greatly shortening belt life. (13) Do not use belt
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dressing. If belt slips, clean w ith rag m oistened w ith  high-test gasoline (clear, not 
ethyl) and tighten drive slightly. (14) See th at all sheave grooves are clean, free from 
burrs or nicks and excessive wear. R eplace sheaves and check alignm ent periodically. 
(15) On failure of first belt in  drive, renew throughout. Save other worn belts for 
replacem ents, as second set show s signs of excessive wear. (16) Before starting drive 
first tim e, check (a) pulley a lignm en t; (b) bearings for o i l ; (c) drive clearances. 
A djust so th at a t full load only slight bow or sag appears on slack side. (17) Vertical 
drives, extrem ely short-centre installations, and drives for pulsating loads where no 
flywheel can sm ooth peaks m ust be operated more tigh tly  than others. (18) Check 
for odour of h ot rubber. I f  this persists after first few m inutes of operation, drive 
should be checked throughout for cause and difficulty corrected. (19) B elt should be 
stored u n co iled ; preferably hung over forms of m inim um  pulley diam eter or larger, 
and in a cool, dark, and dry place. D o not hang spare belts on nails or loop over 
pipes or single board supports, and do not tie  together tigh tly  w ith  cord or wire. 
(20) Protect against acid fum es, sm oke, and dust. A. H . N.

544.* Safeguarding and E xtending Cordage Service L ife. E . Sterrett. Oil Wkly,
25.1.43, 108 (8), 11-15.— Prolongation of rope life begins w ith  its  receipt from the 
warehouse or distributor. I f  delivered in the sacking-covered coil, the unit should be 
carried flat, not stood on edge w hile being trucked to destination. I t  should rest flat 
on the truck bed or platform , and should neither lie atop tools, wrenches and pipe, 
nor below any of these. D uring transfer it  should be kept dry or, if soaked by rain 
while in transit, the coil should be stripped of its  sacking cover and flaked down with 
end turns not less than outside diam eter of in itial coil until th e  fibres have thoroughly 
dried. Inspection of the inside of the rope frequently dem onstrates th at the outside 
may appear dry while the interior still retains considerable w ater. Twisting the rope 
between the hands to  open a space betw een adjoining strands permits examination 
of the interior of the rope. Similarly, thrusting a marlinspike into a rope to open a 
space permits like exam ination of a strand. W et fibres can be recognized by their 
darker colour, and also by  a tendency to  cling together, rather than  to present an array 
of fine bristles or fibres sticking out a t all angles to  th e  laid material.

Drying of a rope, whether new or w ell worn, should be carefully done if maximum 
rope life is to be attained. The rope preferably should be dried in  the sun, either laid 
flat on a sm ooth, clean surface, or strung back and forth betw een a pair of horizontal 
arms on posts so set that the span of rope is n ot carried over steam  pipes, water, or 
loose dirt or dust. A  w et rope, no m atter how  soon it is again to  be needed, should 
never be wrapped round a fired rig boiler— even if th e  la tter be lagged—the coils 
thrown across it, or even suspended betw een tw o adjoining boilers. The excessive 
heat to which the outside fibres are exposed w ill drive off th e  lubricant which is built 
into the rope, and w ill tend to  im part a perm anent fix or set to  th e  fibres, impairing 
the ability of the rope to distribute stress equally throughout its cross-section. Storing 
of rope in an excessively dry place w ill also result in  rapid deterioration. Details are 
given of the method of storing ropes so th at adequate “ breathing ” is maintained. 
H ints are also given on correct use of rope. R ope, lubricated a t th e  walk, has built 
into it ample supply to last its normal working life. I t  should n ot be lubricated with 
any of the mineral or animal oils used around m achinery, nor, if accidentally coated 
w ith these or crude petroleum, should it be soaked in gasoline to  clean. Linseed oil 
and other quick-drying water-repellants are also detrim ental to the life and proper 
functioning of the outer fibres of a rope, and should not be used.

Rope should never be exposed to acid fum es or h ot exhaust gases. Gases such as 
those emanating from sour crudes can reduce rope life b y  half through the effect of 
the fumes on the fibres ; alkali dust is equally bad for ropes, in addition to the abrasive 
action of the particles. To obtain long rope life : run slowly ; load gradually ; keep 
dry ; splice instead of tie for permanent junction ; reverse ends frequently ; cut and 
splice at worn spots. A. H . N.

545.* Drilling Curb Hits Rotary Rigs Harder Than Cable Tools. A non. Oil Wkly,
1.2.43, 1 0 8  (9), 86.— Primarily reflection on the fact that restrictions on d r i l l i n g  more 
severely affected developm ent in fields of the South-west, Middle W est, and California 
than work m the Appalachian region, there w as a sub-normal proportion of rotary 
rigs m operation m the U nited States on 1st January, 1943 (53% of th e  to ta l), and a
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greater than normal ratio of cable-tool operations (47% ). A  table gives data on 
types of rigs doing different jobs by states for th e U nited States on 1st January, 1943.

A. H . N .

546. A pplication of D irect M otor D rive W ith  U se of E lectric M otor. N. W illiams. 
Oil Oas J ., 4.2.43, 41 (39), 31.-—R otating entails considerably lighter power loads than  
hoisting, so when the rotary table is driven by th e  hoisting engine or m otor there is 
an excess of power for th at purpose. In  an independent drive for the rotary a smaller 
engine or motor can be used, m aking possible substantial econom ies in power and 
fuel costs. A t the sam e tim e, w ith  the hoisting engine or m otor operated only for 
that purpose, wear and tear on th is equipm ent and on the line or jack-shafts, through  
which the rotary table w ould be driven, are reduced, saving in m aintenance and 
replacement costs.

Electric motors approach the steam  engine in  sm oothness of performance and 
control. However, in  direct drives their ability  to  absorb shock loads, such as are 
incurred in rotary-table operation w hen increasing and decreasing speeds, has been  
dependent on the provision of a suitable flexible coupling or connection in the drive- 
shaft betw een the prime m over and the load. In  the absence of adaptable couplings 
.for that purpose, operation of m otors also has usually called for installation of reduction- 
gear units or other m eans of indirect drive.

Problems which have stood in the w ay of em ploym ent of electric m otors in direct 
rotary drives apparently have been overcome, however, in an installation th at has 
been made on a large diesel-electric rig operated by a large major com pany on the  
Louisiana Gulf Coast. The installation, th e  first of its kind, has now been in operation  
several m onths and has proved unusually effective, m eeting all requisites for w ide 
flexibility and sim plicity in speed control and sm ooth performance. The unit is so 
small and compact that it occupies less space on the derrick floor than a steam-powered  
prime mover, and is so placed th at it  presents practically no obstruction. The rig is 
a drilling barge assem bly used in m aritim e operations in the marsh and w ater areas 
along the coast. D iesel engines driving the generators supplying th e  electricity are 
capable of delivering 1000 h.p . The power p lant is housed on a separate submersible- 
type barge w ith cable extensions to the main drilling barge. The draw-works, three 
mud-pumps, wire-line coring unit, and various auxiliary units, are all driven by  
independent motors as prime movers. A ll equipm ent is of the large and heavy- 
duty type and suitable for Gulf Coast deep drilling. D etails are given of the coupling 
used, the type of installation adopted, and of the electric circuit employed.

A. H . N.

547.* Proper Care Can D ouble Service L ife of Rubber H ose. E. Sterrett. Oil W kly,
8.2.43, 108 (10), 11-14.— Of all the oil-industry equipm ent involving rubber in  its 
construction, rubber hose is least likely to  be rendered unserviceable solely through  
the loads placed on it  b y  the service for w hich it is designed. E xperts estim ate that 
not one hose in ten  actually wears out through carrying fluids, including gases and 
steam. E xternal heat, light, acids and gases, abuse, and unnecessary abrasion 
shorten the life of m ost units, and th e  greatest factor in hose deterioration is abuse. 
The amount of rubber in a rubber-lined cotton fire hose is relatively slight, while the  
percentage of the same m aterial in a rotary hose m ay be high, but in either instance 
failure of the sealing m aterial— the rubber— renders the hose unfit for further service. 
The paper deals w ith  various abuses of hose and gives h ints on its proper m aintenance.

The following is a sum mary of how to prolong hose l i f e : Handle w ith care. A void  
kinking when uncoiling L et hose untw ist w hen pulling from coil. Avoid stretching  
hose— when filled to  working pressure it  tends to  shorten and fastening both ends 
rigidly w hen fully extended im poses severe strains on fabric. Do not walk on hose, 
nor roll heavy E j e c t s  over even  a wire-reinforced hose. I f  once deformed, do not 
attem pt to hammer a flattened hose back to round again. If pressure does not help  
reshape the deformed section, cut out damaged length and splice w ith  rigid coupling 
Avoid sharp bends and kinks. H ose is designed to carry equal stresses all around its 
circumference. In  a kink th e  outside is overloaded, th e crimp carries no pressure. 
Hose is built w ith a factor of safety of four. Operating under a lower factor decreases 
hose life, due to excessive fatigue. Do not expect a hose to span wide gaps and carry 
load. A plank spanning the gap will support the hose g,nd prevent overstressing. Be 
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sure the hose is used in the service for w hich it w as built. Suction hose is not built to 
w ithstand interior pressure, nor pressure hose to  resist collapse, nor should steam  be 
carried in water hose. H ose not in  use should be carefully drained, th en  coiled and 
stored flat in a cool, dark place aw ay from sunlight, oils, acid, and fumes. A. H . N.

548. V alue of D irectional D rilling to Straighten H ole Show n by W ood County D iscovery.
H . F . Simons. Oil Gas J .,  11.2.43, 41 (40), 41-42 .— The paper describes the use of 
directional drilling to straighten a w ell in a particular instance. The drilling of the 
well demonstrated the application of the technique. In  th is case, directional drilling 
was tried after attem pts to shoulder-up failed, and an excellent comparison of the 
techniques was afforded. I t  also showed th a t in areas com m only known for ease of 
drilling and where all the necessary precautions are taken, a hole m ay deviate from 
the vertical. Also, while the form ations are such as to make the hole drift from the 
vertical, it does not necessarily follow th at th e  straightening of the hole is easily 
accomplished.

I t  is believed that the condition of the mqd affected the deviation of the hole to a 
great extent. Considerable difficulty w as experienced in getting an adequate water 
supply for the drilling of the well, and sufficient w ater w as not available to  control 
the viscosity of the mud properly w hile drilling th e  interval from 2600 to 3700 ft. 
The mud became practically jelly-like w ith  a v iscosity of 100 seconds A .P .I. for 500 
c.c. out. Cuttings were not removed properly from th e bit, the thick mud reduced 
the rate of penetration, and th e drillers probably increased the w eight beyond what 
they would have used had the mud been normal. U sing a m ud weighing 9-5 lb./gall. 
w ith a viscosity of around 23 secs. A .P .I. for 500 c.c. and slightly less weight, this 
section could probably be drilled w ithout the hole deviating appreciably. The hole 
deviated to a slightly greater value than 4°. The tim e required to bring the hole 
back by directional drilling w as 11 tours and during th is tim e 273 ft. of new hole was 
made. This can be contrasted w ith  the 26 tours spent in attem pting to straighten 
the hole by shouldering up and by  the use of th e  cem ent plug. During this time 
only 187 ft. of hole was made, and in the shale being drilled th is should have taken  
about 1J tom s. The net tim e comparison in tom s could be 2 3 f for the shoulder - 
ing-up method which produced no results to eight tom s for the w hipstocking method 
which did produce the desired results. The m ethod also compares favom ably with 
the shouldering-up method on a cost basis. A. H . N.

549. Response of Gulf Coast Drilling Mud to Chem icals, Tem perature and H eat Treat
m ent. G. Fancher and R . L. W hiting. Petrol. Tech., March 1943, A.I.M .M .E. Tech. 
Pub. No. 1589, 1-15.— The experim ental work was carried out on a typ ical drilling 
mud from the Hastings field of Texas. The mud contained only 8% (dry weight) 
of material of colloidal dimensions, which is largely illite. The treatm ent of the mud 
was carefully standardized, and viscosities were measured in a Stormer viscometer, 
and gel strength in a Stormer viscom eter modified by the addition of a chainomatic 
weight device. Successive quantities of tenth-m olar and molar solutions of various 
phosphates were added to samples of the mud, and the viscosities, and in som e cases 
the pH  and filtration rate, were measured. The effects of dilution were examined. 
Dilution lowered the viscosity and gel strength while increasing the filtration rate, 
and the polyphosphates as a group caused greater viscosity reduction than  th e  ortho
phosphates. The number of mols. of polyphosphate required for a m axim um  reduction  
in the viscosity of the mud caused solely by surface adsorption of the chem ical was 
independent of the particular polyphosphate used. The viscosity-reduction curve 
obtained on dilution is seemingly a function of the typ e and chemical nature of the 
aqueous solution added, the viscosity at the tim e of chemical treatm ent, th e  original 
stability of the suspension, and the mineral composition of the mud.

Sodium acid pyrophosphate and sodium tripolyphosphate were more efficient than  
other complex polyphosphates for chemical treatm ent, and mud treated w ith  either 
of these two compounds showed maximum reduction in v iscosity and minimum  
filtration rates at low concentrations, while the treated muds were virtually unaffected  
by heat treatment.

Heating causes permanent changes in the rheological properties of a mud, th e changes
spending on the time of heatm g up to a certain maximum tim e. T he v iscosity of 

a mud at an elevated temperature depends on the relative value of the v iscosity -
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temperature variation of w ater, and the effect of tem perature on the dispersed clay  
in the mud.

Generally, the minimum filtration rates for chem ically treated muds were obtained  
at points of maxim um  reduction in v iscosity. G. D . H .

Production.
550. Volum etric and V iscosity Steadies of Gas and Oil from  the Santa Maria V alley  
Field. R . H . Olds, B . H . Sage and W . N . Lacey. Petrol. Tech., March 1943, 
A.I.M.M.E. Tech. Pub. N o. 1588, 1—11.— The specific volum es of the trap liquid and 
of four m ixturesof this w ith the co-existing trap gas from a surface separator in the Santa 
Maria Valley field, were determined a t 100°, 190°, and 250° F ., and at pressures up 
to 4000 lb ./in .2. The viscosity of three m ixtures of the trap samples w as measured 
at 100°, 190°, and 250° F . for pressures up to  5000 lb ./in .2. The gas-oil ratio of the 
four mixtures ranged from 111 to 813 cu. ft./brl.

Studies of the volum etric behaviour of the trap liquid showed the specific volume 
of the bubble-point liquid to  increase a t a dim inishing rate w ith increase in bubble- 
point pressure. For the sample w ith a gas-o il ratio of 111 cu. ft./brl. the curvature 
of the bubble-point locus is opposite to  th at for the trap sample. The bubble-point 
pressure increases alm ost linearly w ith  the gas-o il ratio for a given temperature, the 
rate of increase being higher the higher the tem perature. There is an alm ost Unear 
relationship between formation volum e and gas-o il ratio throughout the heterogeneous 
region covered by this experim ental work.

For the trap Uquid, the viscosity is a minimum at th e  bubble point, and log.- 
viscosity increases roughly Unearly w ith  the pressure, and is lower the higher the gas- 
oil ratio.

Tables give the com position and properties of th e  trap sam ples, the composition 
of the experimentally studied mixtures, and the volum etric behaviourof these mixtures ; 
the properties of the bubble-point liquid, and the viscosity of the experimentally- 
studied mixtures and of the hubble-point liquid. Much data are presented in graphical 
form. G- D- H.

551.* Proper Counterbalancing— A n E quipm ent Conservation M easure. E. N . Kemler. 
Oil Wkly, 11.1.43, 108 (6), 9 -12 .— The paper deals w ith  the elem ents of counterbalanc
ing wells and treats the problem in a very simple manner. W hen new equipment 
is installed a smaller size of unit can frequently be used if the engineer or manufacturer 
can be assured th at the w ell w ill be kept properly counterbalanced and, in the interests 
of conservation, operators of equipm ent should see th at th is is done. There are several 
possible means of checking w hether or not a w ell is properly counterbalanced. D. O.

.  Barrett has outlined one simple procedure which can be used by any field man. (“ Pro
ceedings, 21st Annual M eeting, A .P .I .”— 1940, Bulletin, 226, p. 200.) This method  
uses the clutch, which is a torque or power transm itting device, to check the torque 
or power being transm itted. The procedure in th is m ethod is as follows : 1. Set the  
throttle on the engine at a fixed position. 2. Release the clutch slowly to the point 
where it will pull the peak load. A  further release w ill result in the clutch slipping 
equally on the up and down stroke if th e  w ell is properly counterbalanced. I f  it is 
considerably out of balance, it w ill slow up and slip on one side-and speed up and hold 
on the other. A little  experience w ith  w ells in and out of balance w ill develop a 
technique in checking of wells. U sually the speed variation in the case of w ells out 
of balance is noticeable and can be used to check the well. W hen the throttle is not 
set at a fixed position the tim e lag of the governor m ay cause speed fluctuations that 
might be incorrectly interpreted, so th at it is im portant that the throttle be set before 
the counterbalance is checked.

Other methods will be discussed in future instalm ents on this problem.
A. H . N.

552.* Good Judgm ent Required to F ight Production Corrosion Problem s. F. Briggs. 
Oil Wkly, 11.1.43, 108 (6), 13-16.— The problems encountered in corrosion are discussed  
together w ith  the tests to  be m ade and counterm easures to be taken to minimize 
corrosion troubles in production. The selection of proper equipm ent involves the
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two item s of tubing and rod string. W ith tubing, th e  selection is betw een m anu
facturing processes rather than chemical or alloy content. However, tubing fabrica
tion such as wrought iron can be specified. Sucker rods, while more involved in alloy 
content, have been more or less standardized as to  typ e. T he field application of 
zinc to  the rods is a process of moulding. The m ould should fit around the rod, be 
approxim ately 5 ins. in length and contain enough volum e to  hold betw een 2 and 5 
lb. of zinc. The rod should be prepared for th e zinc by cleaning the surface of all 
scale and then slightly roughing so th at a good bond betw een th e  rod and th e zinc 
m ay be obtained. Only pure zinc should be used. Zinc inserts for specially prepared 
cages are commercially manufactured and m ay be obtained where th e producer does 
not desire to mould his own zinc protectors.

The inspection of rods and tubing is a  technical service rendered by  a few specialized 
companies. P itted  rods can be found and discarded by  the field personnel, but a new 
and intricate device is required to locate th e  sm all fatigue cracks prevalent in  rods 
subjected to  high loads and corrosive fluids. Inspection of the tubing w alls is also 
an involved process but one that is available in m ost localities. (A very comprehensive 
description of these tw o inspection processes w as published in  The Oil Weekly, March 17, 
1941.) Insulated flanges for lines are manufactured comm ercially. These flanges 
are installed between the suspected source of the electric currents and the part to be 
protected, w hether it  be w ell or storage tank.

The chemical processes for com bating corrosion are of tw o typ es : those that tend 
to change the fluid characteristics from “ acidic ” to  “ basic,” and those th at form a 
protective sludge coating on the tubing walls and the surface of th e  rods. The first 
m ethod is used m ainly in closed system s of sm all dim ensions, such as the cooling 
system  of an engine. The sludge coating chemical is sold commercially and usually 
involves injecting the chemical in the casing at regular intervals. In  each case, 
instructions for th e use of these chemicals are provided by  th e  manufacturer.

A. H . N.

553.* Application of Gravel Packing to U nconsolidated Sands. R . W interbum . Oil
Wkly, 11.1.43, 108 (6), 17-23.— B oth prepacked gravel liners and gravelling by 
circulation are discussed.

Perforated liners which are prepacked w ith gravel in th e  annulus betw een the 
liner and a perforated outer sheath before being run into th e  w ell have come into 
general use among small operators at W ilm ington. T he m ost im portant factors 
affecting the performance of this type of gravel screen are : (1) Selection of proper 
gravel size. (2) Provision of ample area of perforations in outer sheath . (3) Uniform  
tight packing of the gravel in order to prevent m ovem ent of gravel and possible un
covering of perforations before the liner is landed. (4) Thorough rem oval of mud 
and filter cake from the well before placing on production.

Selection of proper gravel size has been th e subject of m uch experim entation, and • 
is covered in a general discussion of the selection of gravel size elsewhere in th e  article. 
Perforated outer sheaths used in prepacked liners are generally m ade of p lates punched 
w ith ^ -in ch  round holes on ^ -in ch  centres, 60-mesh horizontal slots, or woven  
steel wire screen. These types have 25% to more than 30% of their surface con
sisting of perforations and have performed satisfactorily. Outer sheaths resembling 
conventional slotted liners in per cent, of area perforated have not yielded as high 
initial rates in comparable wells.

Gravel packing by circulation is then discussed, followed by  the principles of flow 
and sand-carrying capacities of flowing fluids. Experience in W ilm ington w ells has 
demonstrated that sand entry is practically elim inated in all cases w here th e  ratio of 
maximum gravel diameter to the 10-percentile sand-grain diam eter is 12 or loss. The 
finest sand encountered in m ost W ilmington w ells has a grain diam eter a t the 10- 
percentile point of about 0 015 inch. Gravel sizes used m ost comm only in prepacked 
liners are 0 003 to 0-131-inch and 0-131 to 0-187-inch. One m anufacturer has 
standardized on 0-070 to 0-110-inch gravel and one operator has installed a number 
of liners packed w ith 0-078 to 0-093-inch gravel. R ecently a number of liners have 
been packed w ith 0-187 to 0-270-inch gravel. This size is designed to  perm it the  
entry of small amounts of sand into the well, w ith  the purpose of m inim izing the  
plugging action which apparently takes place at the outer periphery of the gravel. 
This practice is discussed.
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In gravel-packed w ells the m ost comm on gravel diameter used is 01 3 1  to 0-187- 
in ch ; some wells have been packed w ith  0-093 to 0131-inch  gravel, and several of 
the early jobs used to or £-inch graveL Those w ells packed w ith this 
coarse gravel (more than -pj-inch) have produced sand to some degree but have 
experienced much less difficulty than the average w ell w ith  conventional liner.

A. H . N .

554.* Perform ance of U nconsolidated  Sand W ells U sing Gravel Pack ing. R. Winter- 
burn. Oil Wkly,  18 .1 .43 ,108 (7), 20.— Graphical data are presented on the performance 
of gravel-packed wells. In  the case of the circulated gravel packs it  is noted th at the  
curves show an initial rate of decline w hich is less than or equal to th at of conventional 
wells. In  the later stages th e  circulated packs show nearly constant or accelerated  
decline, while in the conventional w ells the tendency is for the rate of decline to  
diminish. W ells w ith  prepacked liners exhibit more rapid initial rate of decline of 
productive index, decreasing in later stages. Throughout th e  history available up 
to now, the rate of decline has remained more rapid than in comparable w ells w ith  
conventional liners.

In  general, it  has been observed th at w ells gravel packed w ith  m ud as a circulating 
fluid have considerable lower initial productive indices than comparable w ells w ith  
conventional liners. A  few  w ells w hich were gravel packed w ith  oil as a circulating  
fluid have apparently exhibited better initial productivity, although data are not 
available to permit direct comparisons w ith  conventional com pletions made at the  
same time.

Experience at W ilm ington has dem onstrated t h a t : (1) R eduction of production  
expense, ability to  produce a t higher rates for several years, and elim ination of the risk 
of sand abrasion and collapse of liners can be attacked through th e  use of circulated  
gravel packs and prepacked liners in  areas and zones presenting acute sand problems.
(2) Where all sand is screened by the gravel pack, plugging at the gravel face may  
reduce the productivity of the w ell to  uneconomic rates before the producing sands 
are depleted. (3) There is a possibility of increasing the economic life of w ells w ithout 
necessity of remedial work by use of gravel large enough to  perm it production of small 
amounts of sand continuously. H owever, th is practice entails increased operating 
costs and greater risk of eventual damage to liners.

Possibility of using smaller water strings and still providing ample clearance for 
washing over and recovery of liners w ith  th e  same inside diam eter in the case of the  
circulated gravel packs should be considered. This is illustrated by the fact that a 
4-inch liner m ay be washed over through a 7-inch water string, while the sam e liner 
prepacked to 5J-inch outside diam eter would require an 8f-inch water string to  
permit washing over.

In  deciding whether to  select gravel designed to screen all sand or to permit small 
quantities of sand to  be produced w ith  th e  oil, no general rule can be stated. All 
experience bearing on the particular case under consideration should be reviewed. 
Those wells in w hich initial production rates of from 100 to several hundred brls./day  
are anticipated, and which experience has shown m ay be expected to have relatively  
long productive life before declining to uneconomic rates, are in a position to  benefit 
to the greatest extent from the minimum production costs and absence of risk of damage 
to the liner to be gained by com plete exclusion of sand. On the other hand, low- 
pressure-heavy-oil zones yielding w ells of sm all initial production afford the best 
opportunity for advantages to be gained from use of coarse gravel to permit some 
sand entry into the well. A . H . N .

555.* D egasification of Coal Seam s W ould Give E ast Gas F uel. Anon. Oil W kly,
18.1.43, 108 (7), 33.— The paper presents a brief explanation of m ethods w hich can  
be used to degas coal seam s using vertical as well as R anney’s horizontal boreholes. 
Technical and economical factors are studied in brief. A. H . N .

556. Efficiency of Bradford W ater Floods Can be Greatly Increased. H . M. Ryder. 
Oil Gas «/., 21.1.43, 41 (37), 29.— The principal unnecessary losses of oil have been  
caused because of : (1) N ot utilizing all of the pay-sand. (2) Flooding the sand too  
slowly to wash out all the available oil. (3) Shooting very open and worthless sand
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so heavily that it takes m ost of the water supplied, leaving an entirely inadequate 
amount for the pay-sand. (4) N ot providing proper back pressure for floods— i.e., 
one-sided flooding. (6) Packing off pay-sand. (7) Ignoring old w ater, known or 
unknown, already in the sand. (8) Unnecessarily trapping oil betw een floods and the 
edges of sand layers. The first four item s are discussed separately and in some d e ta il; 
the last four are grouped and discussed together. I t  is concluded th a t if Bradford 
producers are to realize the extra $100,000,000, w hich th ey  can do, th ey  m ust flood 
all the sand a t their wells, they m ust flood it a t as nearly th e  m ost efficient speed as 
possible, provide sufficient intake w ells, and drill their producing w ells into oil instead 
of into water. This is being done on som e properties.

Objections to these conclusions are : (1) Experience is considered to  indicate that 
high pressure causes “ by-passing ” not found at low  pressures. (2) A ll th e  available 
oil is expected to be produced at some tune, no m atter w hat plan of developm ent and 
operation is followed. (3) If a property has not produced satisfactorily, th e  sand is 
considered to be the only cause. The m ethod has nothing to  do w ith  it. (4) A 
neighbouring property or the producer’s own property has shown a profit w ith  slow 
flooding, therefore slow flooding is satisfactory. (5) Production over m any years is 
desired as income insurance. Full-speed flooding is considered to w ater out the sand 
too rapidly. (6) Full-speed flooding produces m ost of the oil during the first year. 
This is considered to result in an unbalanced income and in unnecessarily excessive 
taxes. These arguments are discussed. A . H . N.

557. Dual Completions in Kansas. N. W illiams. Oil Gas J ., 21.1.43, 41 (37), 53- 
54.—Producing horizons concerned in  the dual com pletions in R ice and Barton 
Counties are the Kansas City—Lansing series as th e  upper zone and th e  Arbuckle lime 
as the lower zone. The former, w hich is found around 2870 ft., contains from one 
to three pay-zones w ith a thickness of from 5 to 15 ft. each. The Arbuckle lime, 
which is found at slightly under 3200 ft., probably has a thickness of several hundred 
feet, but generally is not penetrated more than 15—20 ft. Minimum penetration to 
get production is desired, som etim es not more than a foot or tw o, because of the 
danger of water encroachment. For dual com pletions involving these tw o formations 
the practice has been to drill the w ell first to the top of the Arbuckle dolom ite, usually 
with rotary tools. Then, w ith the oil-string landed a t th a t point and cem ented with  
enough cement to fill up behind the casing to above the top of th e  K ansas City- 
Lansing series, the well is completed in the Arbuckle in  th e  usual manner, and the 
productivity in that formation established. Then a packing elem ent is installed in 
the bottom joint of the oil-string, this being run in and set w ith  th e  string of tubing 
that is to be used in producing the well. The packer used so far has a flapper valve 
on the bottom which closes the opening when the tubing, w hich is run through the 
opening, is pulled. To test the effectiveness of the packer elem ent in  sealing off the 
Arbuckle, the hole above the packer is bailed dry. W ith the effectiveness of the seal 
assured, completion of the well in the Kansas C ity-Lansing producing zone is under
taken. Completion practice by perforating the casing and acidization is described.

Success of the operation depends largely on the use of an adequate am ount of 
cement in cementing the casing to extend above the top of th e  upper producing 
horizon, and on the effectiveness of the seal betw een the tw o form ations. Should 
water conditions develop in either formation that cannot be corrected by  cementing  
and that make further production of oil from th at zone im possible, th e  formation can 
be squeezed and the remaining formation produced alone. A ll packing elem ents 
are made of drillable materials, so that if a failure should occur, packer can bo removed  
and another installation made. A. H . N.

f,ress„ure Maintenance Success is Highly Lenticular Field. J . A. Korafeld.
r 1 t -u’ / );V43’ ^ ’ 21~22. The stratigraphy and production h istory of the
Batesville field are given. Success of pressure maintenance a t B atesville has been 
correlated with simultaneous application of efficient production m ethods in th e  opera- 
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hole chokes to control the gas-oil ratio ; (2) constant use of small tubing str in gs;
(3) low production rates ; (4) elim ination of open-flow potential tests for long periods.

The slim tubing strings consist of both J-inch and 1-inch. This has remained a 
constant practice since th e field’s discovery. The policy of small withdrawals/well 
and constant production operation as contrasted w ith large interm ittent withdrawals 
is believed to  have created less possible disturbance of the reservoir. Company 
officials estim ate that pressure m aintenance w ill result in doubling of the ultim ate 
per-acre yield w ithin the lim its of th e tw o blocks being pressured. A. H . N.

559.* Preventing Oil Traps in Pressured Sands. F . R . Cozzens. Oil W kly, 25.1.43, 
108 (8), 28.— One fundam ental objective in sand pressuring is to  have forces from 
opposing input wells to  m eet, as early as possible, in an area of producing wells. An 
input well w ith leaky packers, or w ith  packers set too high or too low in the sand, 
delivers an irregular and feeble pressure, often sufficient to force oil only a short 
distance from the input zone. Norm al pressures from the other inputs, travelling 
faster and w ith more strength, reach the producing wells first, and, finding no counter 
resistance, they m ove on to trap quantities of oil betw een the producers and the weak 
input well. In  air or gas pressuring, such traps can generally be released by greatly 
increasing pressure for a tim e on the faulty input (after repairs are made), while pres
sures on nearby inputs are reduced in proportion. In  the case of water-flooding, 
however, this treatm ent is not practical, because the counter pressure is generally a 
back flood and the oil cannot be forced through a w ater-soaked sand.

A well which responds too slow ly in  comparison w ith  others in the pattern suggests 
a too tight or restricted sand zone, or some mechanical barrier. W ells which have 
been in steady production and suddenly begin to fluctuate, and dwindle w ith no 
apparent cause, usually indicate weakness in sand pressure, at or very near the pro
ducing zones. W ells, building up sudden and abnormal heads of salt water w ith  a 
receding oil output, often reveal th at too high a pressure is being inducted into the  
low, or water-logged sections of sand. Conflicting, or counter pressures, which m eet 
outside a producing zone m ay often be detected by an abnormal kickbaok or a sudden 
building up of pressure in the input w ell. These and similar observations are easily 
noted by keeping daily w ell records on production and input. Once this practice has 
become established, prompt adjustm ents can be made to prevent formation of oil- 
traps, and the result in more than 80% of the cases is a substantial saving in oil plus 
a far more effective oil recovery. A. H . N.

560. East Texas’ Future Directly Related to Return oi Water to Woodbine Sand. 
Part I. H . F . Simons. Oil Gas J .,  28.1.43, 41 (38), 175-178.— R ecent production 
history of the field is reviewed. Graphical representations of production and pressure 
data are given. Bottom -hole-pressure m aps of the E ast Texas field naturally show  
the results of producing rates in various sections. Where the w ell density is high, 
the pressure is down and all the w ells are pumping. In  areas where the withdrawal 
has been more restrained the pressure is up and th e  w ells flow. A water map of the 
field also reflects the production rate and th e rate of encroachment. The water is 
approaching from three sides— w est, south, and north— the east and highest side of 
the field being practically free from w ater. B y  m aintaining the bottom -hole pressure 
above 1000 lb., or even increasing it slightly by  controlling the withdrawal, the oil 
will be flushed out of the sand evenly, the w ater level w ill rise gradually, wells will 
continue to flow until they  begin to m ake water, and the pumping period will be 
comparatively short. There w ill be only about 3% oil remaining in the formation 
after such flushing by natural water drive. T he recovery of oil w ill be increased by 
some 600,000,000 brls. of oil.

The alternative is to  permit the pressure decline to continue, hasten the need for 
pumping equipment, increase the expense of getting the production, hasten the 
abandonment of many wells, and decrease the ultim ate recovery. Testim ony at 
the recent hearings of the Railroad Commission on the E ast Texas field showed that 
the bulk of the wells are abandoned soon after th ey  begin making 300 brls. of water 
daily. After a well gets to  making 100 brl. of w ater it takes about 10 m onths for it 
to get to the point where it  can no longer produce its allowable and fall into the  
marginal class where it can produce less than 20 brl./day. After another 18 months
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the well is abandoned, a t which tim e it is making from 300-400 brl. of w ater/day and 
504 brl. of oil.

A study is made of water production and its effects on the economics of the field. 
Plug-back operations to reduce water productions are briefly described. The operator 
producing salt water has a choice of attem pting to gain a shut-off, of making arrange
m ents for the reinjection of the water at the same tune applying for an oil bonus for 
the water returned to  the formation, of shutting in th e w ater producer and asking for 
the 1 brl. of oil for each 50 brls. of water shut in, or of curtailing th e  w ater production 
to 10 tim es the allowable/day getting the oil th at is produced w ith  th at am ount of 
water. The 1 brl. of oil for each 50 brls. of water returned defrays the expense of 
injecting the water. I f  the bonus oil can be produced from the operator’s own pro
perties, he can transfer th e  allowable to  these. Or he can purchase th is oil from 
another producer for around SO-93/brl. I f  an operator has tw o w ells on a lease, both 
making water, he can convert one to an injection w ell and take his bonus oil from the 
other w ell or another well w hich does not m ake any water. T he only limit to  this 
arrangement is th e am ount of water w hich can be handled econom ically and the 
proration restrictions on per-well production.

One fact forcing m any operators to  favour salt-water-production restriction and/or 
reinjection is the scarcity of pumping equipm ent. W ithout som e m eans of main
taining the reservoir pressure at its present level, 1600 w ells w ill be converted from 
flowing wells to pumpers during 1943. Obtaining th a t m uch pum ping equipment 
is a serious problem. I f  pumping is restricted or postponed by reinjection of water 
then  existing pumping plants can be transferred to  m eet th e  demand. A. H . N.

561. Completion Practices in North-west Wilmington Area, California. W . R. Cabeen 
and A. L. H unter. Oil O asJ ., 28.1.43, 41 (38), 179.— Drilling and cem enting practices 
are given first, followed by the completion programme. A fter testing the water 
shut-off and drilling the cement th e  hole is under-reamed. The n ex t step is to run 
prepacked gravel liner to bottom , blanking off the shaly portions of the section. The 
electric log, run on the interval below the F 1 point (shoe point), is used to determine 
the intervals to be produced and those to  be blanked in  th e  com bination liner. There 
are three sections that are usually blanked : (1) That shaly interval approximately 
50 ft. in thickness occurring betw een the tw o main sandy phases of th e  Ranger zone;
(2) the interval between Ranger (Pliocene) and Terminal (Miocene) varying in thickness 
from 165-190 ft., according to  the particular location, its structural position, etc., 
and (3) the J  shale, which is approxim ately 90 ft. thick. Cementing th e  blank liner 
sections in North-west W ilmington has proved to  be the w isest procedure. The 
advantages of cementing the blank intervals are : (1) to  assist in the prevention of 
liner collapse due to production of sand from below these blanked shale intervals, 
and the resultant removal of their support in the hole which, together w ith  disintegra
tion of the overlying shale by absorption of water, causes these shale intervals to  move 
in against the liner and collapse it, which usually necessitates the expense of a redrill 
job. The source of water in the Ranger-Upper Terminal section in North-west 
W ilmington is found in th is grey sand streaks in the predom inately shale intervals (2) 
and (3) mentioned above. Source of the water in these intervals has been found by 
core data and water-witch determinations, and varies stratigraphically from one fault- 
block to another, depending on factors governing the accum ulation of fluid in each 
fault-block. Therefore it follows that the technology to Ije applied w ill vary according 
to  the fault-block and the position of the well under consideration in th a t fault-block.
A  surprising number of liners in wells in N orth-w est W ilm ington have collapsed in 
the last few m onths. In  all these w ells the blank sections had not been given  support ^  
by cementing.

(2) B y  cementing these blank sections the above-m entioned w et streaks occurring 
in these shaly intervals are cemented off, giving the well a much lower cut. This also 
stops the disintegration of the shale by the water behind the blank which aids in and 
leads to collapsing the liner. (3) I f  a t any tune it is necessary to plug the w ell back, 
it is only necessary to put a bridge-plug in the cem ented blank to  m ake an effective 
shut-off. In  North-west W ilmington this is especially im portant as the J  sand, in  
the lower portion of the hole, is in certain areas the m ost likely m em ber to go w et 
first necessitating the plugging of the bottom  of the hole.

Cementing of the blank sections is described in detail, followed by a short discussion
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on gravel packing in this area of California. The paper is to be concluded in another 
instalment. A. H . N .

562. Some Kansas Flooding Practices. P. R eed. Oil Gas J .,  4.2.43, 41 (39), 3 6 -
3 7 . in  the past year there have been a number of instances of operators introducing
water-flooding into shoestring sands where they  have been repressuring w ith gas or 
air for a number of years. In  these programmes water-flooding has been applied on 
part of the shoestring, while at the sam e tim e the operator continues to repressure 
the remainder w ith  gas or air. One operator w ho is doing th is on a shoestring which 
has been repressured w ith  gas since 1935 says th at results indicate th a t th e  lifting  
cost w ith water-flooding is about half of th a t for producing w ith gas repressuring. 
Lifting cost for th is shallow shoestring property, including depreciation of equip
ment as well as the regular lease expenses, but not including depletion or office over
head, has been running between 40 and 60 cents/brl. during repressuring w ith  gas.

The water-flooded section is near the centre of the shoestring. T he pattern  
adopted is the elongated or rectangular five-spot, 2 5 0  X  5 0 0  ft. In p u t w ells are not 
located as near the edge of th e  shoestring as producing wells. Some of the input 
wells had formerly been used for injection of gas. Before converting them  to  water- 
flooding they were shot and tubing w as cem ented in the usual m anner; results have  
been satisfactory. The general custom  in th is part of the K ansas water-flooding 
territory is for operators to  pump rather than flow-producing w ells from the beginning. 
One operator who turned from pum ping to  flowing on a fairly large scale later returned  
to pumping in order to produce at a faster rate. H owever, in som e cases stopcocking  
is done w ith success in  the last stages of flooding after th e  peak has past and production  
has dropped to a marginal status.

Multiple completions are described in some detail. Sources and treatm ent of water 
are briefly discussed. A . H . N .

563. East Texas Salt-Water-Disposal Project May Set Pattern for Future. H . F .
Simons. Oil Gas J., 4.2.43, 41 (39), 38-41.— The organization of the co-operative 
project is described together w ith  certain of the economics involved. Injection of 
the salt water am ounts to  practically a secondary recovery project, as the returned  
water will maintain the natural-water drive which is forcing the oil upward and out. 
The rate of water influx is approxim ately 625,000 brl./day under present pressure 
conditions, as shown in a preceding article (Oil Gas J ., 28th January, 1942, p. 175), 
and if all the water is returned, th e  oil w ithdrawal m ay be at th at rate or 550 brl./day. 
Maintaining the natural water'clrive w ill be much more effective than depleting the  
field of its reservoir pressure and producing less u ltim ate recovery under less efficient 
operation. Another eventuality  to  be considered is th e  exhaustion of the incoming 
water, something which has happened in other water-drive fields. W hile it  is not 
expected in E ast Texas, it is a  possibility w hich m ight cause th e loss of a  huge quantity  
of oil. The plan is eventually to  inject all salt water produced in the field into the  
Woodbine sand, but putting the plan into operation is naturally slowed by  th e  war 
effort, which prevents or delays th e  obtaining of equipm ent. Consequently, th e  plan  
will be effected through units, all being part of the system  and each going into operation  
as soon as completed. Different plans are discussed.

The system selected consists of aeration, chlorination, more aeration and settling, 
filtering, and finally gravity injection into the W oodbine sand. A typical system  for 
handling 25,000 brl./day w ill consist of tw o gathering pits of 12,000-brl. capacity each 
with the incoming water being aerated and chlorinated. Generally, the w ater w ill 
flow by gravity from the lease-tanks to the gathering pits, and w ill be transferred 
from them to the injection plants by  pum p pressure. The injection-plant facilities 
include chlorinators, a  25,000-brl. p it, eight pressure filters, and one or more injection  
wells. Chlorination of the salt water w ill be by  electrolysis. A bout 7 vo lts and 400 
amp. are used to effect the liberation of th e  chlorine. The capacity of th e  cells to  
generate chlorine is dependent on the size and number of plates. The p lates are 
made of graphite and are 1J x  6 X 30 in., and four of them  w ill give sufficient capacity  
for 5000/6000 brl. of salt water daily. The current necessary for th e  chlorination  
will be provided by direct-current generators driven by internal-com bustion engines 
or by motor-generator sets. Internal-com bustion engines used for this purpose are 
15-h.p. output.
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The chlorinators are located just ahead of the large aeration p its, som etim es in 
conjunction with, but separated from, a skimming p it which removes any oil from the 
salt water The final filtering will be in pressure filters operatm g at low differential. 
These filters consist of assorted sands and gravels specially selected. Facilities for 
backwashing the filters consist of pumps and the necessary connections to change 
direction of flow. Details of wells, m eters, cement-lined casings, etc ., are given.

A . H . N.

564.* Economics of Water Flooding. H . S. Milam. Oil W kly, 8 2.43, 108 (10), 
 jn  North-eastern Oklahoma and South-eastern Kansas at the beginning of

last year there were 72 water-flood projects in operation. During th e  year 1941 
additional acreage placed under water-flood am ount to  1597 acres, m aking the total 
acreage under water-flood 8454 acres. The tota l pipe line runs of all oil production 
in North-eastern Oklahoma and South-eastern Kansas for 1941 am ounted to 9,636,289 
brl., of which 3,976,390 brl. of 40%, was produced from the properties under water- 
flood. From North-eastern Oklahoma during 1941 the pipe-line runs am ounted to 
6,261,664 brl., with 2,970,350 brl. or 48-2% coming from the water-flood projects. 
This is an increase of 327,543 brl. over the production during 1940.

From South-eastern Kansas during 1941 the pipe-line runs am ounted to  3,374,625 
brl., of which 1,006,040 brl. were produced by  water-flood m ethods. This amounts 
to 29-8% of the pipe line runs for the same period. A t the beginning of th is year 
the total number of water-injection wells on water-flood projects was 3370, and the 
number of new producers drilled will be only slightly less than th at figure. The 
accumulative total of oil produced by water-flood m ethods up to  the first of this 
year amounts to 15,525,098 brl. This production has been obtained w ith  an oil- 
water ratio of 1 to 11-4 (meaning that one barrel of oil was produced for each 11-4 
brl. of water injected).

The most outstanding water-flood project, and the best known, is the Forest Pro
ducing Corporation No. 1. The original 160-acre pattern having produced up to the 
first of this year, a total of 1,048,009 brl. of oil, or an average recovery of 6550 brl./ 
acre. This project was started in the autumn of 1935, and is still producing about 
20 brl./day. The production during the first few years was pum ped from a central 
power, but is now being flowed. This project is located in  Section 18-26n.-17e. 
Sections which are not responding are also reviewed.

There are a few projects that have already made a recovery of in  excess of 3000 
brl./acre, and a few more that have reached the 2000-brl. stage, but these are of course 
the elder projects. The majority are approaching the 2000-brl. stage. Costs are 
briefly discussed, and in general terms only. Methods of reducing costs {e.g., by wider 
spacing) are outlined. A. H . N.

565.* Calculation of Actual and Effective Counterbalance. E . N . Kem ler. Oil Wkly,
8.2.43, 108 (10), 17-20.—Counterbalancing m ay in theory be applied to  accomplish 
any one of many functions. I t  may be applied to equalize the peak torque on the 
equipment, to make the average torque or horse-power on th e  up and dow n strokes 
equal, to make the peak bearing loads a minimum, etc. I t  is generally applied to 
reduce equipment loads or size, and as such w ill probably reduce th e  peak or average 
torque. Practically any normal well, when properly counterbalanced for peak torque, 
will have nearly equal ~up- and down-stroke speeds and power requirem ents and 
minimum average torque. Any attem pt to calculate the proper counterbalance will 
require the use of a dynamometer card unless some empirical formula or rule is em 
ployed. I h e  determination of the proper amount of counterbalance from a dynam o
meter card may be quite difficult. The method to be used w ill depend on th e  purpose
0 counterbalancing. Three practical purposes are keeping of peak effective load a 
minimum, keeping peak torque a minimum, and balancing up- and down-stroke

'a^e . torque or what is equivalent, the up- and down-stroke horse-power. The 
i cu ties involved will depend on the shape of the dynam om eter card and on the 
egree o accuracy desired. The square type of card is frequently identified with  

s ow spee< pumping. In this case a counterbalance equal to the average of up- and
1 owii-stroke loads will result in equal set or effective up-stroke and down-stroke 
oa s, equal peak torques, and will make the average torque on th e  up stroke equal
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the average torque on the down stroke and will also make the up-stroke power equal 
the down-stroke power.

The paper gives an illustration of calculating counterbalance for a particular 
example. A. H . N .

566.* Computing Lifting Efficiency of Oil Wells Produced by Intermittent Flow.— S. F .
Shaw. Oil Wkly,  8 .2 .4 3 ,108 (10), 28.— Behind all calculations is the desire to estim ate  
the quantity of gas under a given flowing pressure th at is required to lift a barrel of 
oil under conditions of m axim um  lifting efficiency, or of maxim um  capacity of the  
educator. Methods of comparison for determ ining the quantity of gas required for 
continuous flow can be worked out fairly satisfactorily, but m ethods for determining 
the quantity of gas required to lift a barrel of liquid by interm ittent flow are not as 
satisfactory, and the writer has therefore em ployed another basis for computing the  
number of cu. ft. of compressed gas required to lift liquids w hen employing the slug- 
flow type of discharge, which m ethod m ight be term ed the “ volum etric m ethod,” 
because of the displacement typ e of flow th at takes place.

Lifting efficiency when displacing oil m ight be compared, as a measure, w ith that of 
the volumetric efficiency of a compressor w hen compressing gas. The gas in the cylinder 
is all displaced at the end of a stroke, and is discharged, except that which remains 
in the clearance spaces betw een th e  piston and the head in the cylinder, or in the  
spaces around the valves that are not flush w ith  the cylinder walls. In  interm ittent 
flow, gas is injected into the eductor betw een the slug at a higher pressure than that 
required just to balance the slug of liq u id ; it m ay be injected into the eductor for a 
slight period after the slug begins to spill over at the top of the well, even though this 
be at increased expenditure of p o w er; also a portion of the bottom  of the liquid 
slug may tend to drop back into the gas column. These factors tend to reduce the  
volumetric efficiency of the displacem ent operations, but a large number of tests  
seem to indicate that the quantity of gas required for this type of flow can be deter
mined by the volum etric m ethod w ithin about 10% of that actually needed. If 
the quantity used is in excess of 10% of th at com puted as necessary, it  would be 
well to examine the setup for inefficiencies in the manner in which the m ethod is 
employed.

The theory of the m ethod is briefly exp la in ed ; tables are presented for the use in 
the calculations, and finally an exam ple is solved and the solution discussed in some 
detail. A. H . N.

567.* Constant Intake Hook-up Improves Gas-Lift Operation. Anon. Oil W kly,
22.2.43, 108 (12), 21-22.— The operator of a large gas-lift station in a western o il
field encountered fluctuating intake pressure im m ediately after the plant was put on 
the line. The shift workers were constantly changing and adjusting position of the  
valves on the intakes to sm ooth out operation cycles, frequently being obliged to  
pinch the intake to the point where the volum e handled was insufficient to operate 
the gas-lift equipment a t the individual wells. The problem was put up to th e  chief 
engineer with a limit on the am ount of m oney to  be spent. H e proposed one solution  
after another, m ost of which called for an elaborate hook-up requiring several e x 
pensive instruments, valves, and regulators. A  solution was finally reached which  
required only three controllers : th e  main pressure controlling valve and two pilots. 
The intake line was cut near the plant scrubber to install a flanged master-gate valve. 
A 4-in. by-pass was placed around th is connection, into which the main pressure 
controller was flanged, all of th is being installed below ground-level in a gate box  
large enough to protect the equipm ent and furnish sufficient space for adjustm ent, 
replacement, and maintenance. Two pilot valves, on a half-inch line from the scrub
ber, control the operation of th e  m ain pressure controller, which is set to operate 
about half-way between wide open and closed. One of these pilots is permanently 
adjusted to control the pressure to a m axim um  of around 25 lb., and is not touched  
again except to pack the stem  at long intervals and to test for control range. The 
second valve is variable, which the operators m ay adjust to maintain any desired 
pressure below the m axim um  of 25 lb ., depending on p lant conditions at tim e of 
adjustment. The plant has worked sm oothly since the installation of the controllers.
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568.* Comparison of Beam and Rotary Counterbalances. E . N . Kem ler. Oil Wkly,
22.2.43, 108 (12), 28.— Force diagrams for upstroke and downstroke m ovem ents of 
pumping beam is studied for both beam and rotary balance. The im portant factor 
to be noted in connection w ith  forces in the beam counterbalance is th at th e  pitman 
bearing m ust be able to  carry a load in either direction. It beam balance is used, 
the pitm an and pitm an bearings m ust be designed to work w ith  beam  balances. 
Provision m ust be made for adjustm ent of these bearings to prevent lost m otion and 
bearing trouble. In  m ost cases some beam balance can be used w ith  th e  simple type 
pitman in use on many wells w ithout changing the bearings. The am ount which can 
be safely used can be determined from analysis or from experience.

The case of rotary balance is then noted. In  th is case the pitm an is always in 
tension. The bearings will always be loaded in the same direction, and can be of a 
simpler design. The pitm an and crank bearings m ust be designed to carry the full 
sueker-rod load in the case of rotary counterbalance. The balance is between the 
crank and well in the case of the beam balance, and, therefore, m ay reduce the load 
for which the pitm an bearings m ust be designed. T hey m ust be designed to carry 
the full counterbalance in case th e  sucker rods fail near th e  top in th e  case of beam 
counterbalance. Because provisipn m ust be made to take care of conditions where 
sucker rods fail, there w ill be little difference betw een the size of bearing required. 
The bearings When only beam  balance is used m ust be adapted to  take loads in either 
direction. Care m ust be taken in the operation to see that such bearings are properly 
adjusted and that provisions for adjustm ent are furnished. W hen the ratio of stroke 
to  beam length is short the counterbalance w eight w ill act downward, and will pro
duce only vertical components. This load m ay vary in  m agnitude only. Except 
for the horizontal component of the pitm an pull, the load on th e  sam pson post will be 
vertical. In  the case of a unit w ith  crank bearing and sam pson post on the same 
foundation the pitm an component produces only internal forces and th e  foundation 
carries only the vertical counterbalance and sucker-rod loads.

Calculations are made/ for rotary balance forces both for downward w eight effect 
and radial centrifugal effects. R otary and beam counterbalancing are studied by 
typical examples. A. H . N.

Transport and Storage.
569.* Experimental Data with Dusts to Determine Effects on Pipeline Transmission 
and Orifice Coefficients. G. M. Kirkpatrick. Pipe-line News, A ugust 1942, 14 (8), 
12.— Before the outbreak of war the B law-K nox Co., Pittsburg, P .A ., in  the course 
of investigating the operating characteristics and efficiency of a  gas-cleaner of their 
own design, attem pted to simulate conditions existing in gas transm ission lines by 
means of glass pipe. This enabled visual data to be collected. T his article sum
marizes the work accomplished before the war and indicates favourable lines of research 
for the future.

Figures are given to illustrate the w ay in which dust is laid down w hen th e gas has 
been caused to swirl or flow in a spiral path by reason of a 90° elbow. Others illustrate 
the formations when flow straighteners were em ployed to enforce straight-line flow. 
Observations made during runs of th is type disclosed some unexpected conditions. 
Where straight-line flow existed there w as no observable evidence of sedim ent in a 
clear, open line. Sediment did not occur at elbows and orifice p lates or in the presence 
of spiral flow. I t  seemed that the rate of progress of the m oving sand-dunes bore 
som e relationship to the velocity of gas.

To obtain some idea of w hat m ay take place in a sag or underbend in a gas line, 
the glass pipe was set up w ith one joint sloping down to  a 45° elbow and th e  other 
joint sloping up and away from the elbow. Less than one quart of oil w as introduced 
in the upstream end of the line, and dust w as then blown in. D u st w as deposited 
and held by the oil in the downward-sloping line. •  Of greatest interest, however, was 
the heavy deposition of oily dust in the upstream half only of the elbow . The oil 
collected and remained in  the downstream half of the elbow. Similarly observations 
wore made w ith the glass pipe and elbow placed to resemble an overbend.

Summarily as a result of these and similar experim ents useful data were also obtained 
on the manner in which dust is laid down in a gas line ; th e  circum stances and w ay in 
which dust m oves in the line ; action of dust and liquid on an orifice p late ; and effect 
of dust and liquid on orifice meter measurement. H . B . M.
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Mí 570.* Somastic Coating Effects Substantial Steel Savings. Anon. World Petrol.,
November 1942, 13 (12), 52.— In  the past it has often been the practice to use steel 
pipe in w eights ranging from 25 to 50% or more in  excess of the minimum required 
by line-operating pressures, w hen laying pipe-lines in  corrosive soils, in  order to an ti
cipate corrosion losses. A n alternative is to  use pipe of th e  thickness required by  
operating pressures and apply protective measures, such as coating. In  such cases 
it is essential that th e coating should be able to w ithstand handling, etc ., and give the  
desired degree of protection throughout th e  useful life of th e  line. In  normal tim es 
the cost of such protective m easures m ust be balanced against th e  cost of th e  additional 
steel required of the alternative m ethod. In  w ar-tim e, how ever, econom y of steel 

íiV usage assumes a greater importance.
One m ethod of pipe protection w hich has proved successful in Bureau of Standards 

tests, and in practice, is to  coat the pipe w ith  asphalt m astic, know n commercially as 
Somastic pipe coating. I t  consists of asphalt, graded mineral aggregate, and long- 
fibre asbestos, m ixed b y  w eight and batched at carefully controlled tem peratures. 
The reinforcement of the m ixture by the use of lim estone dust and sand, as w ell as 
the thickness of the applied coating, develops sufficient strength to  w ithstand th e  
handling imposed by normal pipeline construction m ethods. A  firm bond of coating  
to pipe is secured by the application of a  special primer coat. The m astic m ay be 
applied at central or railhead plants adjacent to  th e  line, or, by  th e  use of travelling  
equipment, on the line itself. B y  th e  use of lighter piping a saving in stee l usage of 
33% is estimated, and the protective m aterial can be applied at a  cost lower than  
the value of the steel replaced.

Application¿>f this coating m ethod to the relaying of old lines is described. Much 
pipe which would otherwise have to  be discarded can be re-used after reconditioning 
and coating. R . A . E .

Gas.
571.* Poe Sees Need for More Natural Gas Lines to Meet Increased Demand. Anon. 
Pipe-line News, December 1942, 14 (11), 15.— A t a recent A .P .I . m eeting, E . H olley  
Poe, Natural Gas and Natural Gasoline D irector of P.O.C., is reported to  have stated  
that the natural gas demand in 1942 w ould exceed th a t of 1941 by 25% and in som e 
areas by as much as 40%. H e estim ated th at probable consum ption in  the U nited  
States in 1942 would approach 3 trillion cubic ft ., or the approxim ate equivalent in

bB heat energy of 124 million tons of coal, 879 billion kilow att hours of electricity, or
lit) 540 million barrels of fuel oil.

Problems confronting the natural-gas industry are likened to  those arising in the  
production, refining, distribution, and utilization of oil and its  m any by-products. 
It has to be remembered, however, th at th e natural-gas industry is concerned w ith  a 
well-to-burner operation, and large reserves m ust be kept available in readiness for a 

jgjiis sudden peak demand.
Problems resulting from the im pact of war are summarized th u s : increased d e

mands by both war industries and private industries; lack of materials to  expand  
facilities; shortage of m an-pow er; increased expenses ; heavy tax burden ; expected  
requirements of natural gas, natural gasoline, and related hydrocarbons by all phases 
of the war effort; need for relief during the war period from express or implied  
covenants in leases by  reason of lim ited supplies of critical m aterials w hich prevent 

ujijeppe the orderly drilling of w ells on such leases. H . B . M.
id-dm® ■'

Hydrogenation.
572. Patents On Hydrogenation. A. P o tt. U .S .P . 2,308,247, 12.1.43. Appl.
3.12.38.—In a process of hydrogenating distillation extraction products from coal, 
the coal is extracted w ith a solvent, the extract is filtered and then  hydrogenated. 
The process is improved by drawing off th e  substantially unhydrogenated sludge 
arising in the hydrogenation stage and adding this to the crude coal-extract solution

' prior to filtration. H . B . M.

Polymerization and Alkylation.
573. Patents On Polymerization amd Alkylation. A. W assermann. E .P . 551,512, 

; 25.2.43. Appl. 23.9.41.— C atalysts are prepared by heating a m ixture of copper
S.B.Í

¡¡¡if
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sulphide copper sulphate, phosphoric acid, and water to a tem perature higher than
90° C. The catalyst is used in the production of defines of relatively high boiling
point from defines of lower boiling point. H . B . M.

Synthetic Products.
574 New Process Increases Output of Butyl Rubber Without Greatly Altering Plants.
Anon. Pipe-line News, August 1942, 14 (8), 12.— W. S. Farish, president of Standard 
Oil Co. of New Jersey, reports that the five butyl p lants being built for the U.S. 
Government were originally designed to take care of 60,000 tons per year. Improve
ments in the manufacturing process have, however, enabled the Company to modify 
the design of the plants only slightly and y e t raise then- capacity very substantially.

A new programme approved by the War Production Board raises th e  preparation 
capacity of isobutylene from 60,000 to 90,000 tons a year. I t  is believed that the 
additional isobutylene required to take advantage of the full potential b u ty l capacity 
can be obtained by the Government.

Mention is also made of Flexon, which, though not actually as good as butyl rubber, 
makes better tyres than reclaimed rubber. isoButylene is used in  its  manufacture. 
Developments of these two substitutes are indicative of th e  intense research and 
develonment work now being undertaken to further the synthetic rubber campaign.

^ H . B. M.

Refining and Refinery Plant.
575. X-Ray Analysis and Chemical Scale Removal. S. C. Morian. Refiner, January 
1943, 22 (1), 12-15.—Recently properly selected chemical solvents were applied to 
remove scale from an ammonia absorption refrigeration plant used by a large Gulf 
Coast Refinery. The equipment that was descaled consisted of tw o condenser units 
and three absorber units. Each condenser unit contained 324 2-in. X 16 ft. 11-gauge 
tubes, a total of 1360 sq. ft. of surface ; each absorber unit contained 691 J-in. X 16 
ft. 14-gauge tubes, a total of 4358J sq. ft. The grand total square feet of surface to be 
cleaned was 15,774. The materials used in the removal of scale from th is equipment 
consisted of 2750 gallons of specially prepared solvents, capable of disintegrating and 
dispersing the scale, and special pumping and heating equipm ent. The heating units 
were used to raise the temperature of the solvents, thereby increasing the solution 
rate. The latter was important, since it was impossible to  shut down the unitsfor longer 
than 24 hours. The solvent pump discharge was tied into the absorber first in line. 
Cold solvent was then pumped into the system  to establish circulation and to  remove 
air pockets. A few pounds back pressure was held on the discharge to keep the units 
full. This was necessary to avoid a siphoning effect. A s soon as the units were full 
and a circulation rate of two brl./minute was established, the heating unit on the solvent 
pump discharge line was cut into the system  gradually in  order to avoid unnecessary 
stresses due to sudden temperature rises, and the actual treatm ent began. A check on 
the effect of the solvent on the equipment was m aintained at all tim es by  observing 
the effect on special metal test strips which were placed at strategic points in the solvent 
input and discharge lines. No extra labour was necessary to com plete th e  successful 
chemical removal of the scale deposits, and fire hazards and other ordinary attendant 
dangers were reduced to a minimum, since it was unnecessary to use mechanical types 
of cleaning equipment. All the scale was removed, leaving no nuclei for new scale 
formation. Data are given

The selection of the solvent can only be made if the com position o f  th e  scale, the 
solute, is known. X -R ay analysis appears to be one of the m ost rapid and economic 
methods. The method is described and illustrated, references to more detailed papers 
by Hull and others on this method of X-ray analysis being given. A. H . N.

576. Effect of High Pressure Extrusion on the Adsorption Capacity of Floridin. R. C.
Amero and R. G. Capell. Refiner, January 1943, 22 (1), 22-26.— The effect of ex
trusion of clay on its efficiency as a percolator is studied m ineralogically. Of much 
importance is the fact that the orientation of the clay mineral flakes in the rods is

i erent iom  those in the crude fuller’s earth. In  the rods there is a marginal zone 
m which there is some parallel orientation of the clay mineral flakes. W ith high
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magnification this zone can be seen to be composed of sm all masses of clay minerals. 
Each mass is composed of clay mineral flakes in uniform orientation similar to the crude 
earth. The orientation of each mass is slightly different from th at of its neighbour, 
so that the effect between crossed-nicols is th at of a  patchwork of extrem ely minute 
masses, each w ith a different orientation. There is therefore an im portant difference 
in the texture of the crude and extruded earth. This cannot be well demonstrated by  
photomicrographs, because it is evident only w hen the stage of the microscope is 
rotated. I t  can, however, be dem onstrated to an audience by an apparatus for pro
jecting on a screen the microscopic im age as it is obtained from a thin section. E x 
trusion does not accomplish any mineralogical change. The X-ray diffraction patterns 
for the extruded and unextruded earth are identical. E xtrusion undoubtedly results 
in an increase in the am ount of active adsorbent surface exposed. Floridin fuller’s 
earth, the m ost widely used oil decolorizing medium in the U nited States, has been 
enhanced in value about 30% in 20 years, largely through the addition of an extrusion  
step in processing. E xtrusion brings about profound changes in the microscopic 
and possibly the submicroscopic character of the clay, w hich will, when thoroughly 
understood, throw a new light on the properties of clays. A. H . N.

577. An Application of Arc-Welding in the Maintenance of Heat-Transfer Equip
ment. W. H . Parlette. Refiner, January 1943, 22 (1), 27-28.— The short paper 
describes, w ith illustrations, the m ethod adopted in m aintaining the efficiency of a 
heat exchanger through arc-welding of baffles w hich have been corroded and 
restoration of the tube bundle. • A. H . N.

578. Fractionating Tower Fabricated From Tank Steel. E. Sterrett. Refiner, 
January 1943, 22 (1), 30-32.— A fractionating tower, to  be used in extracting toluene 
from the stream on a recycling plant, was manufactured from a battery of idle 55,000- 
brl. storage tanks. The paper describes certain procedures. A. H . N .

579. Patents On Refining and Refinery Plant. C. W eizm ann. E .P . 551,215. 12.2.43. 
Appl. 6.8.41.— In plant or apparatus used for the therm al treatm ent of materials in 
the vapour phase which are liable to  g ive carbon deposits, copper is used as a lining. 
The copper is in the form of pure copper or oxidisable alloys of copper, and is used 
either as the inner surface of the tube or vessel or as a coating thereon. P lant em body
ing this lining m ay be used in the cracking of oils and tars, aromatization of aliphatic 
oils, destructive hydrogenation of carbonaceous substances, polym erization of un
saturated hydrocarbons) etc. H . B. M.

Fire Prevention.
580. Methods of Combating Fires In Oil Storage Tanks. J- D . McCamey. Oil Gas J .,
3.12.42, 41 (30), 33.— The article is taken from a manual devised to assist field 
employees in the protection of crude-oil storage tanks. Steel-roof tanks equipped in 
an approved manner practically elim inate the possibility of fires from normal causes, 
but the importance of regular inspection and m aintenance of safety devices is stressed, 
and parts requiring special attention  in cone-roof tanks and tank openings and on 
floating roof tanks are m entioned. A ll tank-roof equipm ent, where possible, should  
be of vapour-tight design, and gauge or thief openings should be provided w ith non- 
ferrous seats. The capacity of the fire w all around crude storage should be 125% of 
the storage capacity unless deflecting couples are provided. The area should be kept 
free of vegetation, and should drain to a point where a pipe of adequate capacity  
should be installed. The drain-pipe should be below actual ground level and equipped 
with a low-pressure valve placed outside th e  fire w all and protected from freezing. 
Drain-valves to be closed except w hen actually draining water. Adequate equip
ment, mechanized and manual, to construct auxiliary dykes, fire walls, pipe lines, etc., 
in emergency, should be readily available.

The use of steam as extinguishing agent should be lim ited to cases where other 
agents are not available, and then applied safely where vapours only are burning at 
a leak of limited extent. Foam  produced by chemical reaction betw een sodium  
bicarbonate, a foam-producing ingredient and aluminium sulphate is considered the
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m ost effective in com bating tank fires. Difficulties of m aintenance of proper solution 
preclude th e  2 solution system . For a dry-powder installation recommendations 
are : A minimum of 4 lb. of powder per sq. ft. of oil surface of the largest tank to be 
protected, a rate of foam application of J g.p.m . per sq. ft. of surface protected. 
Since 1 gal. of water w ith  1 lb. of powder creates 8 gal. of foam, requirements for a 
tank of 80,000 brl. capacity and 117 ft. diam eter would be 22 tons of foam powder and 
a water delivery rate of 1012 g.p.m . a t a  pressure of 100 lb. per sq. in. The number 
of fixed foam installations on tank farms is lim ited, probably due to cost and difficulties 
of obtaining adequate w ater supply.

Precautions to  be observed in arranging transfers to  other tankage from a burning 
tank are given. Crudes w hich contain even sm all quantities of sedim ent and water 
are subject to  the boil-over phenomenon, but th ey  w ill norm ally b um  for a period of 
6 to 8 hours before it  occurs. D igging a ditch at the inside toe of the fire wall during 
the waiting period w ill assist in retarding th e resulting flow. Normally the downwind 
side constitutes the greatest hazard and consideration should be given to this in 
erection of auxiliary fire walls, etc., outside the regular one.

As a precaution against ignition by lightning, resistance tests should be made if 
there is any doubt, and if the resistance exceeds 25 ohm s special grounding connections 
to the tank installed. Means of dealing w ith  grass fires are suggested and the im
portance of good housekeeping stressed.

There should be a clearly established procedure for handling reports, equipment, 
and manpower in the event of a  fire. The 3 major typ es of fire recognized are : (1) 
a vapour fire in w hich no appreciable am ount of any other product is involved, (2) 
a vapour and petroleum fire, (3) an oil-surfaee fire of major importance, w ith  vapours 
controllable by extinguishing the oil fire. Vapour fires are subdivided into cases 
where the vapour mixture betw een the roof and liquid stores is (a) too rich to explode, 
(6) explosive.

Characteristics of these tw o types of vapour fire are described. Possible causes of 
outbreak and precautions to be observed in  dealing w ith  each individual type of fire 
are given and the m ethod of extinguishing considered m ost applicable to each is 
described in detail. R- A. E.

Physics and Chemistry of Hydrocarbons.
581. Sulphur Compounds from Panuco Gasoline. W. Friedm ann and C. Canesco. 
Refiner, January 1943, 22 (1), 1-5.— The sulphur compounds present in the gasoline 
cut, range of 75-140° C., have been isolated and identified by  th e  following procedure : 
An acid sludge which had been formed in  refining Panuco gasoline w ith  concentrated 
sulphuric acid (E .P. 175° C.) was drawn, settled , separated from the gasoline, and 
diluted w ith ice and water. The light tar w hich separated was neutralized with lye, 
and steam distilled until no more oil came over. A  considerable am ount of resinous 
m atter not yet investigated remained in th e still, 60 litres steam  distilled, golden- 
yellow oil, D 20—0-917, were recovered; its terpene-like odour w as n ot unpleasant in 
spite of the high sulphur content of 21-7%. 4-5 litres of sludge oil were roughly
fractionated into tw elve cuts. Each cut w as redistilled several tim es, taking 2° cuts, 
and these cuts were then combined into groups depending on their gravity or sulphur 
con ten t; they were subm itted to further fractionation until fractions of a certain 
boiling constancy were obtained.

In no case were pure sulphur compounds obtained by fractionating overhead pro
ducts. Later investigation w ill determine whether azeotropic m ixtures are formed 
or not. Even the cuts which, according to the boiling points, could be considered as 
almost pure were not suitable material for the preparation of derivatives which had 
to identify the sulphur compounds. On the other hand, the preparation of the mer
curic chloride additive products and their recrystallization until the m elting points 
remained constant proved a practical way. Repeated recrystallizations were in
evitable when the alkylated thiophanes appeared as isomers, w hich, as a rule, were 
roughly separated in three or four recrystallizations of the additive products. The 
purified additive salts were decomposed by sulphide of sodium, th e  liberated thiophanes 
driven oft w ith steam, the aqueous distillate extracted, and th e dry extract rectified, 
unly the thiophanes are mentioned because no sulphur compound so far separated 
rom a mam cut or from an intermediate one, could be identified as open-chain sulphide.
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The identification of the thiophanes is described in detail. The sulphur compounds 
found in small fractions, range of few degrees except for the first w ith  a range of 82-  
110° C., are discussed. The full conclusions to  be drawn from the work are postponed  
for a second publication. A . H . N .

582. Thermal Cracking Chemistry. P. H. Faust. Refiner, January 1943, 22 (1), 
6-8.— An elem entary explanation of the chem istry of cracking is given, w ith a d e
scription of simple hydrocarbons and their structural formulae. I t  is stated  th at only  
the olefines do not occur in detectable am ounts in th e crude itself. A. H . N .

583.* The Formation and Structure of Some Organic Molecular Compounds. J.
Weiss. J . Chem. Soc., April 1942, 245-252.— In  his study of organic molecular 
compounds the author confines him self to th e tw o typical classes in which the colour 
of the molecular compound is deeper than th at of either of the tw o components. 
These include on the one hand compounds of benzoquinones, or substances derived 
from them, w ith aromatic hydrocarbons, amines, or phenols. The second class 
includes molecular compounds of nitro-compounds w ith unsaturated hydrocarbons 
and their derivatives. I t  is claimed that a modification and extension of a theory 
advanced by H am m ick and Sixsm ith, and Gibson and Leoffler to  the whole group oi 
moleculaf compounds explains their formation and structure in every detail. These 
workers suggested a polarization mechanism similar to  an oxidation-reduction re
action for the formation of molecular compounds betw een aromatic amines and  
nitro-compounds.

The author believes th at formation of the deeply molecular compounds is due to 
a complex molecule, essentially ionic in character, which is formed from the two  
components b y  an electron transfer from th e unsaturated hydrocarbon or its d e
rivative (donor A ) to  the quinone or polynitro-com pound (acceptor B) according to  
the net reaction

A  +  +  [ £ ] - .

The following points are discussed in support of this theory :
(a) Structure and rate of form ation of the molecular com pounds; (6) the heats of 

the formation; (c) the equilibrium in solution (and the influence of hydrostatic
pressure on i t ) ; (d) colour of the molecular com pounds; (e) crystal structure and  
intermolecular d istances; ( / )  the dipole m om ent in so lu tion ; (g) the electrical con
ductivity in solution; (h) relationship to the sem iquinones and other free radicals 
and radical ions. H . B. M.

584. Emergency Use of Oil-Coal Suspensions as Colloidal Fuel. W. L. Faith  and H . W . 
Zabel. Refiner, January 1943, 22 (1), 9-11.— The technical and economic problems 
of mixing coal and oil are being studied by  the authors, but only preliminary results
have been obtained so far. These results indicate that a high-speed propeller m ixer
is satisfactory for preparing fuels in which the final viscosity is not over 80 seconds 
Saybolt Furol. This figure is only approxim ate, but m ixing experim ents to date  
indicate that above this value thorough m ixing does not take place. I t  is obvious 
that as the viscosity of the mix increases, more power is necessary, and that as the  
coal concentration is increased, a point is reached where the suspension loses m ost 
of its liquid characteristics. The final viscosity during m ixing can of course be lowered  
by raising the temperature of the oil, and th is procedure is recommended. An equation  
has been developed by means of w hich the viscosity of the suspension can be calculated  
directly from the viscosity of the oil itself at the same tem perature, and the volum e 
concentration of coal in the suspension. This equation is (for 200-mesh c o a l):

P / _  38-4 po
S , 38-4 -  C , ’ S0

where ¡¿̂  =  kinematic viscosity of the suspension.

Jgr =  kinematic viscosity of the oil.

Ct =  volum e percent coal is m ix.
T
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For 325-m esh coal the constant 38-4 should be replaced by  37-5. ^ b
K inem atic viscosities can be converted to Saybolt Furol seconds and vice versa ^¡¡i

by means of the usual v iscosity conversion charts. I t  is recommended th at in no no
case should an attem pt be m ade to  prepare fuels containing more than 50% coal by  
w eight. 40% by w eight appears to be a more satisfactory upper limit. *

The problem of storing and handling is m ainly th at of the settling of the coal. .  > 
This is discussed in full.

In  calculating the friction head in pum ping colloidal fuel through pipes, the follow- 
ing equations may be used : For viscous flow (low flowrates and coal concentration  
below 38% by volume)

H  _  Fp.0 K 0 
L  * 2Po * 0

where D  =  diameter of pipe in feet ; H  — difference in static head betw een tw o points 
in a pipe, feet of flowing substance ; L  =  length of pipe, feet ; V =  m ean velocity of 
flow in pipe, feet /sec. ; p0 =  coefficient of v iscosity of oil, pounds/ft. sec. ; p0 =  density 
of oil, lbs./cu, ft. ; Cv =  percentage coal by volum e in suspension ; K 0 =  38-4 for 
200-mesh coal. For turbulent flow the usual p lots of Fanning friction factors vs. 
Reynolds number m ay be used, assum ing th e  v iscosity and gravity of the oil-coal 
suspension are the same as those of the oil medium itself. This assum ption introduces 
only a very slight  error. For plastic or “ p lug ” flow (coal concentrations above 
38% by volume)

! - _gpD - gpD 2

where x =  yield value of plastic fuel, lb ./sq . f t . ; r)c =  coefficient of rigidity of fuel, 
lb ./ft. s e c .; g =  acceleration due to  gravity =  32-2 ft ./sec .2. In  practically all cases 
of industrial importance, only viscous flow will be encountered, and calculations should 
be based on that assumption.

The economic factors involved are discussed together w ith  typ ical colloidal fuel 
preparation plant. A . H. N.

585.* A Method for the Accurate Analysis of Gaseous Mixtures. C. H. Bamford and 
R. R. Baldwin. J . Ghem. Soc., January 1942, 26-39.— The authors state  that various 
inherent sources of error render standard m ethods of gas analysis unsuitable for 
adaptation to precision measurements on m ixtures containing a number of constituents. 
In  their experience, analyses reproducible to  0-l-0-2% for th e  m ain constituents of 
the mixture can be obtained w ith a standard Bone and W heeler apparatus, but the 
absolute accuracy is usually less than this, and the presence or absence of constituents 
in concentrations of 01-0-2% is always in doubt. I t  is claimed th at the method 
described in this paper gives results accurate to 0-03% for individual constituents. 
The method of analysis involves successive quantitative conversion of the com
ponents of the gas into carbon dioxide and/or water, w hich are measured separately. 
Measurement is effected by determining the pressure exerted in one of tw o standard 
volumes of known ratio. This enables either large or sm all am ounts of gas to be 
measured with accuracy.

The method described has been tested w ith various m ixtures of know n composition 
and its accuracy thus checked. H . B. M.

Analysis and Testing.
586.* Viscosity Measurement and Viscosity Index. J . C. Cragg and E . A . Evans.

ourn. Inst. P e t r o l April 1943, 29 (232), 99-123.— The paper and its long discussion 
ana yse the effects of errors in viscometry of the accuracy w ith w hich the viscosity  
index may be returned. The possible accuracy of viscom etry as laid dow n by the 
recommendations of the Institute of Petroleum are also discussed. A. H . N.

Motor Fuels.

¥ n 2r . 0 3 tUteThe 1' t n ^ r 1 111 V ? ™ ;  E - ,Kalmanovsky. Petroleum, Decem ber 1942, a (12), 2 0 3 ,-T h e  total quantity of gasoline and substitutes available in France in
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1941 was equivalent to  about 700,000 tons of gasoline, and about half of this was 
represented by diesel oil and gasoline released by the Germans. These releases cannot 
be counted on in future, and, although an increase in  synthetic motor-fuel production  
is planned, no increase in power alcohol output can be expected. I t  is therefore by  
the use of solid fuels for gas producers th at a solution m ust be sought. Increases in 
charcoal and wood for gas producers are planned to  provide the equivalent of 420,000 
tons of gasoline in 1943, but th is quantity is insufficient for the requirements of the
100.000 heavy lorries fitted  w ith  gas producers. The possibility of using peat w ith  
a water content of 30-40%  and ash content of 25% for th is purpose by the Gazes 
system has been proved by trials, and plans to increase production of such peat to
200.000 tons in 1942 were m ade. Conversion of diesel engines to operate on producer 
gas either by  (a) conversion to spark ignition or (b) starting on fuel and subsequently  
operating w ith gas is also being investigated. The possibilities of steam  traction are 
being studied. R . A. E.

588. News from Japan. Anon. Chem. Tr. J '., 5.2.43, 112, 130.— According to the  
Japanese, the output of natural rubber in the Netherlands E ast Indies and Malaya 
is not being curtailed. The surplus is being processed into gasoline by dry distillation  
of Hevea rubber and subsequent alkylation and hydrogenation of the low-boiling 
hydrocarbons produced. A factory has been built a t Kuala Lampur, and the first 
unit capable of producing 100 tons a m onth of high-octane gasoline is said to be in 
operation. I t  is also proposed to  use oil-refinery equipm ent in Japan for the purpose.

Oil-wells a t Tarakan are said to be in commission again, and W ohokama (Java) 
refinery to have resumed operations on crude from Kroeka field, the output of which  
is expected to be reduced to 200,000 tons a year. R. A. E.

589. Patents on Motor Fuels. Standard Oil D evelopm ent Co. E .P . 551,237, 12.2.43. 
Appl. 29.12.41.— In  a process for the isomerization of paraffin hydrocarbons the  
reaction is conducted in the presence of a Friedel-Crafts type catalyst and a quantity  
of an alkyl halide w hich is equal to about 50-150%  by weight of the hydrocarbon 
present. The alkyl halide acts as a m utual solvent for the catalyst and the normal 
hydrocarbon which is to  be converted.

Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. E .P . 551,644, 4.3.43. Appl. 20.3.40. woParaffins are 
produced from normal paraffins by contacting the latter w ith a catalyst prepared by  
heating together alum inium halide and hydrated aluminium chloride to a temperature 
at which reaction takes place betw een them . The hydrated aluminium chloride is 
not present in sufficient quantity com pletely to hydrolize the aluminium halide.

International Catalytic Oil Processes Corp. E .P . 551,663, 4.3.43. Appl. 28.8.41. 
Gasoline of relatively high octane number and of increased stability is produced by  
catalytically cracking a gas oil in the presence of a used catalyst. Gasoline is recovered 
from the ensuing reaction, and th is is afterwards subjected to catalytic reforming in 
the presence of fresh or regenerated catalyst.

E. T. Layng. U .S .P . 2,307,689, 5.1.43. Appl. 29.2.40. Olefinic hydrocarbons are 
converted into hydrocarbons of higher-boiling points by contacting them  at a high 
temperature with a catalytic m aterial consisting of a mass of porous granules of 
supporting material im pregnated w ith material prepared in the following w ay. A 
complex of ammonia and a m etal pyrophosphate capable of reduction to a polym eriza
tion catalyst are heated to  a tem perature of about 750° F . in a non-reducing atm o
sphere for a sufficiently long period of tim e to effect regeneration of the m etal 
pyrophosphate. H . B . M.

Lubricants and Lubrication.
590.* An Investigation into Reclamation Practice. 1. Passenger Transport Under
takings. Anon. Petroleum, Ju ly  1942, 5 (7), 112.— This article discusses the informa
tion obtained by a questionnaire to more than 200 passenger transport companies 
and corporations.

U
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Five types of reclaiming plants appear to  be used and these can be grouped as 
follows :

(а) Mechanical filtration w ithout the use of adsorbents, chemicals, etc.
(б) Filtration w ith adsorbents.
(c) Alkaline washing and settling treatm ent.
(d) Combined chemical and physical treatm ent.
(e) Centrifuges.

Mechanical filtration does .not of course rem ove fuel dilution or acid content from 
a used oil, but it has proved sufficient in a number of cases. The questionnaire shows 
that 72%’of the operating firms use one particular make of mechanical filter.

Filtration with adsorbents, if carried out efficiently, w ill produce an oil free from all 
suspended matter and acid bodies. A high degree of deeolorization is also obtained. 
15% passenger transport undertakings are using a plant operated on th is principle.

Washing with alkaline solutions and subsequent settling do not appear to  offer 
any advantage over adsorbent filtration, and only 5% of the transport companies 
used this method. The more complicated process of giving the oil an acid wash 
followed by clay was favoured by only 4% of the operating firms.

Centrifuging has not become a very popular reclaiming m ethod, and only 3% of 
the companies were stated to be using this process.

This investigation also dealt w ith the extent to which used oil is reclaimed, and it 
is considered that about two-thirds of the waste oil w hich could actually be recovered 
is in fact reclaimed or used in the most appropriate w ay . The reclaimed oil is used 
instead of fresh oil in 21-5% cases, for topping up in 58% cases, and for filling crank
cases (topping up being carried out w ith fresh oil) 14%, the remaining miscellaneous 
uses accounting for the balance of 6-5% cases. D . L. S.

591. Low Temperature Characteristics of Greases. T. A. M axwell. Refiner, January 
1943, 22 (1), 16-18. Paper Presented before N ational Lubricating Grease Institute 
(America).—A specific phase of service requiring a special lubricant has been the 
exposed bearings of military aircraft. These m ay alternately be roasted under 
tropical suns and chilled to perhaps 100° below zero on nocturnal flights at high 
levels. The study covered in this paper was undertaken as background for fabrication 
of lubricants suitable for such service, to establish the rôle of Afferent soap bases 
and different oil viscosities in determining the behaviour of greases in ball-bearing 
service at low temperatures. To evaluate the performance of the te s t lubricants at 
low temperatures, the torque test outlined in  A rm y-N avy Specification A N -G -3 of 
30th May, 1942, was used. An eight-ball 204 open bearing was packed w ith 5 gm. of 
grease, closed with slip-fit shields, and run in 100 turns each w ay. The bearing was 
then chilled on a straight-line curve to test temperature in  2 hrs. and soaked for 1 hr., 
rotating two turns every 15 min. A t the end of the soaking period the tim e necessary 
for a complete revolution with 2000 gm. cm. applied torque was determ ined. The 
apparatus is described and illustrated diagramatieally. Another apparatus used 
was a modified form of the British Air Ministry’s Specification D T D  201, “ Controls 
Lubricating Oil.” The results are discussed.

In summary it may be stated that the low-temperature bearing torque charac
teristics of greases fabricated from different m etal bases and low -viscosity-index oils 
appeared to be dependent chiefly on the viscosity of the oil used. Barium  greases 
seemed to stiffen somewhat above the average of the other greases tested . Since the 
use of very light oils is dictated by low-temperature requirements, part of th e  problem 
lies with the refiner to produce stocks of the best possible volatility  characteristics for 
the grease compounder to try his art on. Much work remains to  be done in  determin
ing the effect of viscosity index, of phenomenal pour points, of blending agents, and of 
extreme pressure and/or oiliness additives which m ay be added to light oils.

A . H . N.

99i2iwPm -nio°,n Lubricants and Lubrication. T. G. Rolhner and L. H . Sudholz. U .S.P.
’• ' * \ A-PPl* 16.10.40. Vinifera palm oil is added to a mineral lubricating

sn ln > ^ pa? v 0 ltfenhan êd extreme pressure lubrication characteristics. A lternatively  
this pur*2 ose ^  °ra ^  m w^ich has been reacted with phosphorus m ay be used for

H . B . M.



Asphalt and Bitumen.
593. Patents on Asphalt and Bitumen. J . T. Hines. E .P . 551,765, 9.3.43. Appl. 
28.10.41.— In the manufacture of asphaltic paving m ixtures tw o different sizes of 
aggregate, one coarse and the other fine, are first independently coated w ith a binding 
agent. The coarse aggregate is coated w ith only so much binder as will form a thin  
film or coating on each fragment, but not sufficiently to permit the mass being pressed 
to a rigid condition. The fine aggregate is coated w ith the least am ount of binder 
required to render the mass easily compressible w ithout being rigidly cemented  
together. The tw o coated aggregates are then m ixed together in the proportions to 
fill in, with the fine material, the voids in the coarse.

R. L. Ortynsky. U .S .P . 2,308,245, 12.1.43. Appl. 28.6.41. A M exican-type 
paving asphalt is produced by oxidizing an asphalt having the following composition : 
Asphaltenes 1-5-5% , petroleum  resins 55-65% , aromatic oil the balance. The resins 
and the oil have specific dispersions above 200 and flash points above 500° F . The 
oxidixed asphalt has an asphaltene content of 50-60%  and a softening point of at 
least 360° F. The oxidized asphalt is fluxed w ith  1 -1-1-6 parts of petroleum extract 
per part of oxidized asphalt. The resultant fluxed asphalt is blended w ith a hydro
carbon distillate having a Saybolt v iscosity betw een 400 and 1100 at 100° F . and a 
viscosity index above zero. The blended asphalt has a penetration of 25-200 at 77° F.

H. B . M.

Special Products.
594. Naphthenic Acids and Soaps. Anon. Seifensieder-Zeitung., 8.7.42, 69 (14), 
211.—A brief review is given of information from various sources (w ithout references) 
on the manufacture, properties and applications of naphthenic acids and soaps. The 
acids are derived from the acid sludge from th e refining of distillates by extraction  
with ca. 5% NaOH solution, and hydrocarbons are rem oved from the resulting  
emulsion by vacuum distillation or by dispersing the emulsion in w ater and m ixing  
with hydrocarbon soluble and water-soluble solvents {e.g., toluene and acetone) 
causing separation into tw o layers. The acids are recovered from the aqueous layer 
by precipitation w ith S 0 2 and H 2S 0 4, b u t require distillation to  give a sufficiently 
pure product. Refining is effected w ith acid and clay, or by vacuum  or superheated  
steam distillation or extraction w ith aniline. Neutralization of naphthenic acids with  
alkali yields soft viscous soaps easily soluble in w ater and of good foaming power. 
They are not hardened by salts and alkali, and can take up large quantities of salts, 
not being susceptible to electrolytes. B y  com bination w ith  fatty  acid, soaps, elec
trolytes, perfumes, etc., a variety of useful soaps can be prepared. The neutral 
potassium naphthenate is stated  to have strong bactericidal and germicidal properties. 
Use in the textile industry is restricted by the strong odour, necessitating the use of 
the more highly refined grades and of perfumes. The soaps are also used in textile  
emulsions—e.g., sizes prepared from neutral fat, naphthenic acids, and aqueous soda 
or borax solutions, these being easily rem oved by washing. Cotton yarn is softened  
by the use of 0-6-1-5% of naphthenic acid sulphonate, also used as a textile  finisher. 
Pests are controlled by the use of amm onium naphthenate in combination w ith hydro
carbons, bases, and aromatic nitro-compounds. M ixtures of equal parts of potassium  
naphthenate and sodium fluoride are used for the preservation of timber, while copper 
naphthenate is used to impregnate tim ber to control pests. Salts of heavy metals 
and of aluminium are relatively insoluble in w ater but subtle in hydrocarbons, and 
are prepared by treating the acid w ith a solution of the m etal salt, washing with hot 
water, and dehydrating. Metallic naphthenates are used in the manufacture of 
lacquers, in printing, and in painting. A solution of naphthenic acid in turpentine 
is used as a rust-preventive. Calcium naphthenate is sta ted  to improve the elasticity  
of acetate films and to be used in drilling and batching oils. Medical uses of the metallic 
naphthenates include a m ixture of lithium  naphthenate and olive oil for curing 
throat and skin diseases. Triethanolam ine naphthenate is used to clarify liquid 
soaps. Esters of naphthenic acids are used in the perfumery industry. T ests normally 
carried out on naphthenic acids include water content, acid value, iodine value, and 
imsaponifiable content. C. L. G.
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m e ™ „„„„ anti freezing Solutions. A non . Technical N ews Bulletin, U.S.
N a t i  B u reau  of S tan d ard s . M arch 1943 No. 311 1 7 -A t te n t io n  is d ire c te d  to  
th e  serious dangers of corrosion likely  to  re su lt  fro m  th e  u se  o f a n ti- f re e z in g  so lu tions 
co n ta in ing  calcium  chloride a n d  o th e r  sa lts  in  a u to m o b ile  coo ling  sy s te m s . T h eir 
use in a l l  G overnm ent-ow ned  m o to r v eh ic les h a s  b e e n  p ro h ib ite d ,  a n d  th e  m anu- 
fac tu re  of an ti-freezes com pounded  w ith  in o rg an ic  s a l ts  o r  p e tro le u m  d is t il la te s  has 
now  been forb idden . Ir rep a ra b le  d am ag e  c an  b e  d o n e  b y  co rro s io n  of w a te r-p u m p s  
a n d  cy linder heads, p a rticu la rly  if of a lu m in iu m  a llo y , a n d  of r a d ia to r s  p a r tic u la r ly  
if of copper No inh ib ito rs  hav e  been  fo u n d  of a n y  v a lu e  u n d e r  p ra c t ic a l  conditions. 
D e term in a tio n s of specific g ra v ity , e v ap o ra tio n  te s ts  o r  a  s im p le  c h em ica l t e s t  (with 
silver n itra te )  will in d ica te  th e  p resence of b rm e  so lu tio n s . G. D. G.

596.* Wartime Chemicals from Natural Gas. Part 2. G. Egloff. Petrol Times,
20.3.43, 47 (1191), 136-137. (See also J . Inst. Petrol., April 1943, 29 (232), 124—
1 3 4  The whole paper is published here in one part.) Toluene production and
synthesis of explosives from natural gas are discussed. Nitroparaffin from natural 
gas may well develop into one of the newer and valuable sources of high explosive. 
Methane gas when nitrated produces tetranitromethane. This compound is the most 
destructive explosive known to man, and is extrem ely difficult to handle. About 
20 years ago, in a university laboratory in Switzerland, work w as in progress with 
tetranitromethane, which is usually a reaction product of toluene nitration in small 
concentrations. Ten grams of this substance killed 10 individuals, wounded 20, 
and nearly wrecked the building. No commercial process has been worked out to 
make this product available for use by the armed forces

Anaesthetic and agricultural uses for products from natural gas are then discussed, 
and the paper ends with a discussion of plastics and substitute fats for food.

A. H. N.

597. Patent on Special Products. Standard Oil D evelopm ent Co. E.P. 551,852,
12.3.43. Appl. 27.12.40.—In hydrocarbons such as lubricating oils, or natural or 
synthetic rubber, there is employed as oxidation inhibitor, a polyvalent metal salt 
of a dehydroxy dialkyl diaryl sulphide or polysulphide or polym ers of such com
pounds, or their selenide or telluride analogues. A t least one of th e  valencies of the 
metal in the salt is connected to an alkyoxy group. H. B. M.

I

Coal and Shale.
598.* The Primary Gaseous Products of Carbonization. L. B olton, J . E . Cullingworth,
B. P. Ghosh, and J. W. Cobb. J . Chem. Soc., April 1942, 255.— This paper reports 
the results of investigations of the products of carbonization of a variety of substances 
differing in constitution and oxygen content—namely, cellulose, bakelite, glycerine, 
petroleum coke, anthracite, and New Hucknall and Sharlston W allsend coals. In 
each case the substance was heated in stages of 100° in a vacuum  up to  1100° or more. 
Gas formed at each stage of fractional distillation was collected, measured, and 
analyzed.

In a discussion of results obtained and tabulated in th is paper attention  is directed 
to  the general similarity in the nature and temperature sequence of th e  primary 
gaseous products of decomposition from substances of such w idely differing com
position and complexity. Decomposition invariably occurred in tw o phases: up to 
600 the gaseous products were accompanied by liquids which by their rem oval were 
obviously responsible for the progress towards a common type of solid residue; in 
the second phase from 700° upwards there were no liquid products, but always a 

ominatmg emission of hydrogen, also widely differing quantities of carbon monoxide. 
N -K ay examination of cellulose and glycerine residues revealed an early breakdown 
°  10 enigma, structure, followed by a repatterning of the carbon atom s in a hexagonal
graphitic network visible at 400-500° and more distinct from 800° upwards.

Correlation of all results obtained confirms Burgess and W heeler’s conclusion in 
regar o c oa at t ere is a critical temperature of decomposition in carbonization, 
W « ™  hy greatty increased evolution of hydrogen at 700-800°. I t  would appear, 
however, that this is not a special property of coal or of any of its petrographic con-
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stituents. I t  is a normal feature of molecular condensation in solid residues formed 
at lower temperatures during carbonization. H . B . M.

599. Fuel ior Producer Gas. J. D evon. Petroleum , December 1942, 5 (12), 201.— 
Limits necessary in respect of size, ash content, and moisture content of anthracite 
used as producer-gas fuel for vehicles in the U .K . are given, and the reasons for such 
limitations described. A ctivation of the fuel by deposition of sodium carbonate on 
to  its surface by immersion in a solution of the carbonate is claimed to increase ease 
of starting and acceleration, increase gas production, and to produce a softer clinker, 
less liable to stop gas production. Critical air-blast values— i.e., the am ount of air 
in cu. ft. per min. necessary to m aintain combustion— are given for wood charcoal, 
some coals and manufactured coal fuels. V olum e/weight relationships for anthracite, 
charcoals, and coke are shown. General characteristics of coke fuels vary som e
what from those of natural fuel, but they  permit of operation in the same plants, 
although giving a smaller mileage for th e  same producer hopper size. R . A. E.

Economics and Statistics.
600. Asphalt and Related Bitumens. A. H . Redfield. U .S. Bur. Mines. Chapter 
(preprint) from M inerals Yearbook, 1941, W ashington 1942.— I t  is reported in th is 
summary that in 1941 the demand for asphaltic substances in the U nited States 
showed a marked increase over the previous year. Sales of rock asphalt increased 
by 43% in quantity and by 19% in total value. Producers’ sales of gilsonite in U tah  
amounted to 36,407 tons valued at $851,623 in 1941 as compared w ith 31,930 tons 
valued at $770,711 in 1940.

23% more asphalt was produced at petroleum  refineries in the U nited States in  
1941, the greatest advance being made in the north-eastern quarter and the Mid- 
Continent area.

Stocks of petroleum asphalt at refineries were decreased by 10,000 tons during the  
period 31st December, 1940, to 31st December, 1941, although in Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Missouri, in the R ocky M ountain district, and in Texas, stocks a t refineries 
increased.

Sales of petroleum asphalt by refineries to domestic consumers in the U nited States 
increased in quantity by 26% in 1941 as compared w ith 1940. Of the total quantity  
thus sold in 1941, 64% w as used in the form of paving asphalt, paving flux, cut back 
asphalts, and asphalt emulsions, for highw ay and street construction and for surfacing 
aerodrome runways. 25% of sales to  dom estic consumers was used for roofing 
purposes, and although shipm ents of prepared roofing increased by 29%, domestic 
• sales of roofing asphalt and flux combined increased from 1,218,695 tons in 1940 to  
1,671,696 tons in 1941.

In 1941, 8,831,000 brl. road oil were sold by refineries to domestic consumers, 
representing an increase of 5% over the figure for 1940. H . B . M.

601. Carbon Black. G. R . H opkins and H . Bakus. U .S. Bur. Mines. Chapter 
(preprint) from M inerals Yearbook, 1941, W ashington, 1942.— It is reported that  
during the year 1941 there was an increase in both production and sales of carbon 
black in the United States and th at new records were established. Although exports 
continued to decline as a  result of th e  war, domestic sales showed a sharp advance. 
Also by the time the rubber shortage began to affect the market other defence in 
dustries were demanding more carbon black, w ith  the result th at producers stocks 
decreased by 30% during the year.

480,212,000 lb. of carbon black were produced in Texas during 1941, representing 
81% of the total output in the U nited States during the year. Louisiana produced
78,050,000 lb., as compared w ith 55,610,000 lb. in 1940. Kansas and Oklahoma 
together produced 35,803,000 lb. in 1941 compared w ith 33,287,000 in the previous 
year.

Carbon black is still m ost com m only produced by the channel process, but in th is 
report it is noted th at other processes, in particular Lewis, roller, “ special and  
thermatomic, are gaining in importance.

Statistics obtained from producers indicate that dom estic sales in 1941 were
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,. , oc follows • 439 502,000 lb. to  rubber companies ; 28,198,000 lb. to ink
£ g £ ?  534o!o00 ib to paint companies and 58,469,000 lb. to  miscellaneous

PX 8r v S r S L ^ T c a r t o Sn W a c fa t  the plants rose from 2-90 cents per lb. in 1940

to 3-26 cents in 1941.

«69 Natural Gas F. S. Lott and G. *R. Hopkins. U .S. Bur. Mines. Chapter 
f p r e V S  horn Minerals Yearbook, 1941. W ashington, 1942 - P o h c y r n  the natural 
eas industry in the United States during 1941 was governed by the following factors : 
¿as supply for expanding markets, particularly in the Appalachian region ; transport 
facilities to consuming centres; availability of materials and equipm ent; measures 
necessary to protect installations from possible damage by sabotage or enem y attack. 
At the outbreak of war on 7th December, 1941, it was fully realized th a t natural gas 
must aid war production without hindrance, despite increasing difficulties.

Statistics given in this report show that marketed production of natural gas amounted 
to the new high level of 2770 billion cubic ft., or 4% more than in 1940. The gain 
in demand was mostly from industrial consumers, notably miscellaneous industrials 
(1 8 %) and portland-cement plants (29%).

Prior to 1941 the average value of natural gas at the producing w ells showed a 
persistent decline. In this year, however, it increased to 4-7 cents per thousand 
cubic ft. Reported completions (2-911) of gas wells in 1941 were 22% greater than 
the 1940 total. During the period under review there were rapid developments in 
the use of natural gas and its liquefied gases as constituents in the production of 
essential chemicals. It is forecast that many well-known substances which have long 
been made from other source materials— e.g., ammonia, ammonium nitrate, acetylene, 
and alcohols—will be produced in quantity by processing the lighter hydrocarbons 
associated with petroleum.

In addition, many new compounds have been produced including explosives 
prepared by the nitration of methane and synthesis of nitro-hydroxy compounds.

H. B. M.
/

603. Natural Gasoline and Liquefied Petroleum Gases. F. S. L ott and A. T. Coumbe.
U.S. Bur Mines. Chapter (preprint) from Minerals Yearbook, 1941, Washington, 
1942.— 1941 was the second successive year in which production of natural gasoline 
in the United States showed a sharp increase, and it is asserted th at th is was in fact 
the most profitable to the industry of any recent years. The gain in production over 
1940 exceeded 15%, and daily outputs during 1941 increased consistently from 6-7 
million gallons in the first quarter to over 8-2 million gallons in the last quarter.

Owing to war conditions the demand for natural gasoline increased by over 20%, 
and production was inadequate to meet this new demand. Thus 60 million gallons 
had to be withdrawn from storage in 1941. In 1940, 54 million gallons were added 
to stocks.

The proportion of natural gasoline used at refineries in motor fuel during 1941 
increased to 71% , after remaining at the comparatively low level of 6-6% in 1939 
and 1940.

Cycling operations in Texas increased at a slower rate in 1941 than in  1940. The 
number of cycling and repressuring plants reporting to the Railroad Commission of 
Texas increased from 32 to 45. In Louisiana the largest cycling p lant in the world 
began operating in July 1941, in the Cotton Valley Field, W ebster Parish, and in 
December a second large plant was started at South Kennings, Jefferson D avis Parish.

i atural gasoline production by compression plants continued to  increase rapidly 
ecause of the cycling operations in Texas. Production by the absorption process 

expanded moderately in all the important producing States except California and 
fielc^ oma» where failing gas supplies restricted the throughput in certain important

Increased demand for suitable components for blending into 100-octane aviation  
6 stJmul®'t®d development of “ super-fractionation ” technique, thu s facilitating  

pure form SUC * ^  êr*end hydrocarbons as fsobutance and fsopentane in  relatively

48% more liquefied petroleum gases were sold in 1941 than in 1940, and it is believed
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that the volum e of deliveries to  consumers in 1941 would have been even greater had  
equipment for handling and utilizing such gases been more freely available and had  
diversions for consum ption as raw m aterial in the m anufacture of high-octane gasoline 
and other products been less exacting. The phenom enal increase in demand for this 
fuel is best realized w hen it is noted th at in 5 years annual sales have quadrupled ; 
moreover, in 1941 the to ta l for each of the several gases under review, except pentane, 
is higher than the combined total for all liquefied gases reported as recently as 1936.

H. B . M.



PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Géologie et Richesses Minerales de la region d’Erzincan (Turkie). B y  Dr. V. Stche- 
pinsky. Institut d’Etudes et de Recherches Minières de Turquie.

Etude Paleontologique de quelques gisements du Lias d’Anatolie. B y Dr. Galib 
Otkun. Institut d’Etudes et de Recherches Minières de Turquie.

Contribution a l’étude de la îaune cretacee de la Turquie. B y Dr. V. Stchepinsky. 
Institut d’Etudes et de Recherches Minières de Turkie.

Le dispositif géologique du secteur pétrolifère du Bassin de Boyabat. B y Maurice M. 
Blumenthal. Institut d’Etudes et de Recherches Minières de Turquie.

The Petroleum Industry : a selected list of recent references. The Library of Congress, 
Division of Bibliography, Washington.

British Standard Handbook No. 2.—Workshop Practice. Pp. 464. British Standards 
Institution, 28, Victoria Street, London, S .W .l. Price 7s. 6d. net.
In this volume are gathered together the essential technical data from the many 

British Standards applicable to engineering workshops, so th a t every engineer 
concerned with design or manufacture may have by him the latest British Standard 
practice. There has been some rearrangement in a few of the specifications, but 
the essential text and tables have not been modified.



INSTITUTE NOTES.
J u n e , 1943.

PROFESSOR VLADIMIR N. IPATIEFF.

The Chicago Chapter of the American Institute of Chemists held 
a banquet on 20th November, 1942, in honour of Professor Vladimir 
N. Ipatieff on the occasion of his seventy-fifth birthday. Papers 
were read by Dr. Gustav Egloff on “ Ipatieff’s Influence on Industry,” 
by Mr. Frank C. Whitmore, of the Pennsylvania State College, on 
“ Ipatieff, his Influence on World Chemistry,” and by Professor 
Ward V. Evans, of North-western University, on “ Vladimir N. 
Ipatieff.”

In the course of his paper Dr. Egloff said that Professor Ipatieff 
was not only celebrating his seventy-fifth birthday, but also fifty 
years in the chemical profession, during which time he had been 
responsible for discoveries and developments which had profoundly 
affected world chemistry and industry. He had organized the 
chemical industry in Russia during the Great War, and later was 
given a similar assignment by the Soviet Government, eventually 
becoming the head of a Committee that was appointed by the 
Academy of Sciences to re-establish and expand its contacts with 
foreign scientific bodies. Twelve years ago he had come to the 
United States and joined the Universal Oil Products Company, and 
since then he had accomplished his greatest work.

Among the many discoveries made by the Professor were the 
establishment of the fundamental structure of isoprene, the basic 
hydrocarbon of rubber; the production of butadiene from ethyl 
alcohol by catalytic treatment, upon which process the synthetic 
rubber industry of the U .S.S.R . was b u ilt; the preparation of ethyl
ene from ethyl alcohol by catalytic dehydration; and the production 
of ketones and aldehydes from alcohols, using brass as a catalyst.

In the early stages o f his career, Professor Ipatieff, who was then  
an artilleryman, studied the rates of combustion of various nitro
glycerine explosives at pressures up to 4500 atmospheres, and it 
was this type o f research which opened the way to the discovery of 
the field of commercial high-pressure chemical reactions such as the 
hydrogenation and destructive hydrogenation of organic com
pounds.

Another achievement of the first magnitude was the discovery of 
a solid phosphoric acid catalyst which polymerized olefins in cracked
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gases to motor fuel of high octane rating. Prior to this discovery, 
the by-product gases from cracking operations to produce motor 
fuel were burned under boilers or stills, or vented into the air.

One of the Professor’s crowning achievements was the alkylation  
of paraffins with olefins, a reaction which had hitherto been thought 
impossible, but which was now the groundwork for the production 
of 100 octane aviation spirit.

Professor Ipatieff’s impact on other industries had shown itself in 
the development of a new chemical industry, new metallurgy, new 
instrumentation, and a host of other materials which supply new 
chemicals and equipment necessary to carry out processes which 
he had given as a heritage to the present generation and to 
generations yet to come.

STUDENTS’ SECTION, BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY.

A Meeting of the Section was held on 21st January, 1943, in the 
Oil Department, and a very interesting talk was given by Mr. C. A. P. 
Southwell. The subject was “ Production from a Sandstone 
Reservoir,” and the talk dealt largely with the problem of secondary 
recovery.

A joint meeting of the Section and the Birmingham Section of the 
Institute of Chemists was held at the University, Edmund Street, 
Birmingham, on Monday, 8th March, 1943. Dr. A. E. Dunstan 
introduced a film, “ A.I.O.C. Operations in Persia,” and gave a 
short talk, illustrated by slides, dealing with the development of 
Petroleum Products, and their future.

An extensive section dealing with the geology, production, trans
port, refining, and by-products of oil, was organized by the members 
of the Section, for the Mining and Fuel Production Exhibition given  
by the Birmingham University Mining Society, at the beginning of 
March. The Exhibition was held in connection with the Fuel 
Economy Drive, and had the full co-operation of the city authorities 
and the Ministry of Fuel and Power. Students were in attendance 
throughout the week to explain the exhibits, which included many 
models, diagrams, full-sized equipment, photographs, and syn
thetics. Synthetic rubber was made on the spot. Over 24,000 
passed through the two large marquees, which also contained  
exhibits dealing with Metal Mining, Coal Mining, and Coal Utilization.



HONOURS.

Major G. M. Barrett, R .A., Fellow of the Institute, has been 
awarded the M.B.E. for “ devotion to duty and service of excep
tional merit.”
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PAPERS FOR MEETINGS.

The Publication Committee is now preparing the programme for 
meetings to be held from September next onwards, and will 
welcome the submission of papers for presentation. They should 
be forwarded to the Chairman, Publication Committee, Institute 
of Petroleum, c/o Imperial College of Science and Technology, 
Prince Consort Road, London, S.W.7.

CANDIDATES FOR ADMISSION.

The following have applied for admission to the Institute. In  
accordance with the By-laws, the proposals will not be considered 
until the lapse of at least one month after the publication of this 
Journal, during which time any Fellow, Member, or Associate 
Member may communicate by letter to the Secretary, for the con
fidential information of the Council, any particulars he may possess 
respecting the qualifications or suitability of the candidate.

The object of this information is to assist the Council in grading 
the candidate according to the class of membership.

The names of candidates’ proposers and seconders are given in 
parentheses.
B l o w e r s ,  Frank Frederick, Laboratory A ssistant, Anglo-American Oil Co., 

Ltd. (S. J . W. Pleeth ; M . E . W. M iller.)
G o o d w i n ,  Alfred Frank, W orks Manager, Silvertown Lubricants, Ltd.

(L. 0 . M a sk e ll; E . A . Evans.)
J a c o b s ,  Thomas Henry, Laboratory A ssistant, Petroleum Board. (S. J . W.

Pleeth ; M . E . W. M iller.)
Low, Peter, Installation Manager, Petroleum  Board. (Dr. E . B . Evans ; C . 

Chilvers.)
M a t t h e w s ,  Charles, Technical Representative, M atthew W ells & Co. (V . H .

S to tt; A . E . Dunstan.)
M e u l e n ,  Hubert Ter, Technologist (B .P.M .). (I. O. N ixon ; O. Baars.)
M o o n ,  Sidney E .  A . ,  D eputy Chief Chemist, Silvertown Lubricants, Ltd.

(L . O. M aske ll; J .  L . Taylor.)
P i o t r o w s k i ,  W aclaw de Junosza, Adviser on Fuel, Polish Ministry. (Dr.

R. C. Fisher ; D . H . Carter.)
R o s e ,  Geoffrey Thomas, Chemical A ssistant, Petroleum Board. (S. J . II . 

Pleeth ; M . E . W. M iller.)
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S t e p h e n s ,  Francis Edward, Chemical A ssistant, Shell-Mex & B .P . Ltd. 
(S. J . W. Pleeth ; M . E . W. M iller.)

APPLICATIO NS FO R T R A N SFE R  FROM M EM BER TO FELLOW . 
C h a p m a n . Stanley Herbert, Technical A ssistant. (A . E . Chambers ; C. 

D ailey.)
F o r s t e s ,  Leslie, C .B.E ., Engineer. (T . /.. Bonstow ; J . C. Biermann.) 
P l e e t h ,  Samuel J. W ., Chemist. (Dr. E . B . Evans ; J . Cantor.)

ARTH UR W. EASTLAKE, 
ASHLEY CARTER,

Joint Honorary Secretaries.
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lo r  a major oil company Lummus recently completed a 

Lummus Combination Three-Coil Cracking U n it . . . viscosity- 

breaking, gas oil and heavy naphtha reform ing.» » » Eighteen 

days a fte r the unit was put on stream it was completely ac- 

cepied, having met a ll guarantees. The initia l run was con

tinued to 25 days, when the unit was shut down fo r inspection 

purposes. » » » This recently completed unit —  the ninth con

secutive Lummus Cracking Unit to be accepted during initial 

firing runs o f 25 days or more —  is equipped with Lummus 

Floor-Fired, Raised Hearth Heaters, with improved steam 

generation feature in the convection section. Provision is 

also made fo r steam generation from  waste heat.

W. H. J O N E S  

R ep resen tin g  : THE LUMMUS COMPANY
70 Barn H ill,  W em bley Park, Middlesex
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Worthington-Simpson have had long Experience in 
designing and building special pumps to suit this service.
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C R A I G
OIL R E F I N E R I E S

AS all o u r D epartm ents are fu lly  employed on 

w o rk  o f national im portance, we reg re t th a t fo r 

the present we are on ly  in a position to  deal, to  a very 

lim ited  e x te n t, w ith  o u r norm al p roduction  o f O il 

Refining Plant.

W e , how ever, have pleasure in in fo rm ing  o u r many 

old and valued custom ers th a t o u r technical staff is 

s till w ith  us, and we are keeping in close touch w ith  

o u r Am erican Associates, TH E W IN K LE R -K O C H  
E N G I N E E R I N G  C O M P A N Y ,  W I C H I T A ,  
U.S.A., on all m atters o f recent deve lopm ent touch

ing the  most m odern Processes o f O il Refining.

On the  te rm in a tio n  o f hostilities , we w ill  be in the 

position to  deal w ith  all problem s o f deve lopm ent and 

reconstruc tion , on w hich clients desire to  consult us.

A. F. CRAIG & CO., LTD.
CALEDONIA ENGINEERING WORKS

PAISLEY----------------- SCOTLAND
London O ffice : 727, SALISBURY HOUSE, L O N D O N  W A L L , E.C.2 
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OXLEY CAN DO IT!
It is d ifficult to-day to  obtain new plant fo r the storage 

of oil, petrol and o ther fuels, and therefore it  is of 
greater importance than ever to  make the fullest 

possible use of existing storage capacity. W here 

corrosion o r damage from  o ther causes has resulted in 

leakage, this must be rectified w ith o u t delay in order 

that the maximum use may be made of fuel supplies. 

Oxley Metal Surgery— a highly specialised system of 
arc welding— can save plant and keep it  in commission. 

Help the national drive fo r fuel economy by consulting

OXLEY
■ e n g i n e e r i n g  c g . ltd7 |
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Straightforward in design, but embodying all modern ideas 
which makeforease and convenience in manipulation. Meets 

British Standard and Petroleum Institute requirements.

Full descriptive pamphlet sent on request
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QUASI-ARC electrodes have  led  the iield in w elded  construction 

of oil tanks, p ipe lines, etc., for the last tw en ty  years.

They are designed  specially  to m eet the most exacting condi

tions experienced  in all forms of outdoor construction and can 

be relied  upon to g ive  first class results in all positions.

Types are availab le  for all classes of work, and  w e shall be glad 

to p rov ide  full particulars and  a trial supp ly  of the type  or types 

most suited to the w ork w hich  yo u  h av e  on hand.

O ur electrodes carry  the full approval of the A dm iralty, Board 

of Trade Lloyd's Register of Shipping and  the British Corporation.
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